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LOWE ELECTRONICS

TRIO
TS520
The TS520-latest in the new TRIO line of superior amateur radio
equipment. Its styling and finish put all other rigs in the shade;

and it is not just pretty-the front panel is a die casting giving
unheard of strength and stability.
All semiconductor except for driver and PA, the TS520 is at home

mobile, portable or fixed station thanks to built-in AC power
supply and 12v. inverter. Blower cooled 6146's for long life and
exceptional linearity.

TRIO exclusive. Built-in speech compression for that extra DX
punch-without distortion, due to amplified ALC system.

FEATURES
R.I.T. * NOISE BLANKER * AMPLIFIED 2 SPEED AGC *
25 kHz CALIBRATOR * BLOWER COOLED PA * FIXED
CHANNEL OPERATION * 4 FUNCTION METERING *
AMPLIFIED ALC * BUILT-IN SPEECH COMPRESSION
* LED INDICATORS FOR FIX, VFO, RIT * LOW POWER
TUNE UP FOR LONG PA LIFE * TRANSVERTER OUTPUTS
(MATCHING TRANSVERTER IN STOCK) * 12v. DCI240v.

AC OPERATION * MATCHING SPEAKER AND VFO
AVAILABLE *

TRIO
TS900
This is probably the finest amateur transceiver ever made.

Professional design and construction make the TS900 a joy to
own and use.
As QST (July 1973) said "This device has to be the pace -setter
for the 1970's."
Full coverage 80-10; superb stability and selectivity; all mode
operations including RTTY (crystal controlled RTTY shift
built-in); all solid state except driver and PA; DC power supply
and external VFO both available.

300W pep * All Modes * Separate USB/LSB Filters * 500Hz
CW Filter Option * Four Function Metering * Two speed AGC
* Noise Blanker * 0.1 Micro Volt Sensitivity (ARRL Measurements) * Blower cooled pa * Crystal controlled RTTY generation

* VOX * Break-in CW * AC psu * DC psu *
Write or phone for full specification and the reasons why the
TS900 is the ultimate transceiver.
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LOWE ELECTRONICS

TRIO
TR7010
Following the worldwide success of the TS700, Trio have taken

and newly developed FET devices in RF amplifier and mixer

the TS700 basic design and packaged it for 2 metre SSB mobile use.

stages allow maximum sensitivity to be used with freedom from
overload due to adjacent signals.

The TR7010 sets new standards in receiver sensitivity and low
spurious emission on transmit. Operating CW and SSB from
1441-144.3 MHz, the TR7010 covers all CW, SSB and beacon
activity. 40 5 kHz channels plus VXO and RIT provide con-

Single conversion transmitter with new fully balanced mixer
system generates a beautifully clean signal with crisp audio

tinuous coverage. 8 extra channels can be used, without returning,
in the range 144-145 MHz by fitting auxiliary crystals.

quality.

Single conversion using an IF of 10.7 MHz with a superb crystal
filter provides outstanding selectivity. Wide range amplified AGC

signal and make up your own mind. Why not send for full

The first lucky owners are on two metres right now. Listen to the
details of the all new TR7010 right now.

SPECIFICATION

TRIO
TR2200G

TRANSMITTER
Frequency range
144-146 MHz
Emission
F3
Output power
1W
Freq. mult.
X12
Antenna impedance 50(1
RECEIVER
Sensitivity
Less than ItiN for 20dB S/N
Intermediate frequencies

10.7 MHz and 455 kHz

AF output
0.5W
Power source

10.4-15.2v.

DC negative

earth (8 x UM3 batteries or
optional NICad pack)

Power consumption

450mA TX 55mA RX
Supplied complete with 3 channels,
charger for NICads, external DC lead,

carrying case, shoulder strap, microphone, two battery carriers.
This little powerhouse is now the world's fastest selling two metre
FM transceiver. Unbeatable at any price, it's combination of
rugged reliability and high sensitivity give it universal appeal. Now
that more and more repeaters are opening, the TR2200G allows
the operator to work over long distances with ease-we can often

work GB3PI from Matlock using the whip antenna on the

If you hanker after mobile working from your car, the VB2200
amplifier is a marvellous addition. This superb amplifier comes
complete with a carrying cradle for the TR2200G and boosts the
power output from IW to 10W. The amplifier is automatically
switched by a FR VOX system and also supplies regulatedIDC
for the TF2200G.

TR2200G.

The rig comes complete with carrying case, shoulder strap, micro-

phone, Nicad charger, two battery carriers and fitted with three
channels (S20, S22 and R7 normally but alternatives supplied
to your choice). Facilities for 12 channels and incorporating
Trio's unique fork repeater access tone generator.

Together, the TR2200G and VB2200 give you portable and mobile

operation but the real bonus comes when you add together the
prices and come out with a total which is cheaper than a normal
mobile rig, unbelievable value for money in the TR2200G.
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LOWE ELECTRONICS

TRIO
TS700
SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range
Modes
VFO Coverage
Crystal Control
Power Output
Antenna Impedance
Carrier Suppression
Sideband Suppression
Spurious Radiation
Deviation
Repeater Tone

IF

144-146 MHz

Repeater Shift

22 Channel capability
IOW minimum
50 ohms

Calibrator
Dial Readout
R.I.T.

USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM
144-145 and 145-146 MHz
50dB

Greater than 40dB
Better than - 60dB down in all modes

10 kHz or ± 3 kHz
10.7 MHz for SSB, AM, CW, Single

1750 kHz Tuning Fork Oscillator

Noise Blanker

ACL Input
AUX Relay

Standard 600 kHz transmit downshift
provided
Built-in 1 MHz Calibration points
To better than 1 kHz all modes

4 kHz shift of receiver with respect to

transmit frequency
Advanced circuitry noise blanker for noise
free mobile or fixed operation
Socket provided for ALC input from linear
Socket provided for switching external

linear
Power Requirements 120/240v. 50/60Hz AC
12-16v. DC negative earth
0.5µV for 10dB SIN
Sensitivity
Receive 45 watts AC
Consumption
Greater than 60dB
Image Rejection
800 MA DC
Greater than 60dB
IF Rejection
Transmit 95 watts AC
Better than 2.1 all modes
IF Shape Factor
DC
4A
Greater than 2W into 8 ohms
AF Output
278 wide x 124 high x 320 deep
Dimensions (mm)
Better than 200Hz in any 30 min. period
Stability
11kg
24.2
lb
Weight
after warm-up
From the specification, it is obvious that the TS700 is an entirely new concept in two metre equipment. What is not obvious is the attention
to detail which makes the TS700 such an outstanding performer. Take the fact that the driver and Pa transistors run from a 20v. supply
to give very linear operation and low intermod products. This supply comes from a patented TRIO inverter which run seven when on a
12v. DC supply. Take the fact that you can peak all the 144 MHz receive and transmit tuned circuits by a single knob on the front panel
thus giving optimum gain on receive and very low spurious outputs on transmit; no broadband compromises in TRIO equipment.
There is so much more to say about the TS700. Why not call or send for details to find out why you must not consider any other two
metre equipment until you have seen the TRIO TS700.

Conversion 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz for
FM Double Conversion

SAD NEWS
You can all guess what's coming-that's right, a price increase. Since we were appointed Trio distributors in July, 1974, we have maintained
our prices at the same level ever since. This must be something of a record over a period of fourteen months but in the meantime,inflation
and a weakening of sterling, have both taken their toll.
Those of you who follow the currency exchange rates of the past year will have seen the pound slide from 760 yen to 620 and from 2.42
US dollars to 2-01. Since we pay our bills in dollars and yen, this means an effective pnce increase to us of around 20 %. Regrettably,
therefore, the price of all imported items will rise by something close to this amount.
Take heart-all current stocks will be sold at existing prices (whilst they last).

119 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. Tel. 2817:or 2430 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
39 Pound Street, Carshalton, Surrey. Tel. 01-669 6822
Soho House, 362-4 Soho Road, Handsworth, Birmingham. Tel. 021-554 0708
Alan GW3YSA, 35 Pen-Y-Waun, Efail Isaf, Nr. Pontypridd. Tel. Newton Llantwit 3809
John G3JYG, 16 Harvard Road, Ringmer, Lewes, Sussex. Tel. Ringmer 812071
Sim GM3SAN, 19 Ellismuir Road, Baillieston, Nr. Glasgow. Tel. 041-771 0364
OPENING HOURS: 9-5.30 TUESDAY TO SATURDAY INCLUSIVE

HEAD OFFICE
BRANCH OFFICES
AGENTS

73 from BILL G3UBO/VE8DP, ALAN G3MME, JOHN G3PCY/5N2AAC, IAN G3ZYC
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RUTLAND
COMMUNICATION FACTORS LIMITED

uniden
2020
We are proud to introduce the very newest in all band, all mode transceivers-the UNIDEN Model 2020. This
is an all new rig with a refreshing new approach to amateur radio activity. Fully self contained for operation on
AC mains or I2v. DC mobile the 2020 uses the very latest design techniques to give superlative performance. Plug-in
modules for reliability, optimum circuit isolation and easy servicing.

* FULLY SELF CONTAINED

The 2020 has built-in AC/DC power supplies, CW filter, noise blanker,

marker oscillator and PA blower.

* NEW DIAL READOUT

An original combination of digital and analogue displays giving direct readout
without counter noise problems.

* RUGGED PA

Uses a pair of 6146B tubes with stabilised screen supply and amplified ALC system.

* SUPERB CROSS MODULATION AND IMAGE REJECTION

Receiver is pre -mixed single conversion using a phase locked loop oscillator circuit. It has excellent signal handling characteristics and uses
three filters for USB, LSB and CW.

* INDEPENDENT RF CIRCUITS

Transmitter and receiver RF circuits are electrically separate providing

no -compromise performance.

* DUAL RIT CONTROL

Giving two tuning rates for quick scanning or very precise fine tuning-a UNIDEN

exclusive feature.

See the UNIDEN 2020 at the Leicester show and at your local amateur radio stockists. You will have to admire the
thought that went into its design.

OTHER PRODUCTS
As well as the exciting new UNIDEN range of equipment, we offer the complete NIHON DENGYO line of SSB
and FM, amateur and marine transceivers and receivers ; HALLICRAFTERS products ; TONO linears ; valves ;
crystals, filters ; station accessories ; Hy -Gain antennas ; RAK antennas ; plugs, sockets and cable in fact everything
;

that a radio amateur may require.

2 RUTLAND STREET, MATLOCK, DERBYS.
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THE NAME IS YAESU

Solid State Ultimate 2 Metre Transceiver with Versatile
SSB/FM/CW/AM Operation
Here

is

for the

a compact, versatile transceiver designed
2 metre enthusiast. The FT -221

active

features all
mode operation-SSB/FM/CW/AMwith repeater offset capability.
Advanced phase

lock loop circuitry offers unsurpassed stability and
Modular, computer
spurious free signals.
type construction offers reliability and ease of service.
clean

pass band tuning provides the optimum
selectivity and performance needed on today's active
2 metre band. Join the fun on FM, DX, or OSCAR,
with the FT -221 transceiver. Another winner from
the world's leader in amateur communications
equipment.

Preset

Features
* Complete 144-148 MHz coverage in 8 band segments

* Dual rate, concentric VFO dial drive with better
than I kHz readout
* Built-in AC and DC power supplies
* SSB/CW/FM/AM operation
* Selectable +600 kHz repeater offset
* Built-in VOX and break-in CW
* External tone input connector
* Built-in 100 kHz calibrator

* Built-in effective noise blanker
* Three way metering : S meter, power output, and
*

FM discriminator
I
crystal channels per band segment - Total 88
I

channel

* SSB output 12 watts PEP

FM/CW output 14 watts
AM output 2.5 watts
* Built-in speaker

THESE ARE THE LATEST CHAPTERS
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MUSEN-THE REPUTATION
IS UNPARALLELED!
FT-101E/EE

Solid State 160 thru 10 Metre Transceiver
The world's number one transceiver now offers
even more value and performance in one, compact,
thirty pound package. An effective, RF Speech
Processor is a built-in integral part of this exciting

Now you can realize that extra talk
power to cut through the pile ups-without the
transceiver.

addition of a linear amplifier. Except for the final and
driver stages, the FT -I01 E/EE features the latest in
solid state technology, incorporating time proven,

Atop

plug-in "computer type" modules for unparalleled
reliability and serviceability. New lever type switches
offer easier operation. Here is a complete radio station

designed to go anywhere-ideal for today's active
Just add an antenna and I2v. DC or 100234v. AC for instant operation on 160 thru 10 metres.
The FT -I01 E/EE is another step forward in amateur
amateur.

communications from the world's leader

in com-

munications equipment. YAESU-The Radio Company.

MI --'

Or.

WANE *

MOO E

AF

TM.

E MODEL WITH R.F. PROCESSOR
EE MODEL LESS R.F. PROCESSOR

Features

* Built-in AC and DC power supplies

* Built-in RF-speech Processor for increased talk
power (E model only)
* 260 Watts PEP SSB, 180 Watts CW, and 80 Watts
AM.
* Factory sealed, solid state VFO for optimum stability
and accurate I kHz readout

* Effective Noise Blanker, threshold adjustable, for
elimination of noise spikes
* Built-in, fully adjustable VOX
* Automatic break-in CW operation with sidetone
* Selectable 25 kHz and 100 kHz calibrator
* +5 kHz receiver clarifier w/separate ON/OFF
switch

* Built-in WWV/JJY reception
* Heater switch to shut off final tubes for conservation of current drain

* Reliable easy to operate lever switch
* Adjustable carrier level for tune-up and novice
operation
* Built-in speaker
* High -Q, permeability tuned, RF stages to provide
the performance required even in base station
operation
* Includes dynamic, hand-held type microphone.
* Indicator lights for interval VFO and clarifier
operation
* Eight pole SSB filter for unparalleled selectivity on
today's crowded bands
* All mode operation-SSB, CW and AM
* Built-in internal crystal control provision and Dual
VFO adaptor
* Complete line of compatible accessories for flexible
station design

IN THE YAESU MUSEN SUCCESS STORY
READ ON FOR THE MAIN THEME
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REMEMBER! WHEN YOU CHOOSE YAESU

YOU ARE DEALING WITH THE WORLD'S
*LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

YAESU

The Ultimate Base Station Combination

JUST TWO MORE
RECENT EXAMPLES
OF YAESU'S LEAD

IN THE AMATEUR
FIELD

FL -101 Transmitter

FR -101 Receiver
Four models now available
FRIOIS

FRIOID
FRIOISD

FRIOIDD

STANDARD
DE LUXE
STANDARD WITH
DIGITAL DISPLAY
DE LUXE WITH
DIGITAL DISPLAY

Solid State Receiver with Total Spectrum Coverage 160 thru 2 Meter
plus provision for Major Short Wave Broadcast Bands

ON THESE PAGES WE HAVE DEPICTED ONLY

A SMALL PART OF THE TOTAL YAESU
RANGE, SUCH NOW IS IT'S SCOPE - PROOF

ENOUGH THAT AMATEURS THE WORLD
OVER PREFER YAESU MUSEN - THE TRUE
SPECIALISTS

IN
AMATEUR
EQUIPMENT.

RADIO
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Alignment Lines in Fukushima Factory

YAESU MUSEN AUTHORISED UK AGENTS

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

Western Electronics (UK) ltd
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London's Amateur Radio
Stockists

Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station

NEW

NI1K7

RECEIVER

Synthesized General Coverage Low Cost
All Solid State
Built-in AC Power Supply
Selectable Sidebands

Excellent Performance

UK PRICE E225, EXPORT PRICE E185 INC. SURFACE POSTAGE
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Coverage :
Reception Modes :
Sensitivity :

0.5 to 30 MHz in 30 ranges each tunable over I MHz range with a dial having 10 kHz graduations.
CW, USB, LSB, AM.
At least 10 dB S + N/N under the following conditions :
MODE
FREQUENCY
INPUT LEVEL
SSB
0.5-2 MHz
1.0 µV
2-30 MHz
0.3 IN
AM
0.5-2 MHz
3.0 µV
2-30 MHz
1.0 µV
(AM : 1000 Hz at 30% modulation)
* These voltages are 1/2 the open circuit signal generator voltage, i.e., the voltage read on the meter of a HP Model 606 Generator.
Output :
Capable of 200 mW output on SSB at 2 MHz with input signal of 0.5 µV and 2 Watts output with 5µV input.
Audio Distortion :
Less than 5% at 2 Watts.
Calibration Accuracy :
Within 5 kHz at all frequencies.
Selectivity :
BANDWIDTH
MODE
-6 dB
SSB

Antenna :

Audio Output Provisions :
Muting Provisions :
Power Supply :

Current Consumption :
Dial Lights :
Clarifier :
Size

Weight :

3 kHz ± 25%

AM
5-5 kHz ± 25%
Greater than 50 dB.
Greater than 50 dB at fd below 20 MHz.
Greater than 40 dB at fd above 20 MHz.
Self-contained telescopic whip antenna.

Image Rejection
IF Rejection :

unbalanced.)

External connection to terminal strip.

(75 ohm input impedance-

Internal 8 Ohm speaker and phone jack on front panel that disables speaker when plugged in.
External mute jack (RCA type) that provides normal reception with closed circuit and mute with open circuit
connections.
8 type "D" (1.5v.) dry cell batteries. Tapped transformer to provide operation from I I7v. ± 15% or 240v.
± 10 %-20 %, 50-60 Hz source with automatic switch over to batteries when AC line is disconnected.
Less than 100 mA quiescent at 12v. DC.
Momentary push button to light when on battery operation. Always on for AC operation.
Tunes minimum of ± 2 kHz and maximum of ± 5 kHz.
I3in. (33 cm.) wide, I lin. (28 cm.) deep, 5 Sin. (14 cm.) high.
14 lb. (6.4 kg.).

SECURICOR

*

DRAKE
B.R.S.

**

RADIO SHACK LTD.
OPEN 5 DAYS 9 until 5 p.m.
Sat. 9 until
CLOSED FOR LUNCH I p.m. until 2 p.m.

1

p.m.

SALES
ACCESS

*
*

SERVICE
BARCLAYCARD

*

HP

188 BROADHURST GARDENS

LONDON, NW6 3AY

lust around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station

Telephone : 01-624 7174

Cables : Radio Shack, London, N.W.6
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Swa iv
ELECTRONICS

THE FANTASTIC 700CX
TRANSCEIVER

PLANET 808

A
£35 post paid

SUPERB NEW SPEECH PROCESSOR !

FULL
YAESU
RANGE

Y10)

New 'X' models from ATLAS RADIO - 210X, 215X

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK ARE DIRECT
IMPORTERS OF YAESU, SWAN and ATLAS EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURERS OF
PLANET PRODUCTS
A COUPLE OF STAMPS (WE'LL PROVIDE THE ENVELOPE) WILL BRING YOU OUR LATEST USED EQUIPMENT
LIST OR INDIVIDUAL INFORMATION ON SPECIFIC ITEMS -25 PENCE BRINGS THE LATEST GLOSSY SWAN
OR YAESU CATALOGUE (FULLY REFUNDABLE AGAINST EVENTUAL PURCHASE)

NEW BRANCH ! WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT OUR NEW BRANCH*
AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK -COASTAL* 316-318 NORTHDOWN ROAD, CLIFTONVILLE,
KENT, IS NOW FULLY OPERATIONAL UNDER THE DIRECTION OF KEN McINNES G3FTE

AND WILL CATER FOR LOCAL CUSTOMERS AND VISITORS TO THIS PART OF THE
ENGLISH COAST.
TELEPHONE : THANET (0843) 22060

AGENTS :

SCOTTISH-RON TURNER GM8HXQ WISHAW 72172
WALES AND WEST-ROSS CLARE GW3NWS CAERLEON 422232

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
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THANET

PAUL
G3VJF

CID

ICOM

IC -22A
THE HIGH QUALITY MOBILE WITH
PLENTY OF CHANNELS FITTED
AS STANDARD

E125 + VAT
(Fitted with E43 of Crystals)
The IC -22A offers you the high quality and reliability found in all ICOM products in a compact, robust and attractive mobile rig at a price to suit
your pocket. This FM transceiver employs up to date techniques to provide the ideal system for mobile use. Consider these points which all

contribute to providing optimum contacts either direct or through the ever growing number of repeaters in the U.K.:* Low noise dual -gate mosfet in the front end of the receiver.
* 5 section helical filter after the front end to provide high rejection of unwanted out of band signals.
* A trimmer for each crystal for accurate tuning which is necessary to keep ignition noise to a minimum.

* Dual conversion with IFs of 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz for excellent image rejection and selectivity, with filters at each IF frequency.
Narrow filter giving high rejection of adjacent channel signals 25 kHz away.

Hard IF limiting using an IC.

* A sensitive, temperature compensated, adjustable squelch circuit with front panel indicator to show when the squelch is open should the
gain control be turned back to please the XYL.
* 1.5 Watts of audio from its built-in 3+" speaker giving ample volume for copy on the move.
* Line voltages are filtered and regulated for reduction of interference from the dynamo or alternator.
* Excellent clipping and speech tailoring to suit FM requirements.
* A full IOW output from a sturdy PA transistor-switchable to about +W for local working.
* A fully automatic tone burst giving an access tone, for operating repeaters, at the beginning of transmissions WHEN SWITCHED TO A
REPEATER CHANNEL ONLY. Thus there are no extra buttons to press when driving. Simply switch to the repeater channel you want and
the rig does the rest.
" An additional call button which can ba wirel as a manual tone switch for providing the very long (," 5 secs.) tones required to initially open
some continental repeaters.
The accessories include a microphone, DC Power cord, spare fuses and the popular ICOM versatile quick release mobile mounting bracket.
This makes it a simple job to remove the rig from the car for base station use.
After deciding that this is THE choice in mobile rigs the problem arises as to which channels to fit to give you optimum use, bearing in mind
that crystals cost over £4 per channel with VAT at 25%. We put some thought into this, stirred in a little generosity, took a look at the UK
bandplan and the frequencies used for FM mobile around the country and decided that with the following channels FITTED you will be unlikely
to have to buy more crystals other than for private natter channels and local nets. You will note that we have included ALL the UK repeater
channels-it would be silly not to as a mobile is intended to be moved about!
UK
Channel

IC -22A

Dial No.

R3

3

R4

4
5

R5
R6

6
7
9

USE

Repeaters in SUFFOLK and YORKSHIRE
Repeaters in Central Scotland, Derbyshire, Cornwall and Kent.
Repeaters in HAMPSHIRE and Birmingham.
Repeaters in CAMBRIDGE and S. WALES

Repeaters in LONDON, WORCS., Aberdeen, Lancashire and West Wales.
A widely used mobile calling channel still used by many mobiles in the UK
who only have this frequency.
S20
10
THE OFFICIAL mobile CALLING channel.
S21
II
A simplex channel to QSY to when others are full.
S22
12
A widely used simplex channel.
S23
13
Another alternative simplex channel often used.
NOTE : Repeaters shown in capitals are in operation NOW, others hope to be on the air before too
long. Be ready now and avoid having to wait for crystals when they come into operation.
Thus your IC -22A will arrive nearly half full of crystals when you get it-but there are still spaces for a further 12 channels.
All this for E125
VAT-with free delivery by Securicor and the full backing of THANET warranty and service.
Subject to availability we intend to stock crystals for the following frequencies:-S I 0, I I, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and
RI, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 together with reverse repeater crystals for the UK channels. Other frequencies will be obtained to order PROVIDING THEY ARE IN PORTIONS OF THE BAND DESIGNATED TO FM. Price E3.50 per channel - VAT. Single crystals L2.00 + VAT.
NOTE : THE CRYSTALS WE SUPPLY ARE OF THE CORRECT LOADING CAPACITANCE FOR ICOM EQUIPMENT. OTHER TYPES MAY
NOT BE AND MAY RESULT IN YOU BEING A FEW kHz OFF CHANNEL. THIS RESULTS IN IGNITION NOISE PROBLEMS.
R7

SO (145 MHz)

f

PHONE US REGARDING SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT

THANET ELECTRONICS

BARCLAYCARD

34 CLIFF AVENUE, HERNE BAY

welcome here

41

KENT

(02273) 63846

rilBuyitwithAccess
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DAVE
G4ELP
yom

IC OM
IC -201
THE MULTIPLE RIG THAT
SETS THE PACE IN LUXURY

AND QUALITY

£300 + VAT

REVERSE OR NORMAL REPEATER OPERATION AVAILABLE AT THE

FLICK OF A SWITCH WITHOUT RETUNING
ICOM products are renowned for their sheer quality and reliability and the long awaited for IC -20I is no exception. It is difficult to point out
all the advantages and qualities in such a well engineered piece of electronics by just writing about it. It needs to be seen and handled to be
fully appreciated. Those of you who saw it at Leicester will have had the opportunity already, but for those who haven't been so lucky then
we invite you to visit us or one of our agents for a demonstration. If you are thinking of a multi -mode then make sure to consider the IC -20I
before you choose. If you have any questions please phone us for a chat.
Compare these features with other
multi -mode rigs
Centre -Zero meter on FM

Narrow filter on FM for 25 kHz
channel spacing.

Good, well -limited FM.
600 kHz shift of either Tx. or Rx. on
the 145 MHz range for Repeater
and Reverse Repeater operation.

Automatic tone -burst introduced
on Duplex.
4 Crystal
positions for net and
repeater frequencies.

Two -speed gearbox giving
rapid tuning.

CW side -tone
Full

break-in on CW (separate

VOX delay controls for CW and
SSB)

easy

Mic. gain control on front panel.
Dial -readout to kHz-accurate
to 2 kHz or better.
I

RF gain control by adjusting the
coupling of two helical filters.

Crystal Calibrator
Vox. Fully adjustable (works on
FM if you really want it).

ACCESSORIES : microphone, DC

Noise blanker.

power cord with plug, spare

R.I.T.

fuses, plug for CW key.

SPECIFICATION
Transistors

53

FET

16

IC

Diodes ...
Frequency Range
Weight ...

Deviation FM set to
144-146 MHz

4.5 kHz
... 500 ohm

Mic. Impedance

Operation
Dial accuracy

...

PTT or VOX

(-10°C to 60°C) ± 2 kHz

Transmitter
Power Output

>40dB
>40dB
-60dB

Carrier Suppression (SOB)
Unwanted sideband suppn.
Spurious radiation

All IOW pep
AI, F3 IOW

Modes SOB (usb or lsb), CW and FM
Ant. Impedance
50 ohms

Operating Voltage DC 13.8 ± 15%
AC 230v.
Size III mm. x 230mm. x 260mm.
deep

Receiver
I.F. Frequencies A3.1, Al

10.7 MHz

10.7 MHz and 455 kHz
Sensitivity A3.1, Al 0.511V for 10dB
F3

S t NIN

FM 0.4 µV for 20dB quieting
Squelch sensitivity (FM)

-8dB (AV) or less

Bandwidth

SSB, CW ±12 kHz- 6dB points
±2.4 kHz -60dB points
FM
±8 kHz -6dB
± 16 kHz -60 dB
Audio output ...
2W
Speaker ...

...

8 ohms

These details are accurate to the
best of our knowledge at the time
of going to press, but there could be
variations.

Other items :IC -210 (few available)
IC-3PA Power Supply

L200 + VAT
...

E35 -I- VAT

DV -21 Digital VFO for IC -22A, etc.
IC-225-THE 80 Channel Mobile rig

...
...

E172 -I- VAT

£195 + VAT

AGENTS. THANET Agents are placed in strategic parts of the country to give you an easier chance of examining the excellent range of ICOM
products. We are pleased to introduce a new one to you. He is TONY BLACKMORE who lives on the Penarth peninsula overlooking CARDIFF
bay. As with other agents Tony is available evenings and weekends BY TELEPHONED APPOINTMENT ONLY-This should be handy for our
many GW customers as well as those who live in the South West.

THANET AGENTS
(by telephoned appointment evenings and weekends only)
NORTH
PETER AVILL, G3TPX,
7 Moorland Crescent,
Mapplewell, BARNSLEY, Yorks.
Tel.: DARTON (022 678) 2517

CRAYFORD
CRAYFORD ELECTRONICS

32 Iron Mill Lane,
CRAYFORD, Kent.
Tel.: (03225) 24625

WALES

TONY BLACKMORE, GW3FKO,
2 Joseph Parry Close,
Llandough, Penarth, CARDIFF,
Tel.: (0222) 702982

LONDON
TERRY BARNETT, G8BAM,

7 Cochrane Court,
Leyton

Grange,

LONDON E10.
Tel.: 01-556 9366
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NOW, MORE RADIO
FROM THE
RADIO COMPANY

Y)01
Now, the best is even better ! The finest allround transceiver in the world is even better.
The new FT-10IE includes a potent R.F. speech
processor plus improved, easy -to -use lever

*LAI

VASSO

ass

issssearsta

WT

what the FT -101 E is. Also available is the FT -I 0 I EE

r

Ai HAIR.

MOOS

push button, independent clarifier operation.
All the other features that have made the FT -I01
series of transceivers the world's most popular,
are still here : 260w. SSB. Globe circling power
on CW and AM. 160 to 10m. range. 0.3AV
receiving sensitivity.
If you are a serious amateur, you are always
looking for more radio. At L525 that is exactly

RAW 6MR 0,

vov

at £493.75. (This is the "101E," but less the R.F.
Processor).

0 'sir

DELIVERY OF 101E, IS EX-S7OCK.

NEW YAESU FT -221 2m. AM/SSB/FM Transceiver
ex -stock. Price L425.

111W

4110

A more refined clarifier control for

switches.

LOAOIRO

YAESU PRICES (Carriage free by Securicor) including VAT
HF TRANSCEIVERS
FT -75B 10-80m. 120w.

... £222.50

DC -75B DC PSU for FT -75B
FP -75B AC PSU for FT -75B

£62.50
£62.50
FT -101B 10-160m. 260w.... £437.50
FT-I0IEE latest model .. L439.75
FT -101E

"IOIEE"

t

Rf

processor
L525.00
FT/FP-200 10-80m. AC only £331 .25
FT -201 10-80m. AC/DC ... £412.50
FT -401B 10-80m. 500w. ... £431.25
FT/FP-501

10-80m.

Digital £550.00

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS

10-80w. L293.75
FL -2100B 1200w. for 101 B/E £293.75
FL -200013 1200w.

HF RECEIVERS

FR -I015 10-160m....
FR -1015

Dig.

... £343.75
10-160m.

Digital ...
L450.00
FR -101D 2m. -160m. + SW
Bands
FR -101D

...
Dig.

Digital

L450.00

ning
...
FT -22I 2m. SSB/AM/FM
FT -224 24 Ch. FM ...
SIG -80R 80Ch. FM...

HF TRANSMITTER
FL -I01 10-160m.
FL -I01 RF

...

10-160m. + Rf

processor

SPEAKERS
SP -101B for FR/FT-10IB/E

VHF TRANSCEIVERS

FT-2AUTO 8CH. FM Scan-

FP-2ACeri+s 8 as above +

£287.50

L42500
£187.50
£300.00

FT -620B 6m. AM/SSB/CW L30000
FP-2AC AC PSU for FT -224 £55.00

SP-101PB Phone patch/Spr.
SP -401 for FT -4018

E36875
E40000
£18.75
£58.75
£18.75

TEST EQUIPMENT

YC-355 35 MHz AC only .- £81.00
VC -355D 200 MHz AC/DC LI5660
YC-601
Dig.
unit for
FT -101/401

YO -100 Monitor Scope
£124.20
YP- I 50 50w.
200 MHz
Power Meter ...
E49.68
.

£97.50

£113.40

REMOTE VFO's

FV-50C for FT -75B...
FV-I0113 for FT -10113
FV-200 for FT -200 ...

FV-40I for FT -401B

£50.00
L65.00
£65.00
L65.00

ACCESSORIES
YD -844 Table Microphone
YD -B46 Hand Microphone

£22.50
£8.75

FF-50DX Low Pass Filter ...
Mobile Mounts, Crystals,
Filters, Log Books
...

LI8.75

YAESU AND WESTERN - SYNONYMOUS FOR SERVICE

NOW AVAILABLE EX -STOCK! THE FDK MULTI -2000
2m. SSB/FM, CW 200 Ch. SYNTHESISED
AC/DC TRANSCEIVER
* Full cover 144-6 MHz.
* VXO gives full coverage between 10 kHz spacing.
* Rapid change of frequency and mode is possible.
RIT (Receiver Incremental Tuning) allows receiver
to be tuned without moving the transmit frequency.
600 kHz Repeater shift works on all frequencies.
* Tone access built-in.

* Fitted narrow FM Filter.
SUPERB VALUE AT £362.50 inc. carriage (Securicor)
and VAT
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WESTERN FOR TEST EQUIPMENT
GRID DIP METER, TE-15
*Operates as a Grid Dip Oscillator, Absorption Wave -meter
and Oscillating Detector.

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR, TE-20D

Specification

Freq.

A

0.44-1.3

D

B

1.3-4.3

C

4-14

E
F

6

Specification Freq. range : Sine :
20Hz-200 kHz ; Square 20Hz25 kHz. Output voltage : Sine
7 volt ; Square : 7Vp-p. Output
1000 ohm.
Freq.
impedance:
accuracy : ±5%.
Distortion

"Dual output RF terminals
'Separate Variable Audio Output

*Versatile Portable Applications

440 kHz -280 MHz in
Coil
MHz Coil

AF SIGNAL GENERATOR, TE22D

"Factory calibrated and tested
Specification:

Freq.

range :

kHz -500 MHz (7 bands).

range
coils.
MHz

120

Freq.

accuracy : ±2%. Audio output
to 8 volt. Internal modulation :

Less than 2%. Tube complement :
6BM8, 6AQ8, 6X4. Power source
105-125, 220-240v. AV, 50/60 Hz.
19W.

400Hz approx. Tube : I2BH7A,
6AR5. Power source 105-125v.,
220-240v. AC, 50/60 Hz. 12 watts.
Employs a Xtal socket and can be

14-40

40-120
120-280

Low Distortion

used as below (a) Self -calibration.

(I) Employs 2 dual knobs for ease
of operation. (2) With attenuator,

(b) Marker generator.

AC MILLIVOLTMETER, TE-40

VALVE VOLTMETER, TE-65
"High sensitivity V.T.V.M.
°With new 6" full -view meter
*Suitable to measuring audio cir"Compare it to any peak -to -peak
cuits. Low level AC coltage.
I mV -300v.
Specification : AC V
RMS (10 ranges). Accuracy 5Hz-

1-2 MHz ±2dB (dB scale -+2- -25
dB) 10Hz-I MHz±ldB, 2011z-250
kHz ± 0-2dB. dB scale -40, -30,
-20, -10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 dBm.
Power source : 105-125, 220-240v.
AC, 50/60Hz. Dimensions : 140 x

215 x 170mm. Weight : 2.5kg.

75 mm OSCILLOSCOPE, TO.3

INSULATION TESTER, TE-68
Insulation range : 1000v 500
M
500v. 250M 0, 250v.
I25M 0,
som a. Centre
scale Approx. 1/100 Fs M G.
Voltage proof : AC 1,200v.

V.T.V.M. made by any other manu-

facturer at any price.

Specification : DC V : 0 -1.5 -5 -15 -50I50 -500-1500v. (using HV Probe, up

to 3kV.). AC V 0-1-5-5-15-50-150-

500-1500v. RMS. 0 -14 -4 -14 -40 -140400 -1400 -4000P -P.
Resistance : Rx

Accuracy : Approx. ±5% at

Decibel: -I0dB to
+65dB. Power source : 105-125,
220-240v. AC, 50/60 Hz. Tube Complement
12AU7, 6AL5.

215(H) x 170(D).
Approx. 2.5kg.

centre scale. Power source :
105-125, 220-240v. AV, 50/60
Hz. Dimensions : 140(W) x

10 -100 -1K -10K -100K -1M -10M (0.2 0-

1000M 0).

Weight :

SIGNAL INJECTOR, SE -250B

°Portable type, high quality

Usable for checking
of TV, radio, amplifier,
tape recorder, intercom
communication equipment

Specification

Vertical Axis
Horizontal Axis
Deflection Sensitivity
0.IVp-p/cm (At I kHz)
I Vp-p/cm
Freq. Characteristics
1.5 Hz -la MHz 1.5 Hz -1.2 MHz 1.5 Hz -350 kHz
Input Impedance
2M (2 25pF
2M 20pF
Calibration Voltage
I Vp-p/cm
Sweep Oscillator : 5 ranges :
(I) 10-100 Hz
(2) 100-I kHz
(3) 1-10 kHz
(4) 10-80 Hz
(5) 50-300 Hz
Synchronization Devices : Internal (Positive and Negative) External Power

and many other electrical and
electronic devices. Features :
Rugged construction, simple

operation, excellent appearance, small and light weight,
yet low-priced I Specifications
Transistor : 2SC183 x 2 pcs.
Oscillator : Free running type
multi -vibrator. Freq. range :
700 to 1,000 Hz.

source (± Line)
75AJBI
Weight : Approx. 7Kgs. (154 lbs.)

Cathode Ray Tube
Dimensions 140 x 215 x 330 mm.
Power Source : 105-125v., 220-240v. AC, 50/60 Hz.

SIGNAL TRACER, SE -350A. TRACER/INJECTOR, SE -360

SINE/SQUARE GENERATOR, 6850

Models SE -350A and SE -360, designed to
receive audio frequency and indicate exist-

ence or non-existence of a signal through
speaker or meter, are compact, light weight
and ruggedly constructed and offer high
stability in performance due to an IC applied circuit. The built-in amplifier having
a high gain of 60 dB enables the units to
trace minute signals accurately.
Any
optional level of signals can be obtained by
switching the attenuator and adjusting the
potentiometer.
Other features include
easy -to -operate,
self-contained
power
source, output terminals of 600 ohm impedance and extension -speaker terminals.
Both units can be used in field servicing.

*Covers 20 Hz to 2 MHz in
5 bands.

°Provides Sync. Input.
.10 dB -Step attenuator plus
continuously variable out-

put control.

"Excellent
accuracy.

calibration

TEST EQUIPMENT PRICES (including P. & P. and VAT) SE -250B Injector
SE -250A Tracer ...
SE -360 Tracer/Injector
SE -6850 Generator

13.24

61696
...

L19.17
£46.44
£27.00

TE-15 G.D.O.

TE-20D R.F. Generator ...

TE-22D A.F. Generator ...
TE-40 AC Millivoltmeter
TE-65 V.T.V.M.
TE-68 Insul. Tester

£27.00
£35.64
£37.80
£37.80

[48.60

TO -3 Oscilloscope
...
VC -355
35
MHz Freq.
Counter ...
...
...

£91.80

TC-530F 470 MHz Freq.

L131. 00

SWR-200

VC -355D 200 MHz Freq.
Counter ...
...
... E156.60

YP-150

I50w. 200 MHz
...
Power Meter ...

E48.60

Heathkit SB303, very good 1168.50
Heathkit SB-401, very good £128.50

Heathkit SB-630, console
private sale
(no VAT)

E40.00

USED EQUIPMENT
Drake R4B/T4XB. Superb
pair

E370.00

Drake TR4 plus AC/DC ... £250.00

Eddystone EA -12A, like new £175.00

...
... £270.00
Counter ...
Osker Power
..
Meter
...
...
E24. 84

CATALOGUE. We will be pleased to send you a copy of our COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT catalogue (30p) or
TOWERS. ANTENNAS and ROTORS catalogue (30p). No SAE required.

Weitein Elect/only (um) tW
Agents

IAN PARTRIDGE, G3PRR, CHESHAM, BUCKS. (02405) 4143
ALAN CAMERON. GM30G.I. ALLOA (02592) 4653

DAVID LACEY G8ITP,

SOLIHULL WARKS., 021-744 4438

Hours of business: 9.15 - 5.15. 9 - 1130 (Saturday)

1-3 WEST PARK RD., SOUTHAMPTON
TELEPHONE : SOUTHAMPTON 27464
CABLES : WESTRONICS, SOUTHAMPTON
TELEX : 47388 WESTRONICS
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MICROWAVE MODULES LIMITED
144MHz Mosfet Converters
UPDATED SPECIFICATION
The overwhelming response to the introduction of our 144 MHz
SSB receiver converter has indicated the requirement for a tightly
specified converter for use with modern highly accurate 28-30
MHz receivers. To this end we have now standardised the design
of our 28-30 MHz Converter using a zener-stabilised 116 MHz
crystal oscillator, giving a typical read-out error of better than
kHz. The converter is now available in the two versions, with
and without the local oscillator output facility.
MMCI44/28
Price 618.90 inc. VAT
MMCI44/28 LO (with 116 MHz output) Price L19.90 inc. VAT
1

432 MHz POWER SOURCE
A simple and efficient method of producing power is provided by
the use of our MMV432 varactor tripler. This unit, when driven
by a 144 MHz transmitter (AM, FM, or CW), converts this power
with high efficiency to 432 MHz. A pi -network in cascade with an
L -network matches the input impedance to the low impedance of
the diode. A similar circuit is used as the output network to
provide optimum filtering of harmonics.
Spectrum analysis of other varactor tripler designs leave us in no
doubt that our unique design concept alone achieves the necessary S
high degree of unwanted harmonic rejection as specified below.
MMV432
Price 621.90 incl VAT

MMV432 SPECIFICATION
SPECIFICATION
Noise figure : 21 dB max.
Gain : 27 dB typ.
Image rejection : 65 dB typ.
Crystal oscillator : 116 MHz (zenered)
Frequency error at 144 MHz : 3 kHz max.
Power supply : 35mA at 12 volts.
116 MHz o/p power : 5mW min. (LO o/p version)

We have extended our popular range of single conversion con
verters to include the following I.F.s :
9-11, 12-14, 14-16, 18-20, 24-26, 27.7-29.7, 28-30 MHz
Price £18.90 inc. VAT

144 MHz DOUBLE CONVERSION MOSFET
CONVERTER

1.F.s available ex -stock : 2-4, 4-6 MHz
Price inc. VAT £18.90
This unit was developed to meet the heavy demand for a converter

suitable for use with receivers having better performance at lower
frequencies. It uses two dual -gate mosfets mixers, both led from
the output of a 70 or 71 MHz crystal oscillator. Selectivity is
obtained at the first I.F. in the 74 MHz range, thereby overcoming
the usual problems associated with low -1.F. single conversion
converters.

144 MHz DUAL OUTPUT PREAMPLIFIER
This two -stage mosfet preamplifier has two separate isolated
outputs, for feeding two receivers, for example. The gain is 18 dB,
and the noise figure is 2.8 dB. The noise figure is individually
optimised on each unit using our new automatic noise measuring
equipment.
Price inc. VAT E11.30

70 MHz MOSFET CONVERTER
I.F.s available : 4.4 7, 14-14.7, 18-18.7, 28-28.7 MHz
Price 618.90 incl VAT

70 MHz CONVERTER FOR SSB

Output Power at 432 MHz : 14 watts typical (for 20 watts
drive at 144 MHz)
Bandwidth : 430-440 MHz at - I dB
Typical Harmonic Performance :

Fundamental - 30 dB

288 MHz
576 MHz
Others

-50 dB
- 40 -dB

- 60 dB

432 MHz MOSFET CONVERTER
I.F.s available ex -stock : 14-16, 18-20, 24-26, 28-30, 144-146 MHz
Price inc. VAT E22.60
This unit uses a dual -gate mosfet mixer for excellent strong -signal Si
performance preceded by two BFY90 transistor RF stages for high
sensitivity. All UHF tuned circuits are printed using Microstrip

technology, and a crystal in the 100 MHz region is used in the
oscillator chain to overcome unwanted beats in the tuning range.

1296 MHz CONVERTER
This converter has been developed using an extension of the micro strip techniques that have been well proven in our 70 cm. converter

design. Two versions of the design are available using either a
96 MHz or 105.666 MHz crystal to produce I.F.'s of 144-146 MHz
or 28-30 MHz respectively, corresponding to the 1296-1298 MHz
band. We are using crystals of a very tight tolerance to minimise
the offset that would otherwise be very noticeable when using a
high-performance 28-30 MHz tunable receiver. The multiplier
chain uses three BFY 90 transistors and the mixer is fabricated
using a pair of MA 4882 Schottky diodes in a balanced hybrid ring
configuration. The I.F. head amplifier uses a selected low noise
dual -gate mosfet to give an overall noise figure which is typically
better than 8.5 dB, and a gain of 25 dB. Microstrip UHF circuitry
ensures repeatability of this high performance design. The unit is
housed in the same die-cast box as the rest of our range of con-

verters and is fitted with 50 ohm BNC connectors of optimum
UHF performance. The converter operates from a nominal I2v.

I.F. 28-28.7 with 42 MHz osc. output (similar to 144 MHz version
above)
Price E19.90 inc. VAT

supply and is available in negative earth version only.
Price inc. VAT 629.90

SOCKETS
All our equipment (apart from 1296 MHz) is fitted with Belling -Lee
sockets. Optionally all equipment can be supplied from stock
fitted with BNC sockets (50 or 75 ohms). Extra charge.
LI.00 inc. VAT

1296 MHz VARACTOR TRIPLER
Maximum input power at 432 MHz : 24 watts.

power (at maximum input) : 14 watts.

Typical output
Price inc. VAT £31.30

STOP PRESS
SWe have lust been appointed as exclusive UK representative for KLM Electronics of California.
sAmplifiers at the Leicester Exhibition, October 30 and 31 and November I.

S

See their exciting range of VHF/UHF Power S
S

BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL
L9 7AN
TEL.: 051-523 4011

s
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THE LEADING UK DISTRIBUTOR

V

To complement our Yaesu range we offer from :AUSTRALIA, CANADA, GERMANY, HOLLAND, JAPAN, SPAIN, U.S.A. and the U.K.

ANTENNAS

- Hy Gain, Gem Quad, Mosley, Bantex, G Whip, J

MASTS
ACCESSORIES

- Versatowers, Ham Towers, Telomasts, Alimasts, Teletowers.
- Ken, Vibratrol, AEC, Katsumi, Shure, KW, etc.

ROTATORS

- CDE, Stolle, FITTINGS, Wire, Cables, Insulators.

Beam.

24 HOUR DELIVERY FREE by Securicor on all Yaesu items over £5.5 (post free on items over £5). (Remote
parts 48 hours service.)

AFTER SALES
CALLERS

Warranty work collected and delivered free by Securicor to minimise your "off the air"
time.
Welcome. Visit our new showroom for friendly advice on Yaesu and accessories and air

test your next rig.
ORDERS

Cash with order, Access, Barclaycard by phone, or HP agreements speedily:and efficiently
arranged.

FT101(E)

For further information on the above equipment, all held EX STOCK in TOTTON, see the YAESU MUSEN advertise-

ment. A phone call or letter will yield our stock price list, second-hand list and specifications of any Yaesu items.

Y D844

FV200
FT200B
F P200 B

The FT200B is one of today's "best buys". Its features compare favourably

with markedly more expensive units. 260W PIP (SSB/CW), 75W (AM),
!kHz read out on all bands, 3.5-4 to 28.5-29 MHz (3 optional 10m.
crystals available), sensitivity 0.5µV for 10dB s/(s
n), selectivity
2.3 kHz (6dB), 4 kHz (60dB), 1.75 I shape factor, solid state gear driven

FET VFO with excellent linearity, 100 kHz calibrator VOX/PTT, clarifier
(±5 kHz) break in CW keying and sidetone monitor. The pre -mix
oscillator gives superb signal handling and low noise capability of a
single superhet whilst at the same time retaining a 9 MHz IF, with high
image rejection and single range VFO stability.

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

Agents (evenings) (ALL HT H R)
Brian Kennedy G3ZUL Droitwich (09057)

SMC - A MEMBER OF THE ARRA

Peter Avill G3TPX, Darton (022 678) 2517
Ian McKechnie GM8DOX, Bridge of Allan

OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON,
SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN.

Hours of Business: 9-5.30, 9-12.30 Saturday
Telex:
Chamcom 47388 Aerial SMC
Cable:
"Aerial Southampton"
Telephone:
(04216) 4930 or 2785

4510

(078683) 3223

Howarth Jones GW3TMP, Pontybodkin
(035 287) 846
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RF SPEECH
PROCESSOR
KP12A
Audio to audio, via

144 MHz LINEAR
(RFL)

RF sensing, switchable
drop out time SSB,
AM, FM, CW, 12v.
DC. IOW drive, 801

100W output.

11111114,

10-100-HBX (801)

modes superb on FM.

Ex Stock in Totton
L85

mains

MHz,

10.7

powered, illuminated
meter, FT -101, FT2
plugs suitable all phone

REA-

Ex Stock in Totton

( +25% VAT)

E44 (+ 25% VAT)

LOW PRICE CRYSTALS AND CRYSTAL FILTERS

(VAT Rate 25

P. & P. Extra

& Post Extra)

All "YF" filters individually supplied with ± 6dB (25dB), 60dB bandwidths, ripple factor and insertion loss

9 MHz

3.18 MHz
XF30C 600Hz
XF30A 6 kHz
YE30F12 12 kHz
XF3OD 20 kHz

L16.00

LI6.00
L13.50
E16.00

YE90M600 600Hz
YF9OF 2.42.4 kHz
YE90F12 12 kHz

10.7 MHz
... E13.00
... E11.00

... LI3.00
LI.50

Carrier Crystal HC 18/U

YFI07M600 600 Hz ... L13.00
YF 107M24 2.4 kHz .. E12.00
... L12.00
YFIO7M12 12 kHz
Carrier crystal HCIEOU E1.50

FT2F, FT2FB (Auto.), TR2200, CI46A, 826MB, FT224, etc. Still only E3.50 pair (or E2 00 Single)
FT2FB (14 MHz Rx, 18 MHz Tx)
144 (15, 30, 36, 40, 50R, 60, 70)

TR2200 (44MHz Rx, 12 MHz Tx)

145 (09, 32, .44T, 90)

Simplex

Simplex
S (0, 12, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24)

Duplex
R (3, 5) RE4 T.O.S.!

S (20, 21, 22, 23, 24)

Duplex (Normal repeater)
R (0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)

SWR5O

Simplex

5 (0, 12, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24)

CI46A and C826MB

Inverse Repeater
IR (0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) Rx
IR (0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) Tx

FT2F (52 MHz Rx, 7 MHz Tx)
144 (-15, .25, 36R, '48, 60R,
70, 80)
145 (08, .09, .68, 84, 90)
Duplex (Normal Repeater)
R (0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)

Simplex
S(20, 21, 22, 23, 24)
Duplex
R (5, 6, 7)

Inverse Repeater
IR (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) Rx

IR (0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) Tx

FT200 at E2.00 each
10A, IOC, IOD

Converter Crystals a

3866 (2m.), 42 (4m.) 50.5 70cm.)

Pye Pocket Phones
4332, 44.50 pair

KP202 L3.50 pair
.48, .60, 521, R3, etc.

Spare Yaesu Crystals L2.20 each
2m. FM Crystals to order,
most at E3.50 pair.
(618 weeks delivery)

New, Low Price range of AEC SWR/Power Meters (P.&.P 40) 8% VAT
SWRIO. SWR Bridge (50 ohm/75
ohm) to 3
at f 10% accuracy
I

:

I

over 1.5 to 160 MHz ...

TBA

:

I

E7.80

SWR50. SWR and Power Meter (50
ohm/75 ohm) I to 3
at ±5% Power

SWR20.

SWR field strength and
Power Meter
to 3
I
at 10%

:

I

accuracy over 1.5 to 160 MHz (50
ohm). Power 10 and 100W F.S.D....

SWR40. SWR and field strength (50
ohm/75 ohm) I to 3
at ±10% over
1.5 to 160 MHz
...

L9.20

I

up to IkW at ±20% F.S.D. 3.5 to
1-50 MHz in 52 ohm 75 ohm line.

SWR50A(300µA) L9.60 SWR50( 100µA) L11.20

THE KP202 THE HANDHELD
Two watts of RF output and watt of audio makes this with its immunity to image problems, I.F. breakthrough, undoubtedly
one of the "Best Buys" today. Its performance rivals many a mobile or bass installation (at half the price). Supplied complete
with six channels SO, S20, 522, R5, R6, R7. Only E8500. Spare battery hods, etc.
With the KP202 comes a telescopic whip, leather carrying handle/whip case, "F" type connector, and two dummy batteries.
Accessories include : internal tone burst unit £5.50. Flexible helical stubby antenna (E4.60), leather case (0.90) spare "F"
connectors (25p) spare telescopic whip (E1.70) F to UHF adaptors (E1.05), set of Ni Cads (E8.50, 8% VAT only), battery
charger and base master (illustrated, E9.20). Spare battery hods, etc.
MAGNUM TWO CONVERTER (Electronic Development).
BELCOM LINER TWO. 12v. DC for I Ow. P.E.P. on Two.
Uses H.F. Transceivers P.S.U. and 4 watt on 28 MHz for up to 100w.
Coverage of 240 kHz in 24, 10 kHz. VXO channels, L145.00
output. Supplied completed with relays and II -pin plug for
R 115 Mains P.S.U. L21.00, P, Amp E4.35

:

instant operation. Microwave Modules receiver converter L88.00

Digital readout to . . .
100Hz for your FT -101(B),
FT -401 (B), etc., 21 IC's 76
diodes provide a most
worthwhile accessory.

L110 (± VAT). Carr. paid

SHURE "444" MICROPHONES.

This month

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES.

"AA," HP7

post free and ac reduced price L13.00 (+25% VAT)

size for TR2200, CI46A, KP202, etc.
P. & P. 40p ONLY L13.50 (+8% VAT)

DDI No. I Counter 1151
MICROWAVE MODULES (all 28-30 MHz i.f., others to order) P. & P. 30p
70 MHz Converter ... L15.20
70
MHz
Converter

+ LO

L16.30

144 MHz Converter ... E15.20
144
MHz Converter

+ LO

E16.30

25% VAT)

144 MHz Pre amp 2 outs

L9.00

432 MHz Converter ... E18.10

432 MHz Transverter

L71.20

1,296 MHz Converter E24.00

SECONDHAND PRICE LIST-PHONE 04216 4930 FOR LATEST FREE COPY OF PRICE/STOCK LIST ON REQUEST

PLEASE NOTE -THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT 25% or 8%
Terms :-Cash with order or credit card holders just 'phone in for, if possible, same day
despatch. Immediate H.P. available for card owners for amounts up to E150-00. Holders
Buy it with Amen

of current U.K. callsigns (where references have been provided) can be speedily cleared, or
normal H.P. at competitive rates is available.

MI=4
BARCLAYCARD

dk.
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COMMUNICATIONS
LTD.
17 YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

YAESU
11

SMC UIC.! Distributor for

SMC

I

- SOLE UK AGENTS for

TELOMASTS

1

GEM QUAD

Galvanised 10' section
telescopic
Carriage England and
Wales L2.00.

10, 15 and 20 metres
* Balun included
Weighs only 21 lb.

0
1
0

* Low angle radiation
* Front/back ratio 25dB
* Converts to 3 or 4 element
Withstands 100 mph winds
* Fibreglass tri-dectic spreaders

Without With

Rigging Rigging
30' L16.50 [34.00
40' L22.00 L42.00
[28.00 £55.50

Write for details

1
0

Prices excluding carr. and VAT (25%)
L89.00
2 element,
3
element, L139.00
4 element,
L178.00

on

VERSATOWERS

HAMTOWERS
ALIMASTS

0
V4

All 8% VAT
SMC Trapped Dipoles (Carriage paid) (VAT 25%)

High Power version of S (HP)

Trapped dipole standard 10-80m. (5) £16.85

Portable version of S (P)

L113.75

£19.50

6

HY-GAIN. The U.S.A. Antennas (Carriage paid) (VAT 25%)
Tower

0-80m. Vert. Rad. £132.00

0-80m. Load Vert. £18.00
I 2AVQ
0-20m. Trap Vert. £25.00
14AVQ
0-40m. Trap Vert. L36.00
I 8AVT/WB 0-80m. Trap Vert.
L52.00
... E69.00
TH2 Mk.111
0-20m. 3 ele.
TH3 1NR
0-20m. 3 ele.
... E74.00

TH3 Mk.11l

10-20m. 3 ele.

... L99.00

103BA
153BA

10m. 3 ele.
15m. 3 ele.

... L35.00

TH6DXX
10-20m. 6 ele.
HY QUAD 10-20m. 2 ele.

I 8V

20m. 3 ele.
20m. 4 ele.

203BA
204BA

J BEAM Carriage Extra (VAT 25%)
FOUR METRES
TWO METRES
4Y/4M 4 ele. Yagi
L6.80
PMH2/4 2 way harness £5.30
TBA
PAH4/4 4 way harness

BEARINGS

562 (C.D.E. Manufacture) £3.50

COUPLERS

18L15/59 2" sleeve

...

£2.50

CDE ROTATORS

5Y/2M 5 ele. Yagl
10

14

ele.
ele.

Q4 4 ele. quad ... NYA £9.60
Q6 6 ele. quad ... NYA £12.80
P131110/2M 10 ele. Para L14.95

IOXY/2M 10 ele. crossed £14.10
PMH/2C Circular phasing £2.85
PM H2/2M 2 way harness
PMH4/2M 4 way harness

£4.30
L5.60
Yagi £11.00
Yogi £14.20

[3.95

PBM14/2M 14 ele. Para LI6.90

t.b.a.

.LI21.00

E76.00

5

...L142.00
Lightning protect ... £17.50
Lightning protect ... [3.00
1-1 Balun
£9.50

LA2
BN86

8Y/2M 8 element Yagi
10Y/2M
I 4Y/2M

I0 -15m. 3 ele.
20m/3e, 40m/2e

LAI

... £80.00
... £96.00

TWO METRES

D5/2M 5 over 5 slot ... E7.92
D8/2M over 8 slot
... E10.50
5XY/2M 5 ele. crossed £8.20
8XYI2M 8 ele. crossed [10.20

40m. 2 ele....

402BA
DB105A
DB24 B

...L109.00

5

70 CENTIMETRES

5

D8/70 8 over 8 slot ... L9.00
PBM 18/70 18 ele. Para £10.50
MBM46/70 46 ele. Multi £13.90
MBM68/70 68 ele. Multi £16.10
MBM88/70 88 ele. Multi £18.50

5

I 2XY/70 12 ele. crossed £19.00

PM H2/70 2 way Harness
PMH4I70 4 way Harness

L330

L7.80

EX STOCK (IN TOTTON)

FOR FAST DELIVERY
Rotors : VAT 25% Cable : VAT 8%

Carriage (B.R.S.) free Securicor delivery 60p
extra. All rotators supplied complete S

with

appropriate
instructions.

control

box

AR30 for Stereo and small VHF
beams

...

AR40 for Medium VHF Small HF

and

£25.00

£30.00
AR33 de luxe version of AR40 ... £36.75
beams

...

CD44 for large VHF, medium

HF band
L60.00
Ham II for large arrays ...
E90.00
Control Cable
5 core
for AR30/40 at 18p/m.
8 core for CD44/H11 at 26p/m.

THE NEW CONTROL UNIT
THE NEW SILENT CONTROL WITH AN AR30 and
FOR THE CD44 AND HAM 2
AR40
G WHIPS The British Mobile HF Antenna Range (Carriage 75p) + VAT 25%
Tribander 10, 15, 20

LF40, 80 or 160m.
£4.51
Flexiwhip,10m.with base f10.45
MM40, 80 or 160m.
£4.51
Basemounts
£1.81
MOSLEY Tri Band Beams (10-15-20) (Carriage 1.75) (VAT 25%)
TA33 Jnr. 200 Wrms.... £53.00 TA321nr. 2 ele. 300w.... L37.00
Mustang 3 ele. 2 kW PIP L70.00
..

£13.53

Multimobile 10, 15, 20 £15.73

A

F15, 20, 40 or 160

Telescopic whips for COi Is L L 41 172

Mustang 2 ele. !kW AM £56.00
(Carriage 75y )(VAT 25%)
B5 144 MHz 5/8 wave ... L6.30
B5U 432 MHz 5/8 wave L5.00 Magnetic basemounts... L7.95 Deduct 50p from price of aerial
BGA 144 MHz wave
£7.95 70+70 MHz f wave ... L4.00 Trunk lip mount
... £5.25
if standard base not required.
R.F. CABLES (Carriage up to 20m 40p, over 20m 50p ; less for lighter cables). (NB VAT 8% only)
RG8/U 50 ohm...
... 33p/m.
UR39 75 ohm ...
25p/m.
75 ohm flat twin
... 6p/m.
T327875 ohm
22P/m
UR57 75 ohm ...
33p/m.
Economy 75 ohm
... 10p/m.
300 ohm flat ribbon ... 6p/m.
UR43/76 50 ohm
... 15p/m.

BANTEX Fibreglass, Stainless Steel VHF/UHF Mobile Antennas

COAX PLUGS (p. and p. extra) (plus VAT)
PL259

48p

PL259A

56p

UHF angle 90p

50239

35p

UHF back to back

...

75p

BNC Plugs 44p

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
SMC - A MEMBER OF THE ARRA

OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON,
SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN.
111!11.11

Hours of Business : 9-5.30 9-12.30 Saturday
Telex :
Chamcon 47388 Aerial SMC
Cable :
"Aerial Southampton"
Telephone : (04216) 4930 or 2785

N plugs

83p

II

AGENTS (Evening)

BRIAN KENNEDY, G3ZUL
Droitwich (09057) 4510
IAN McKECHNIE, GM8DOX
Bridge of Allan (078683) 3223
HOWARTH JONES, GW3TMP
Pontybodkin (035 287) 846
PETER AVILL, G3TPX
Darton (022 678) 2517)
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There are two transceivers in this picture.
The one you can't see
is protecting the one you can.

Top shelf, ninth book from the left. The Heathkit
GD-39 ultrasonic burglar alarm.
It works by transmitting a silent ultrasonic signal
throughout the room. And continuously receiving and
monitoring it.
Any movement made by an intruder will then
automatically produce a change in the signal. Which can
trigger off a lamp, and, thirty seconds later, a remote
buzzer (that only you hear-so you can call the police).
Or a loud bell, guaranteed to scare the living daylights
out of a burglar.
The GD-39 comes to you as a complete kit that
can be assembled in only a few hours, with the help of a
very easy to follow instruction manual.
And with all that valuable equipment around, it
makes a lot of sense.
After all £38.00 is not much to pay for peace of mind.
For full details, send for your Heathkit
catalogue today.
Or, if you're in London or Gloucester, call in and

see us. The London Heathkit Centre is at 233 Tottenham
Court Road. The Gloucester showroom is next to our
factory in Bristol Road, Gloucester.
Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept. SW -115.
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE. Tel: (0452) 29451.
Buzzer and alarm bell are optimal extras.
1-To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept SW-115, GloucesteD
GL2 6EE. Please send me a Heathkit catalogue.

I enclose a 10p stamp for postage.
Name

Address

Postcode
HEATH
Remember easy terms are available with
Schlumberger
Lthe Heathkit Monthly Budget Plan.

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Volume XXXIII
All prices include
at appropriate rate.

VAT
Add
carriage shown in brackets.

TERMS: Cash with Order.
All in -stock items despatched by return.
Callers by appointment.

499
LEICESTER

Axial Products Ltd.

EXHIBITION
LOOK OUT FOR THE

DEPT. 311, 23 AVERY AVENUE,

SPECIAL OFFERS ON
OUR STAND

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.
Telephone : High Wycombe 0494 33968

IT'S AXIAL MODULE MONTH

FREQUENCY COUNTER

MARKER GENERATOR

Technical specification:
Two versions available as follows :
Mk. 111A outputs at I MHz, 500, 100, 50, 10 kHz
* Measures frequency up to 80 MHz minimum
Mk. IIIB as above plus 25 kHz output.
* Measures period up to 889 secs.
Technical specification:

5 or 6 volt supply
30ma consumption
Harmonics extend to over 600 MHz
* Built-in signal identification, all outputs being

modulated at approx. 5 Hz, minimising risk
of alignment to birdies, etc. An optional
switch removes the bleeping to aid zero beating to Standard Frequency Transmissions.

High quality fibreglass PCB
High reliability -1 year guarantee.

technical complexity behind them, Axial Products
have produced a complete repeater access system.
This access tone generator comprises:-

Crystal controlled tone burst for excellent

AC or DC coupling
* Maximum input level ± 275 volts
* Stability better than I part in 10.
Display. 6 digit 7 segment L.E.D.
* Automatically positioned decimal point
* Fully autoranging
* Optional resolution switch giving
resolution
* External Frequency Standard input

ACCESS GENERATOR
For people who appreciate repeaters and the

frequency stability.
* Tone burst delay circuit to give the best access

with the shortest tone
* Clean well filtered output.

* Accurate timer giving time out warning by
0.IHz

L.E.D. lamp
* Timer output can be used alternatively for
audio tone warning.
* Any DC supply from 9 to 16 volts is suitable
* Incredibly small physical size of only 3.1"
x 85" means that it will fit almost any-

* Power requirements 115/240v. AC 50 or
COMPLETE MODULE BUILT AND TESTED
60Hz
where
* Dimensions H 80mm., W 210mm., D 267mm.
Mk. IIIA £10.15 inc. VAT and P. & P.
* This is a built and tested unit, not a kit, and
Mk. 111B £10.95 inc. VAT & P. & P.
* Weight 5 lbs.
carries a 12 month guarantee for parts and
* All units are tested in an industrial fridge
labour
and oven to ensure complete satisfaction As you can see from the above specification
this latest technological advance is the counter Full details and operation description are supplied
and reliability
with each generator, or on request. These
Perhaps not the cheapest, but it is the best that other counters will be measured by.
available
Price including
year guarantee and P. and P. generators are only supplied by us; delivery is
normally by return of post. The total price incluL14900
I

1

ding VAT and post and packing is L19.50.

AXIAL AERIALS
... L4.38 (50p) DIGITAL CLOCK
2m. ground plane
L5.30 (75p) Attractive 4 digit, optional 12 or 24 hour facility.
2m. 5 ele. Yagi
2m. 4 ele. quad ...
El 1.25
(75p)
* Large 0.6" L.E.D. displays
... L4.75
(75p)
VHF/FM 4 el, Yagi
" Non reflecting polarising filter
VHF/FM 6 ele. Yagi
£7.19 (Cl .00)
* Push buttons for fast time setting
VHF/FM 9 ele. Beam ...
£15.00 (L1.50)
" Hold facility for accurate setting to time
UHF/TV 10 ele....
£2.19 (50p)
standard
(50p)
UHF/TV 18 ele.
L2.50
* Impact resistant case
For TV aerials please state channel or location.
*
I
year guarantee
50 ohm UR43
16p metre P. & P. inc.
Price now reduced from E25 due to high demand
50 ohm UR67
36p
to
only
75 ohm Low Loss
... 16p
L19.95
300 ohm twin feeder ... 9p
inc. VAT and P. and P.
.

I

I
he

.

6' x I" steel mast
... 94p
Wall bracket for I" mast 94p
Lashing kit for I" mast L1.24
2" mast coupler
E2.75

MICROWAVE MODULES

Segment collarfor 2" mast 94p

JAYBEAM
4Y/4M 4 ELEMENT YAGI
HM/2M HALO WITH MAST ...
XD/2M CROSSED DIPOLES ...
UGP/2M GROUND PLANE ...

E9.69 (El .50)
L3.12 (50p)
L8.25 (75p)

L594

(75p)

L6.13 (£1.00)
8Y/2M 8 ELEMENT YAGI
L13.00 (CI .00)
PBI4/2M 14 ELEMENT PARA ... L24.00 (LI .50)
IOXY/2M 10 ELEMENT
5Y/2M 5 ELEMENT YAGI

I
he

CROSSED
D5/2M 5 OVER 5 SLOT FED
.

MBM46/70

I
hq

£20. 19 (CI .50)

46

Q4/2M 4 ele Quad Yagi
Q6/2M 6 ele Quad Yagi
TAS

...

L18.90
£11.30
E113.90

...

L7.2 60

1296 MHz converter 28-30/144-146 ...

E31.30

2 metre converter with 116 MHz
oscillator output

...

70cm. Transverters 28-30/144-146

...

£19.90
£77.50

All items (apart from 1296 converter) are fitted
with Belling Lee sockets, but can be supplied
with BNC sockets (50 or 75 ohms) at an extra
charge of LI 00 inc. VAT.

Complete_ Catalogue available

7400
7403
7404
7405
7410
7412
7413
7442
7447
7448
7474
7475
7476
7490
7495

15p
15p

AC127
AC128

15p
15p

20p
20p

BC107
BC108
BC109

II p

15p
17p

74121

35p
76p
97p
90p
36p
45p
36p
49p
72p
37p

74160
74192

113p
140p

Linear IC's
8 PIN DIL
50p
35p

LM 301
LM 741

lip

BC 1 13

12p
12p

BCI47

Ilp

BC148
BC149
BC157
BC158
BC 159
BC 182
BC 183
BC 184
BC2 I 3

lip
12p
13p
12p
14p
15p
15p

TIP29C 70p
TIP30C 75p
TIP3055 45p
2N2906 25p
2N2926 Ilp
2N3055 38p
2N38I9 35p

Diodes
6p
8p
9p

1N4001

I N4004
1N4007
1N4148

Sp

15p Zeners
14p

400mw

BCY70 22p

3-47v. Ilp

42p
20p
28p

IW 3-200 19p

BD131
BF173
BF18 I

BF I 94
BF 195

BFY50

NE 555 60p
BFY51
SPECIAL OFFERS

12p
12p
19p
19p

IC Sockets
8 pin
14 pin
16 pin

14p
15p
16p

All above prices include P. and P.

ELEMENT

L17.37 (L1.00)
L12.00
(Cl)
L16.00
(LI)
2 Meter mobile whip £9.56 (50p)

MULTI

he

.

... £11.25 (LI .00)
D8/2M 8 OVER 8 SLOT FED ... £15.00 (LI .00)
... L12.88 (El .00)
D8/70 8 OVER 8 SLOT FED
PBM I 8/70 18 ELEMENT PARA £15.62 (El .00)

2 metre converter 2-4/4-6/28-30
2 metre dual output preamp
4 metre converter 28-30/2m.
70cm. converter 28-30/144-146

SEMICONDUCTORS
TTL
Transistors

555

741

TIMER
2 for

3 for

741

BC107
10 for
CI

AXIAL CATALOGUE

El

For full details of any of our products send 10p
stamp and we'll provide the envelope.

Post and Packing 10p per C any Mix

£1

Orders over C2 P. and P. FREE

hq
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PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

with
KW 108

KW 108 ir

KW

KW 2000E and
Power Supply

Monitor Scope.
Monitor your transmissions 10160m. two-tone test generator

KW 2000E Transceiver covers all HF Bands 10-160 metres (10 metres in 4 Bands),
500 kHz VFO. SSB/CW. Outstanding TX audio quality. Excellent receiver sif nalnoise figures. Includes VOX, break-in CW, 100 kHz and WWY calibrator. Reliable
6146's in P.A.

incorporated to ensure optimum linearity for SSB.

44'

Other KW Favourites.
ss

KW 1000 Linear Amplifier;
KW E -Z match ATU ; KW
160 ATU ; KW 103 SWR/
RF Power meter ; KW
Dummy Load ; KW Traps
(The original and best) KW

Dipoles; KW 109
Version) KW Low pass
Filter ; KW Balun; KW

Trap

Supermatch (High Power

VKW107
KW 107 Antenna Tuning System. Incorporates E -Z match,
SWRIRF Power meter dummy
load, Antenna switch. High power version KW 109 is available.

Write or

'phone

catalogue to:-

KW 1000
KW 1000 Linear Amplifier.

111

10-80

metres.
120 worts PEP input max.
Designed to be "driven" by KW 2000AfB,

or other Unit of similar power rating. In
built 2.5 Kv. PSU PA tubes pair TI6OL
Very quiet in operation

KW 204

KW 204 Transmitter. Well known for KW Spares are normally
really good audio quality (SSB) and a carried for a minimum of
favourite with CW enthusiasts. 10-160 five years after date of
Reliable PA Tubes (2 x 6146). manufacture of equipment.
metres.

Communications Products

for

Easy Terms on equipment available over 12,

DECCA COMMUNICATIONS LTD

18 or 24 months

Antenna Switch.
for
Hy -Gain
Stockists
beams and verticals. CDR
rotators, Shure microphones. etc.

I HEATH STREET
DARTFORD, KENT
Tel.: Dartford 25574/21919

NEW! UNIVERSAL R.F. SPEECH CLIPPER
INCREASES 'TALK POWER' -

ELIMINATES ' FLAT TOPPING'

Easy to install - long battery life
* Simply connect in series with your microphone
lead. Needs no internal connection to your

fitter. Push -to -talk facilities are retained.

* Can give increased "punch" or "talk power"

plus

comparable to a times -ten power
improved speech characteristics.

* Ideal for SSB, AM or FM.

STOP PRESS!

STOP PRESS!

H.M. Customs and Excise have now revoked their interim
ruling which enabled us to charge VAT at the old rate of 8%
instead of 25% on our r.f. clippers. However as our contri-

bution to price stability in the UK we have decided that
FOR A TRIAL PERIOD WE WILL ABSORB THE WHOLE
OF THE INCREASE IN VAT OURSELVES.

The VAT -inclusive price of complete Datong r.f.
clippers in the UK is therefore the same as before the
new rate was introduced.
Note : This offer applies only to complete clippers despatched
to addresses in the UK. It does not apply to our clipper
module.

Current price information is given in the following table :
Normal
Special reduced
basic price basic price in
Total price in UK
Model
(excl. VAT) UK (excl. VAT) (Intl. VAT at 25%)
Stereo lack
input socket C45 00
(as illustrated)
4 -pin lap.

E313.88

[41160

input socket E47.00

E40.61

L50.76

input socket
+ matching E48 50

E41.90

L52.38

4 -pin lap.

output ead

DATONG ELECTRONICS LTD.
II MOOR PARK AVENUE
Telephone : 0532-755579

LEEDS LS6 4BT

See Rad. Comm. (August 1974) and S.W. Mag. (July 1975)
for reviews of this equipment.

R.F. SPEECH CLIPPER MODULE
The Datong r.f. speech clipper is also available in the form of a completely assembled, aligned, and tested printed circuit board identical
to that used in the range of cased units. The P.C. board measures
90 x 98 mm. and the total above -board height is 13 mm.
Write or phone for free copies of the detailed data and instructions
sheets.

K price: including mounting hardware, full instructions, and delivery
V first-class letter post, only 119.50 plus 25% VAT (i.e., E24.38, incl.
AT). Terms: cash with order.
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DUALITY

FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO

7SHORT
WAVE
EDITORIAL
SOME LICENCE DATA
There are now about 21,000 U.K. amateur licences
in issue, of which some 25 % are in the Class -B (VHF
only) category. Exact data are only obtainable about
two months in arrear, so the "now" figure we give is
necessarily an estimate-but always fairly accurate, as

it turns out. Further research indicates that of the
21,000 -total of the U.K. transmitters licensed, only
about 55% are members of the RSGB, the Society's own
total being made up of overseas, "associate" and BRS

(or SWL) members, accounting in all for about 7,000
members. Recent RSGB statements suggest that the

flooding the rivers draining into Lake Eyre, so that for
only the second time in 133 years of recorded history,
the Lake itself began to fill, to a greater depth than ever
known before.
An enterprising group of VK3's had built for them
an 18ft. shallow -draught fibre -glass catamaran, the
"Red Baron," drawing only about 12in. of water and in
May of this year launched her on Lake Eyre. She had an
18ft. aluminium mast on an insulated mounting, forming

a vertical aerial which could be fed as an all -band
antenna . . .
In the end, using QRP gear on 20/80m., 102 stations
!

Society expects to show a large deficit (which we estimate
may be as much as £12,000) in its forthcoming summary
of accounts, attributed to the effects of the inflation from
which we all suffer. If these estimates are only approxi-

in five countries were worked from "Red Baron," the

mately correct, it would seem that the RSGB faces a
very difficult situation, financially and otherwise.

nearly 400 miles to get her water -borne.

*

*

*

CORRECTION CORRECTED!
On p.259 of the July issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

it was stated that we had been informed by the Home
Office that DSB transmission is not permitted on the
amateur bands. It now transpires that this was an error

on the part of the authorities and that, in fact, DSB
can be used by amateurs. We have no particular comment

to make-except perhaps that we would not recommend
widespread use of DSB above Top Band, though it is in
commercial usage on marine HF bands.
*

*

AMATEUR RADIO ON LAKE EYRE
A remarkable story is told in the August '75 issue of
the Australian Amateur Radio. Lake Eyre is normally a
dried-up salt -pan in Central South Australia, thousands
of square kilometres in area, on which in 1964 the late
Donald Campbell made his world motor speed record
in "Bluebird," on a specially prepared solid salt track.
In February 1973, there was torrential rain in Queensland,

intrepid explorers

being VK3ABP, VK3YBP and

VK3YFF. They sailed 75 nautical miles in the largest
vessel yet seen on the Lake, and trailer'd "Red Baron"

During the next year or two, Lake Eyre will have
dried out once more, and it is a reasonable probability
that never again in the life -span of anyone now living
will it be possible to sail upon Lake Eyre. A remarkable
Amateur Radio "First" indeed!
*

*

WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH £100
Only 25 years ago, Ray Brown and Calder Cunningham put together their total assets (£100) and started a
firm called Racal, operating as consultants and purchasing
agents in the field of radio communication. This was so

successful that 18 months later they were able to start
a manufacturing operation. This in time developed into
the Racal Group of Companies, with Hq. at Bracknell,
Berks., now employing over 6,000 people in 12 countries.
The Group turn -over is nearly £75 million, specialising
in radio communication, data method and instrumentation, and avionics. In 1974, over 70 % of the sales went
for export. All this achieved in 25 years, by a couple of
knowledgeable and hard-working enthusiasts risking
their £100-it shows what can be done in this country,
even in these times.

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE
QUMMER is definitely gone, and a slight compensation has been
uafforded by the somewhat above -normal state of the bands for part
of the period under review; indeed your conductor found it a hard
task to convince one SWL locally that his newly purchased receiver
was OK even though it failed to hear anything on Twenty at 0100z.
However, while radio conditions have not been so good, letter writing is becoming more popular-so let's get on with the news, and
views. Incidentally, it has been said that old 'KFE never indicates
what he himself has done on the air, indicating he is never around.

Not true, sir!

This old scribe sees his task as just that-recorder

of the scene as seen by the readers through their letters, together with
giving details on forthcoming events which may come to his notice.
And, anyway, with junior -op now progressed to the stage of actively

studying for R.A.E., plans are having to be made for electronic
warfare to avoid a shack take-over!

Top Band
Seems nowadays to be given over largely to the, relatively, DX minded types. The old local Top -Band nets of yore, fifteen stations
netted within twenty kHz of each other, with a range of a couple of
miles or so, all on AM and with almost BC quality of modulation (at
least, sometimes!) seemingly having all but disappeared. However,
there is CW activity to be found in the inter -G and near -European
context, there is some SSB activity, and there is of course, as always,
the real intercontinental DX to be chased. If it is this last your heart
yearns for and you only have a pint-sized garden, all is not lost, by

any means-a vertical can do a good job, provided it is correctly

loaded at the transmit frequency, and works into a good ground; but
your scribe is coming round to the view that the vertical should be
folded, to get the feed impedance up a bit on the one hand, and to make

the loading element capacitive instead of inductive on the otherand provided with at least one quarter -wave counterpoise "lost"
around the garden walls and hedges to help the DC earth along.
With such an arrangement there is,
nearly a full
quarter -wave high, a very narrow -bandwidth, and so on the receive
side it is no bad thing so to arrange things as to alter the loading when
one goes to "receive," by remotely switching a capacitor at the base.
W1BB is our first reporter this time, and naturally enough he is
giving the dates and details of the 1975-6 Transatlantic Tests. The
dates first: November 16, December 21, January 11, and February 8:
the times, 0500 to 0730z on the Sunday mornings. W and VE stations
will be transmitting on 1800-1807 kHz, and the rest (which means us)
on 1825-30 kHz. The routine to be adopted is that for the first three
minutes, the W's will call "CQ FT DX" or "FT DX" starting on the
hour. For the next twelve minutes they will listen to calls from this

side, work stations, or listen for CQ FT DX calls from Europe.
This will repeat for each fifteen -minute period. Those who have
already got over, on either side, are asked to help the First -Timers
as far as possible. And, for Pete's sake, if you hear a DX station,
don't call him at the bottom of the band on his "transmit" frequency,
'cos you won't work him-he'll be listening around 1825-30 kHz. The
procedure is strictly cross -frequency.

In addition we should mention the Trans -Pacific tests, although
they do not appear realistic for U.K. stations. The dates are November
15, December 20, January 10, and February 7; times 1330 to 16007.

W/VE on their usual spot, ZL's on 1875, VK on 1800-1805, JA's
over 1907.5 to 1912.5, and KH6 between 1996 and the HF band edge, all these being in kHz of course. The others will be either at
the bottom of the band with the W's, or in our transmitting area
1825-1830 kHz-the bit the W's try to keep as the "DX -window."
Timings work out the same as for the Transatlantics, WIVE for the
first three minutes, the rest for the next twelve minutes, and so on.
And, don't forget, the sunspot count suggests this may well be a
Vintage Year for Top Band DX!
GM3YOR (Kirkcaldy) has been tied to his shift working which
has meant he has not been able to be around when 160 metres has
been worth while, but on the counties front he has added a few to his
final score, as indicated in the Table.
G4AKY (Croydon) regrets the end of the Top Band Ladder-but
see later on this point-and regrets even more that after a letter back
in March which laid it on the line that he would be going hell -for leather after the leaders he was promptly posted to Watford where
he will be until January 1976, and where his activity is virtually nil.

However, regardless of that, G4AKY wants to see more activity
on the band lest we find it being taken from us at the next conference.

EI2BB (Blackrock) features in the log of many a Top -Bander;

Jim uses a half -wave inverted-Vee with the apex at 65 feet and the
ends by courtesy of the neighbours(!), coupled to a Hammarlund
IIX-50 and a Yaesu FR-DX400 receiver. Perhaps the most interesting
one was with G3SFT in West Midlands at 12557 on September 28,
since when incidentally, Jim reports that he has found the static level

to be on the wane-and we at Bishops Stortford have listened to
several nearby thunderstorms!
From Bury, G4BOH wrote an amusing little note with his final

Table entry, in which he "promises not to run out of steam next
summer" if we run another ladder!

On to G2I-IKU (Sheppey) who has been rather busy in the evenings

with work but still managed to find the odd moment for a QSO; on
the key he raised DK5PD, GM3PFQ and OKHCJ, plus his usual
SSB to PAOPN and PAOINA.
Another reason for not beating G2BJY's score is advanced by

G4CBQ (Southampton), namely his social life-like working the
locals at 1800 and arranging for a pint (or two) in town at 2030,
which in effect knocks out all the interesting stuff between those

hours. Perhaps a more interesting reason is that Phil is an avid home constructor and is for ever tinkering with the gear for one reason or
another. On a different tack, since the aerial mast was hoisted up to
fifty-eight feet and a quarter -wave Marconi hung on it, Phil has been
very pleased to hear "dark rumours of a pair of 813's in the loft and
a Post Office search!"-as he says, it at least is a far better proof than

a signal -strength report that he is really getting out. And of course

these tiny -minds who are forever sniping at any owner of a big
signal are really only admitting that (1) They haven't the right site
and (2). Even if they had they probably wouldn't know how to get
the RF into the aerial. After all, like many more, the G4CBQ garden
is a nice, easy -to -cultivate one -eighth -wave long, and the PA an
under -run 6146. And, anyway, this old scribe has been in the com-

munications field for half a lifetime and he has never heard of a

station transmitter circuit that can "do things" for the receiver.
in to bring his listing up to date.
Derick had exams to cope with in July, then a holiday, and for the
rest of the "holiday" he was working on his father's farm full-timeat the height of the harvest that can be up to 14 hours a day, and it
seems to sap the DX -muscle a little! However, a little progress has
been made with an SSB transverter for Top Band, and now it is a
case of back to school for the A -level year, and more studying than
ever!

Eighty Metres
What an odd mixture it all is! There is the phone DX at the top
end and the DX at the CW end on the one hand, plus in the CW
allocation a goodly amount of flea -power CW being worked, with in
the middle an enormous conglomeration of assorted QSO's, ranging
from the sublime to the gorblimey, and an outstanding level of QRM
to contend with.
G2NJ (Peterborough) reports on his day -time QRP activities,
mentioning a contact with G3ILL who had a couple of watts, and
immediately afterwards a QSO with G3CEL in Hyde, Cheshire, on
the same channel; the latter was using two watts with a makeshift
aerial as his mast was down and the far end was tied to a fence at three
feet. To round off the day, he finished at 2235 with a QSO with

G2HKU who had one watt going for him. Another interesting QSO
was to work G2CAS/M on CW when the latter was at Coldstream.
GM3YOR (Kirkcaldy) was needled by your conductor's comment
in the August issue (about wild horses) into actually operating Eighty
from home. The result proved the trap dipole to be still operational,
producing CW QSO's with VE1ZZ and K4JD before the FT -101
developed a fault which put paid to any more activity and which had
not been sorted out up to the time of writing.
As we have already hinted, G2HKIJ used his QRP at one watt to
make CW QSO's with PAOKN, G2NJ and G2VZ.
The extensive alterations he has been making are to enable him

to get the rig on to Eighty, says G4CBQ-and they are extensive.
including chassis changes, complete rebuilding of the receiver to
allow a second half -lattice filter to be embodied, and to the Tx, a
balanced mixer and the ganging of the three "preselect" functions

which were previously separate, namely Tx Mix, Tx Drive, and Rx
RF; making the lot track between Top Band and Eighty must have
been a fair old task with home test -gear.
Sad to say, George, G3CED/G3VFA, has been suffering somewhat

from a "bug" which has laid him low in more ways than one; but he
continues to pound the brass as much as possible with his very low
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IMOCBM (I2CBM and his friend
I2XRG, when at home in Milan),
had a lovely time on the air in the
sunshine of Maddalena Is., Sardinia,
during their recent holiday there.
In 70 operating hours, they made
over 3,000 QSO's with 86 countries then they got back to the daunting

chore of coping with the QSL's!

power set-up. He has had several 599 reports during the period but
wonders, being a practical sort of chap whether this is not largely
a matter of the ease of sending 5NN particularly in a contest! Not
much of the watt-hour ration was expended on Eighty, but a little
went a long way -all over Europe in fact. The SAC contest is referred
to in the log as "sausage -machine QRM and 599 reports!" Perhaps
a more interesting indication of the communications ability of 600

milliwatts and the Joystick is that so many entries in the log are
marked as ragchews and were clearly so from the times entered.

Forty Metres
Sometimes said to be a good band gone to ruin, but if you have a

receiver that can cope with the cross -modulation problem or an
attenuator in front of the receiver, it's nae sae bad, at that.

Nice to hear again after a very long lapse from 9V1RS; last time
we heard he was running an EL call /MM, and he is maybe betterknown as GM300K. John has been based on Singapore for three
years now, working on the drill -ship Discoverer III (IfORG). However, the radio activity is only for one week in three as there is no
reciprocal -licensing agreement with Panama, the ship being Panamanian registered. 9V1RS had an inverted-Vee folded dipole arrange-

ment up for Forty and Eighty but found the cross -modulation

characteristics of his FT -101 very poor and gave up the battle -and
anyway the aerial obeyed the universal force of gravity (no exemptions

in 9V1 -land!); but it is intended to be on again this "winter" season
for Europe.
Although he is beginning to run out of new candidates for the
QRP countries list and is, as it were, re -using old stock, GM3RFR
(Baltasound, Shetland) still hasn't hitched a GM on Forty! Regarding

the level of activity on the Island of Unst, Sam says that out of a

XJI ASJ, XJ2TH, YV1AOT, YVSAW, ZL2MT, ZL2AMP, ZL1AMM,
ZL2CII, ZL3PT, ZL4AW, ZL4IB, and 5B4Y1C. The proof of the
pudding, as far as any band is concerned, is undoubtedly in the eating!

And this was on Forty!
Not only did he use the QRO on Forty CW, but G2IIKU, fired by
the example of G3CED, also tried QRP in the QRM. The latter mode
raised UK2GAN, while the Big Rig hooked up with PYIRO, UJ8AE
VK2OI, VK2QL, ZL2UW and ZL3AW.
Between late night and early morning was the time for GM3YOR,
after getting home from a shift in the evening; again Drew, like the
others, stuck to CW to raise PY1RO, PY5UG, UA9NN, PYILA,
VE2QV, XJ3EJK, WA1KID, WA4EWX, W4ZSII, WB9BWU and
ZD8TM.

Twenty Metres
The autumnal lift in conditions plus the improvement generally
seem in combination to have brought things along quite well, the
band sometimes being open and "giving" at most unexpected hours.
9V1RS says he finds the band good for Europe for about five or
six hours every evening, staying open till 0200 local, which is about
1800z; in other words U.K. stations have been getting over from
lunch time till almost dinner time -fine for the workers! John

managed to make CW contacts with FG7AN, FB8YC, W1-4,

DL7PV/MM, and LA9UH/MM plus SSB with TI2RT; the aerial is
about 5/8 wavelength high and fed against a lot of buried wires mostly
33 feet long, which all help.

G4DMN seems to have been away to Ireland and then to have
gone back to Shrewsbury from where he wrote. However, he and
Father G4DIIC have been working on Mum and she is now bashing
away at the R.A.E. course in Birkenhead and quite enjoying it all.

population of 1000 souls, there are GM3KLA, GM3SKX, GM3SJA,

Also, Richard is advertising for a beam, and hoping that with it he will

the latest additions being UC, UB5, HB, LA, ON, GI, GW and SP,
out of a total of 32 contacts since May.
G3CED only recorded one forty -metre QSO in his log for the
period, namely with GM4DKO, but this one seems to have been
pretty fair, lasting for all of thirty minutes.
A letter came in which puzzled the Editor somewhat, it having
originated from Paignton but having "lost its tail" in that the last
page wasn't included in the envelope! However, this old scribe for

to SSB and heard several Pacific stations but they didn't seem to hear
him! Otherwise, it was DL7PV/HBO, LG1LG and MID.
A new call but not a new operator is behind EI3CP, Colum having
returned to the scene after eight years' absence. While he is building

GM3TSG, GM3TST, GM3RFR himself and the Club station
GM3STU! Up to now, 19 countries have been worked on Forty,

once was saved by his memory and was able to attribute it to G4CXM.

As far as Forty went, it was an all-CW business, and a list as tong
as your arm, including EA9FD, EP2OD, FG7AM, IIC1XG, JX2HK,
K6OU, K6QW, K6VYJ/5 (Texas), K6SEN, K6RGO/7, KII6AICX

twice, KL7AI, KP4WL, KP4EAJ, PJ2JW, TI2WX, UL7OAM,
UA9MBT, UV9WF, VE3GPT, VE7UZ, VE7DBV/W6, VK2QL,
VK3MR, VK3XB, VKIVJ, VK3CP, VK3XU, VK5FG, VK6HD,
VK7CII, VP9HM, W5UKZ, W6NKR, W6LH, W6IDY, W6YQ,
W6YBL, W7ZMD, W7ZMD (Arizona), W72FP (Washington),
WOOTO, WBOLAF (Nebraska), XE1FE, XEIFR, XE1ENF,

be able to get above the 134 country -mark he at present sits on though only 65 of them have yet stumped up with QSL's. He stuck

up a major five -band transceiver project, he has a little Heathkit
irw-7, which is the sole source of RF, running a couple of watts or
so into a three -band vertical. With this, all W call areas save for W5

and W6 have been worked, KV4AA, VE1-3, VO, CHI, XJ, XN
prefixes, EP2SN, UJ8JCA, UL7CAR, many Europeans including
FC9UC, SV1DB and SV1DO, and VK3YK, who gave him a 559
report at 1704z. This last was in a way a lucky one as VK3YK was
unable to sleep and turned out at 3 a.m. local time to try a QSO as
a "sleeping pill!" In fact, only Africa is wanted for a WAC with the
little box.
Now to GM3YOR who attended to Twenty when he was at home
to find CW contacts with UA9CES and W4QQN plus SSB to DK7PV
/HBO.

At G2HICU the tale was of CW with UK8AAC and ZLIVN,
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Not strictly germane to our theme,

though it does look like an expensive

modern amateur station -in fact,
the causign shows it is a ship's

installation.
The new Redifon
console comprises the latest marine
communications equipment, including their R.554 frequency -synthesised SSB main receiver and all
HF/VHF units for ship -shore, ship -

ship working. The main Tx is
immediately behind the operator.

while the SSB accounted for EA6B0, MID, VK3AKC (the moon bounce man) and ZL3RS. Ted has been trying hard to keep his skeds
with ZL1VN on 14270 kHz at 0700z but conditions have been very
poor indeed from that point of view.
G4CXM found conditions on Twenty satisfying to all corners of

W1BB Again

/SU, VE5, VE7, VE8MTC, VT2, VK3, VK4, VK6, VQ9DF, VU2RAK,

Since writing the paragraphs on Top Band, a letter has come in
from W1BB, this time carrying his full Bulletin on the last year's
events, and prognostications for the future. Perhaps the most interesting point in this is to note that since KV4FZ came on to Top Band he
has achieved the second Top Band DXCC to WI BB's own first one;
the 100th country to be notched up was TI9DX on April 22. The
Transequatorial tests this year have seen generally poorer conditions
than previously with a high level of QRN. A sad loss on Top Band
will be that of DLIFF, Armin, who died back in March from a heart

neglected, the trusty Vibroplex dealing firmly with DUIDL, EP2EA,

A newcomer to the band is W10ER, perhaps better known for his
technical stuff in QST, who returned last year after 22 years off

JX2HK, JA3HZT, KV4AA, OHOPA, UL7FP, UAOAU, W5PF
(Texas), W7R0 (Utah) and W7AY0 (Washington).
The low -power operations from G3CED/G3VFA included,
naturally, most of Europe, plus W2DB, ragchewing for 20 minutes
with I7BNX, TF3AW, JX2HK in Jan Mayen, W4DHZ, and a
gotaway ZL, who kept coming back with half the call but couldn't
seem to get the rest. Recall that this is with six hundred milliwatts

and this it would seem has reconciled XYL Maureen to the idea of
Top Band DX -chasing! As a final on this, we note that ST2AY, in
addition to making WAC and giving lots of people another country,

the globe at sociable hours, the short -path VK's being especially good.
There is again a very long SSB list from which we have taken A6XN,

AP2KR, C5AF, C5AL, DU7DP, EP2OD, FB8ZG (Amsterdam Is.),
FL8HM, HK3COC, JA7CL, JY5MB, KA6RV (Okinawa), KL7GGL,
P29PN, PY, OX4AN, UM8FM, UI8AY, UA9's, UKOAAB, VE1XU

W6, XJ5TM, ZL's, 7X2BK, 7X5AB, 8P6Alf, 9G1AJ, 9G1JG,
9M2AP, 9M2EF, 9M2GL 9Y4RM and VR4DX. Nor was the key

to a Joystick, all you faint -hearts! But, of course, this sort of power
needs CW operation, and practice; on the other hand, if you hook
anything at a goodly distance or of DX interest, you are far more
certain to get a QSL, because the other guy is so surprised at even
hearing you!

TOP BAND COUNTIES
Final placings
Callsign

AM

CW

SSB

Total

GD4BEG
G2BJY
GM3YOR
G4CBQ (11.4ne)
G4BWP
G4AKY
G4CBQ
G4BOH

97
73
39
79
58

142
138
132
52
112
108

99
66
56
79

338
277
227
210

8

22
34
14

F.12BB

G4AYS (&QRP)
G5BHR

3

105
9

-9

74
94
82
60

1

171

33

144
135
117
108
82
69

--

New Table for 1975/6 to commence November 1,

scoring as before, but this time include a
fourth figure, to indicate the Number of
Countries worked in the period of the Table.
See text for further details.

attack while in hospital, after working many JA's in his last few weeks.

160 metres, using a 55 -foot tower loaded by the beam plus a 95 -foot
wire, against 11 radials each of 120 feet on swampy ground, and allhomebrew, all solid-state gear. On an entirely different tack, EP2BQ
has adopted PYI RO's idea of a bottle of champagne for each new one,

gave WI BB himself country number 122 on Top Band -the old
maestro

is still well out in front of them all!

Ten Metres
Just as this was being readied for post, in came Geoff Watts'
DX News Sheet, No. 698; in this, he often summarises in a table
data as to what has been around. This time 28 MHz appears, with
such as A6XB at 1324z; FR7ZL at 1049; FK8CD at 0758; }MIKE
at 0929; TR8BJ at 1715; UG6GAF at 0901; UL7PBY at 0724;
VK9XK at 0943; VQ9DF at 1201; ZD8RD at 1715; ZS6AUQ at
1503; 5X5NK at 1253; and 6W8FP at 1341. All, barring UH8HBF,
were between 28.5 and 28.8 MHz.

G4BWP noticed the odd opening to South America, but unfortunately his dipole for Ten was u/s so no QSO's resulted.

9V1RS also checks Ten pretty frequently but Jcffin hasn't had
much luck; mainly JA's and a few Africans.
Even less joy was obtained by GM3YOR who made a nil report,
apart from the occasional Oscar pass. And that is pretty well the same
as the report from G4CXM, who admittedly didn't look all that often;
he noticed the odd opening but didn't make any contacts.

Perhaps the proper answer is a sweeper connected to a receiver
and an alarm -or even a good panoramic adoptor would be a help so that whenever signs of activity are there, one can take a closer
look. It shouldn't be too difficult, really; a spare receiver with all
Ten covered in one sweep of the dial, like for instance an 888, while
the sweeper arrangement is a natural for a couple of Signetics NE566
IC's to generate the sweep signal, a separate oscillator to heterodyne
up to the band and a mixer, the result being used as the local oscillator

in the 888. The alarm could be triggered by a change in the AVC
output, while for panoramic reception all one would need is a 'scope
hung on the detector and a sync, pulse from the oscillator NE566.

Fifteen Metres
At this stage of the game, rather like the curate's egg. Neverthe-
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less, 'KFE is of the firm opinion that the band is worth a good work over whenever W4UMF's propagation prediction says High Normal
or anything better, at least between now and the time when the sunspot cycle has bottomed and risen back to the present level.

G4DYA (Uttoxeter) has dipoles for 80, 40, 20, and 10 metres,
the 7MHz one having to do duty on 21 MHz; however, this latter is
only about ten feet above ground so not too much is expected from
it. Nonetheless, the FT-DX401 was fired up on the band, and PY4KZ,
JW5NM, ZS4MJ, 5L2FM, 5X5NK, 7Q7RM, 9GILZ, 911413 and
9J2B0 were all raised, SSB being the preferred method.
The HW-7 at EI3CP was, as already indicated, mainly used on
Twenty, but Fifteen was not entirely deserted and when the opportunity
arose, the CW was pulsed out successfully to PY2GNO and 5B4DA.
Both modes were tried at G4DMN; SSB managed C5AR, C9MAF,
EA8CR, EA8LS, EP2TW, JW5NM, SVONVZ (Rhodes), OE2SCL/YK,

4Z4LM, and 9G1JX; while the key attracted UH8CJ, WN2BXH
(who was running a couple of watts), WN4LUQ, WN4MNV, ZS6AFC
and 9H1BB. Gotaways included VU, YBO, ZE and 7P8. For
9V1RS there was just one contact to be noted; CW with G3UAA.

In between shift work and adding VHF gear to the station

GM3YOR has still found time for operation on the bands as recorded

elsewhere, with 21 MHz showing CW QSO's to UA9FAF and
YBOABV, plus SSB with A4XVI and YC2CR.

On Fifteen, G4CXM alternated with an indoor dipole and the
18-AVT outside as he felt the need to dictate. He stuck on SSB to
hook up with A4XVI, IA's, JW5NM, JY5MB, KOTWV, LU2FAQ,
OJOMA, VK8FB, VSSDB, WBODLT, YBOABV, YB2JL, ZD7SD,
3B8DO, 5L2FW and 8P6ES.

Farewell
A letter from WIER records with sorrow the passing of G3LJB,
for many years a member and worker for the Silverthom Club; he
was made an honorary member when he moved to work at Rugby
Radio, and was still only in his early forties.
His wife wrote in to advise of the death of Albert Cross, G3FN,
of Dronfield, Sheffield; he also held 9G1DL for four years. G3FN
had been in failing health and was not able to get out through the
summer: he died on August 13 at the age of 66.

Here & There
A year ago we reported some contacts with an LA1SH/BY, and it

now has to be said that a QSL has in fact been received by K6ZR,
marked "Dairen, Peoples Republic of China." On the other hand,
there was talk earlier of a "BY2CP" being active from somewhere in
China but to your scribe's knowledge nothing has been heard of this
one. In addition, it is understood that although the BY authorities
in the Telecommunications field are well aware of Amateur Radio,
they have no intention of allowing foreign amateurs to operate from
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remaining U.K. entries were all in the top third of the lists, indicating
around seventy logs as having been sent in. Congratulations go to
the G entrants for a very good show indeed.
A letter from SWL S. McGagh indicates his doubts as to the QSL
address of A4XVI having been GM4DLG, he having known G4DLG
earlier this year when they were both in A4. On the other hand, the
address for QSL's given as "A4XVI, via GM4DLG" has appeared in
several publications, and been reported to this scribe independently
by three different amateurs reporting contacts, and so one feels the
original information is correct.
From two different directions, namely WB2TSL and G2FUU, to

whom thanks, we have notice of the Antigua and Barbuda State
Day QSO Party; weekend November 1-2 for 48 hours midnight to
midnight. Work three VP2A's and get a certificate as well; submit log

copy showing callsign, reports, and the VP2A station code number

given with the report, adding an s.a.e. and 5 IRC's, the lot to be
addressed to State Day QSL Party, Box 550, St. John's, Antigua,

West Indies.
From 5B4WR we have further reports of piracy of 5E14 call signs.
Cards are arriving at the Cyprus Bureau for recent QSO's with 5B4LR
who left there in March 1974 and returned to U.K. where he is G3FET ;
the pirate uses the correct name. Another one being pirated is 5B4AB,
Guy Desvaud, who left 554 -land in 1973; the recent cards to 5B4AB

have all been for CW QSO's. The action being taken, says 5B4WR,

Roland Whiting, is that where cards have come in with s.a.e. or
IRC's they are being returned suitably marked -but of course it is
just not possible to do this sort of thing with the others, and as he
says, it reflects on the 5B4 chaps, giving them an unfair reputation
for non-QSL'ing.
Somehow the reference to the Coventry Technical College station

activity turned the proper call GB2CTC into GB3CTC, with the
result that various people wrote to point out that the Cornish VHF
beacon at Redruth, wasn't going to be sent to Coventry. To all who
picked the point up, our thanks. Look out for GB2CTC during the
week December 8-13.

Forthcoming Events
Proposals for Equatorial Guinea and Annobon operations by
EA8CR and OH2MM were coming along quite nicely, but in the
mail on the morning this was hitting the typewriter we have it that
owing to a change in contact man, things have got into a tangle and
it would seem likely to have been scratched -if you heard EA8CR
during the CQ WW Phone contest, it was.
W7KW left for Iraq on October 12, for a job at the request of the

Minister for Agriculture in Baghdad; he is going complete with

their country and work stations outside China; and it is also laid down

that no communications to foreign countries are allowable save by
official stations. And to thicken the fog a little more, it is now permissible as from October 3, 1975, for W/K amateurs to work amateurs in
China, FCC having removed that country from the banned list. Perhaps the right answer is to assume anyone with a BY prefix must be
a pirate, but the practicalities of the situation indicate that the routine

is to work them first, and then await the arrival of a QSL, and then
pray that it will be accepted for DXCC credit! Meantime, the very

best of British luck to you .

.

JAIKSO, secretary of JDXA, writes a personal note and sent some
photographs along as well, the latter being of operations from JD I
Minami Torishima. Nob is trying hard to get a QSL card for a
VS9AWR QSO dated back in 1965 -if this should catch the eye of
the then owner of VS9AWR, would he please look back in his logs for
June 11, 1965, around noon and on 21 MHz, for a QSO with JAIKSO
and send a card for the contact, please.

Some contests fall to be mentioned, and we seem to have been a
bit remiss in this quarter. The CQ WW DX Phone contest will be
over and done with by the time this reaches print, but the CW leg
should be remembered as being on November 29-30, he rules being
as in previous years. We understand from W1WY that a copy of
these was sent to the writer, but to date it has not surfaced. The
mailing deadline for Phone lop is December 1, and for entries CW
January 15.
Over the weekend November 8-9, the 48 -hour European RTTY
Contest is played off. Details from WAEDC Committee, D-895
Kaufberen, Post Box 262, Germany.
Now for a past contest, the DL AGCW Sommer QRP affair, lots
of activity and record breaking scores were noted, with the winner

BRAZIL
CALL AREAS

0

..

500
.

I12 1100.

I miles

WB9LGZ/9, racking up 12908 points on Forty only, running a

Scale is approximate

modified HW7- at three watts input. To achieve this, he was making
QSO's at the rate of one every four minutes throughout the contest!

As mentioned on p.382 of the September's CDXN, the callsign

GW4D00 was second, G3IGU was third, G3DNF fourth, and the

areas of the immense country of Brazil have recently been
reorganised, of which this sketch gives some idea.
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equipment and aerials, and there is reckoned to be at least an evens
chance of some activity.
CR9AJ has been reported as being on 21 MHz and being persuaded

to give 14 MHz a whirl, but at the time of writing this old spoilsport has to say he knows of no-one who actually claims a real live
down -in -the -log type QSO.

Glorioso will be represented, for real, by FR7ZL, Guy, for a

couple of months from November 20, and also VK5XK will be on
Niue using (probably) the call ZK2AP. Europa is quite active at the
time of writing, FR7AI/J being the call to look out for.

November, 1975

October 31, 1976. However, this time, to please a few more people we
propose to add another column, in which will be shown the Countries
Total, each country scoring one point when first worked, in addition

to the QSO points claim, so that the countries total shown will be a
true reflection of the number of countries worked whatever the mode,
while the "total" column will now contain the sum of the points made
in the three present columns plus the number of countries worked.
The bell will have rung for the first round as this drops through the
letterbox-now get in there and fight it out!

AR CL

The Ladder
this therefore will be the final showing of the present Ladder. but
because of the popularity of the Table, it is proposed to run it again

Which is where we have to say that the space has pressed in on
your conductor's garrulity at least for this month. For next time, the
deadline will be its usual 17 days before the issue date, which makes
it November 11, with the address as ever being "CDXN," SHORT

for 1975-76. The starting date is set as November I, 1975, closing on

WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 IRQ.

As will be seen, we have taken all the entries and scores in to date;

BOORS FOR CHRISTMAS
A Suggested List
It is often said-and certainly we have said it beforethat for the keen radio amateur and SWL, there is no
better present than books on the subject.
Below, we suggest some titles selected from our

current list-all at present in stock, with despatch

assured within a day or two of order. All prices quoted
are inclusive of post and packing.
In most cases, titles are self-explanatory and are

a "mix" from British and American publishers who
for years have specialised in the radio amateur field.
World Radio and TV Handbook, reviewed in detail on

pp. 149-150, May 1975 issue of the Magazine. L3.95
Guide to Amateur Radio, a standard work covering
what is involved in getting on the air, now in its 16th
edition. £1.15
Radio Amateur Examination Manual, on taking the City

& Guilds Subject No. 765, to pass which is obligatory
for the obtaining of a U.K. amateur licence. £1.15
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur, a well -written
treatise on what the amateur needs for his own bench
or workshop. Mainly of a constructional nature, in
12 chapters, hard back. £2.30
Advanced Communication Systems. A 276 -page tome
specifically for the

professional telecommunications
engineer and advanced amateur. Of particular interest

fields for radio amateur work, full of circuitry and design
data. £2.65
The 1975 U.K. Call Book. Not the 1976 Edn., yet to be

published, but the latest available in print, offered to
clear at £.1-00, inclusive post and packing, at which
price it is still good value. The G4/3's go to G4DIF;
the G8/3's to G8IXL; the G6/3/T's (amateur TV

transmitting licence) to G6TDG/T; and the G5/3's
(reciprocal licence) to G5BIU. The new U.K. (G)
Call Book will be available before long but will be
significantly dearer. 1975 "G" Call Book.

£1.00

Also offered to clear are a few copies (only) of the

1975 International Radio Amateur Call Book, U.S.

Listings, at £5.20 and the DX Listings (the world
outside U.S.A.) at £5.56.
With the new issues of these

publications due about year-end, and at inevitably
increased prices (due to the pound devaluation against
the dollar since our last bulk purchases) these reductions
for the International RACB also represent good value.
The Radio Amateur Call Book, in its two thick volumes,
constitutes the world directory giving between them the

callsign, name and address of about 512.000 radio
amateurs throughout the world, alphabetically by

prefix and country.
MAPS
We also have an interesting selection of maps designed

Our own DX Zone Map has
gone into more new editions, and reprints of those

are the chapters on pulse -code modulation, digital

for the radio amateur.

networks, microwave systems, satellite communication
and the use of lasers for line -of -sight working. £8.97
Sun, Earth & Radio. Explains the propagation of radio
waves and the influence of the sun on the ionosphere,
and hence on long-distance communication. A standard

revisions, than we care to remember, thousands having
been sold over the years. A four-colour map for wall
mounting, on a great -circle projection centred on the
U.K., it gives a wealth of detailed information relating

text for those seriously interested in the practique of
DX work. A hard cover book at £2.60
Working with The Oscilloscope. A new book of over 100

pages, in large format, dealing with the subject in
practical terms, with a series of exercises in the form of

projects for bench work.

£1.85

Principles of Transistor Circuits, the fifth edition of this
useful reference book. £3.43
The ARRL VHF Manual. One of the range of specialised
practical handbooks covering the VHF/UHF/SHF

time, distance and beam heading
for any part of the world. £1.50
Amateur Radio Map of the World. Paper, for wall
mounting, on Meractor protection, in colour, showing
of callsign areas,

callsign areas.

£1.00

We also stock many other titles, all books selected

as being of direct and practical interest to licensed
amateurs and SWL's. These are regularly listed, and
some briefly described, in our advertising pages.
All orders, with remittance, to: Publications Dept.,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts., AL6 9EE. (Book tokens can not be accepted).
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MODIFICATIONS FOR THE
KW -2000 TRANSCEIVER SERIES
PSU IMPROVEMENTS FOR
BETTER FREQUENCY STABILITY
S. SCANNELL (G3ZSU) and P. PERKINS (G3OUV)

THE KW -2000 transceiver and its successors the '2000A

and the '2000B have been very popular in the U.K.
since their introduction in the mid 1960's. The main
reasons for their popularity are compact appearance, the
availability of both AC and DC power supplies and, of
course, the inclusion of 160 -metre coverage (a bonus
most other transceivers of that period lacked).
However, as with most budget -priced amateur
equipment it has some drawbacks. Some of these would
involve a considerable amount of work to overcome, but
others may be reduced to a couple of evenings' effort and
a very satisfactory improvement can be obtained. One

criticism that is often levelled at the KW range is its
inability to maintain good frequency stability over
long periods. This was noticed on the '2000A at G3ZSU,

and enquiries were made of other owners in order to
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Procedure

It is best if the modifications to the heater line are
described in step-by-step form.
(1) Take the PSU from its cabinet by removing the
cabinet feet retaining screws and sliding the chassis from
the rear of the cabinet. Note that the speaker leads are
still connected and should be unsoldered prior to walking
the PSU away from the cabinet.
(2) With the aid of the circuit diagram identify the
following components:
(a) 9 -ohm resistor R9; (b) 100 µF capacitors C7/C8,
mounted near centre of chassis directly under T1 ; (c)
D13/14 rectifier diode type 1K2 mounted to tag board
between HT and E.H.T. rectifiers.
(3) Remove C7 and C8.
(4) Cut grey wire on R9 and leave in situ.

(5) Cut yellow wire at R9 and remove from cable
form.

(6) Remove D13/14 and the pink wire which goes
to it and pull it from cable form.
(7) Disconnect blue/white wire from D13/14 and
extract from cable form.
(8) Remove R9, 9 -ohm resistor, and its mounting
screw.

(9) Drill a 6 BA clearance hole between Ti and T2

find a cure for the problem. Several ideas were accumu-

lated, but perhaps the most effective was put forward
by G3OUV, to whom all credit for the main part of

R9

6v AC to VFO

12(part)

and HF oscillator

these notes must go.

12v AC to heaters

Tests made at both stations showed that the drift at
the VFO was due to fairly small changes in mains supply
voltage, and the following descriptions give details of a
cheap, simple but effective solution. Although the basis
of the article refers to the KW -2000A in particular, there

1

are notes at the end regarding the earlier '2000 and the

Fig 1(A)

12v DC to relays
Il

C8

later '2000B.

The modifications are in two steps: The first part is
relevant to the heater chain to the VFO and HF oscillator
which in itself gives much improved stability under most
conditions, and may well suffice for home -station use.

The second part gives details of stabilisation to the
245 -volt HF rail which in turn feeds 150 volts to the

12v AC to heaters

VFO and HFO. This provides almost complete stability
of supply to the frequency -controlling components
within the transceiver.
TABLE OF VALUES (Fig. 1)
OLD
COMPONENT

VALUE

R9

9 ohm

C7

100 µF

NEW
COMPONENT

VALUE

R9A

22 ohm

R9B

100 ohm

C7(a)

6400 µF

6v stab, to

VFO and
HF Oscillator

16 v.w.
C8

100 µF

C8(a)

0.01 µF

VR

LM309K

Fig.1(B)

Fig. 1(A). Simplified diagram of existing KW -2000A PSU
showing the low -voltage outputs. Fig. 1(B). Showing modifications to the low -voltage outputs.
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and mount the capacitor clip for C7A.
(10) Using the original hole for R9 as a starting point,
mark out and mount the monolithic stabiliser LM309.
It is necessary to insulate this from the chassis, and two
"top hat" nylon insulating bushes are required for this
together with a TO3 type mica washer. Also prior to
mounting the LM309 coat the mica washer with a liberal
amount of MS4 silicone grease; this aids heat conduction.

TO3 mounting

November, 1975
Output
LM 309

Underside view

Negative
case

nput
Fig. 2 (A)

LM309 identification diagram

Ensure that all parts of the LM309 are insulated from
chassis.

(11) Connect BYX42/300 anode to the outgoing 12
volt AC lead from T2.

Solder terminal

LA1309

Mica washer

(12) Take BYX42/300 cathode to the positive terminal
of C7A.
(13) Connect the short pink wire which was originally

PSU chassis

on the old C7/C8 to the positive terminal of C7A. This
feeds the relay supply.
(14) Feed the long pink wire which was on D13/14
round the chassis to the LM309.
(15) Connect this wire to the input terminal of the

H

Original mounting
hole for R9

Nylon stand-off insulators

LM309 and connect a 0.1 ILF disc ceramic capacitor with

short leads between the input and negative terminals of
the LM309.
(16) Between output and negative of LM309 connect
Fuses

a 100 -ohm resistor.
(17) Between LM309 negative and chassis connect a
22 -ohm resistor.

(18) Earth the negative terminal of C7A.
(19) Connect grey wire to output of LM309.
This completes the first part of the modifications.
The circuits both before and after are shown in Figs.
1(A) and 1(B) respectively. The connections to the
LM309 are as in Fig. 2 and the method of mounting is
shown in Fig.2(B). It will be noted that there lay supply has
been changed from negative to positive supply. This
does not entail any changes to the transceiver, and further

no apparent reasons could be found for the supply being
negative.

The LM309
This is an integrated circuit monolithic voltage
regulator. Designed for logic power supply units (5 volt)

it can supply an output current of l2 amps. It is overload, short circuit and thermally protected and is available from major component suppliers including R. S.
Components. Other integrated circuit voltage regulators

are available which will directly deliver 6 volts, but
these tend to be rather more expensive than the- 5 -volt
types. (7806KC-LM340k-6).
One problem which is sometimes encountered with
this type of regulator is oscillation. Two types may
occur, one is low frequency oscillation often at audio or
sub audio frequencies, in much the same way as neon
relaxation oscillators function; the other is a very high

frequency oscillation (which for some reason often
appears to be in the order of 50 to 60 MHz). However,
both types can be eliminated by adjustment of decoupling
components.
Appraisement

The preceding notes give details of the first part of
the power supply regulation procedure. Following the
installation of the first part, objective tests were made
and the results were very surprising. First of all stability

Eig 2 (B)

LM309 Mounting diagram

was checked using ship -to -shore Coast Stations as a
stability reference. Initial checks over several hours
showed that the VFO would stay within audible zero
beat. This was taken to be satisfactory as QSO's from
G3ZSU seldom last much more than 30 minutes at any
one time. Of course the transceiver must be allowed to
reach its normal operating temperature before any
checks can be carried out.
However, further checks were made under heavy
mains load and unload. This was achieved by switching
some 15 kW on and off (night -storage heaters) and some

frequency change was still present. As it is intended to
use the transceiver for portable work, and is likely to be

run from a generator not renowned for its constant
output, the next step was to regulate the 245 -volt HT
line.

Stabilising the 245 -Volt Rail
Once the heater line modifications have been completed the 245 -volt rail can be stabilised if required (and if

the transceiver is to be used portable, this is recommended). The circuit is shown in Fig. 3. It is fairly
usual type of series -regulator circuit. The circuit is
referred back to the newly regulated heater supply.
Most of the components are mounted on an etched circuit

board, a recommended layout being shown in Fig. 4.
The only component not mounted on this board is the
series regulator transistor 2N3739. This is fitted on a
matt black, finned, heat sink, which is cut to the same
length as the existing HT choke Ll.
The choke is removed and the two HT smoothing
capacitors C5 and C6 are connected in parallel. The
heat sink can be drilled and tapped to take the original

holes that the HT choke was mounted through, or
alternatively two small aluminium brackets could be
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R4 and R5 (potential divider network) by small amounts
until a satisfactory voltage is achieved.

Should parasitic oscillation occur with this unit,
adequate roll -off at high frequency can be achieved by
connecting a 100 -ohm resistor and 0.33 IX capacitor
in series between the junction of R2 and R3 and earth.
A O1 µF capacitor (disc ceramic) across the output is
also advisable as a precaution against HF oscillation.
Be sure to adjust the PA standing current after initial
setting up has been completed.
Results

With this part of the circuit in situ the ripple on the
HT rail was measured at less than 100 mV pk-pk, which
before modification was at nearly 1 volt pk-pk. The

Fig.3

voltage was also checked under full -load conditions.
On "transmit" from key -up to key -down the voltage
only dropped about two volts. There is also the added
advantage that the PA screen voltage is stabilised under
these conditions. This is normal practise with SSB

245 Volt Stabiliser circuit

transmitters if the standard text books are to be believed!
Fig. 3. Circuit for stabilising the 245v. line in the KW -2000A
PSU.

Table of Values
Fig. 3. Stabilising the 245v. Line

CI -= 1µF, 300v.
C2 --- 500 /IF, 15v.
RI = 1,000 ohms,
R2, R3 = 22,000 ohms,
R4 = 220,000 ohms, 4-w.
R5 = 6,800 ohms, w.
R6 = 68,000 ohms, 1w.
ZD1 = 12v. 400 mW

Trl = 2N3739, or
Tr2,

2N3584,
HEP240

Tr3 = 2N3440, or 40327,
40321, BF258,
BF259

Tr4 = BC107, BC182

zener diode

used for it. The ECB may be mounted on stand-off's
attached to the heat sink. This leaves only four wires to
pass back under the chassis (through the existing grommet
hole). These are the input and output leads to the regula-

tor, the 6 volts from the low voltage stabilised supply,
and earth.
The orange/brown and orange wires from the HT

The KW -2000B

The modifications are equally applicable to the
'2000B, but the method of achieving them is slightly
different. First of all, the rectifiers are mounted on a
printed circuit board above the chassis. There is also
only one mains transformer in the '2000B. The relay
supply is already positive with respect to the chassis
although even in the '2000A this is no problem. The
components are designated differently in the '2000B
AC/PSU and the table gives details of the main differences.

The mechanical layout of the two chassis is also
different and as there is far more room in the '2000B
PSU individuals will of course have more freedom in
deciding on the position of the new components. Using
existing wiring where possible will help in making the
Stabilised

output

choke can be disconnected at the tag strip almost directly

+ve input

beneath the choke. The brown/orange lead from the
output capacitor should be transferred to the same tag
as the orange lead from the first capacitor. The 150K
bleed resistor can now be transferred to the two capacitors,

and the collector lead to the new stabiliser taken to this

The emitter lead (output) of the regulator is
connected to the orange/brown lead on the tag strip
which then feeds the output to the transceiver. The
point.

TR1 b

earth lead goes to any convenient grounding point on the
tag strip. The 6 -volt reference can be connected directly
on the output of the LM309.

Setting Up
On switch -on the output voltage should be checked;

this will probably not be exactly 245 volts. Before
proceeding further, check the output voltage of the
LM309. At G3ZSU 6.2 volts gave 220 volts. However,

6volt input
from LM309

increasing the output to 6.3 volts (change R9A from
22 to 27 ohms) gave an output from the stabiliser- of
235 volts. This was considered to be adequate and has
proved to be very successful in service. Should the output

be less than 235 volts it can be adjusted by verying

Fig. 4

Fig.

4.

Layout for etched circuit board, copper side up. This

is a recommended arrangement, to scale size.
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completed job look neat.

The circuits are basically

similar but reference to Fig. 1 and the table should help
clarify matters.

November, 1975

Drill and tap cabinet lid and
support and fit 2BA brass screws

Inspection
cover

TVI From the KW -2000 Series

At G3ZSU some TVI has been caused on BBC -1
Ch. 1 when operating on 14 MHz. Running the Tx
into a dummy load, with a receiver in the shack tuned to

the third harmonic of the transmission, showed that a
high level of the third harmonic was present. Tests
indicated that much of this was coming from the cabinet

direct and also on the power cable back to the PSU.
In the first place additional bonding from the chassis
to the cabinet was attained by making up a brass contact
spring, as shown in Fig. 5A. This ensures an improved
bond between chassis and cabinet. Further, the lid
of the cabinet was drilled and tapped over the front lid
so that there is additional bonding of the lid. This was
found to be particularly helpful (Fig. 5B).

Fig. 5 (B) Improvement of cabinet lid earthing

The circuit diagram shows that there is a distinct
lack of decoupling of the power leads to the PSU.
This was tackled by removing each lead in turn from the
male plug on the rear drop of the transceiver and placing
a Mallard FX.1115 ferrite bead over each lead, close to

the socket and a -01µF disc ceramic capacitor from
each lead to earth. This resulted in about 80% reduction
of the level of the third harmonic! The PA HT lead is
de -coupled in this manner as standard. Be sure that the
capacitors are capable of handling the applied voltage

Brass contact spring
screwed to cabinet.
PA comportment

PA compartment

earthed to cabinet
when chassis is
pushed home

and that the ferrite beads cannot come into contact
with each other. A piece of p.t.f.e. sleeving slipped
over each bead will help to insulate them.
These notes are not intended to be "followed blindly"
but it is hoped to stimulate the generation of other ideas
for additional improvements to the excellent KW range
of transceivers.

ACTIVE AERIAL UNIT
FOR BOOSTING RECEIVER INPUT

Chassis

Fig. 5 (A)

range of module kits for a variety of amateur applications.

(see the article Going QRP on Eighty, in Short Wave
Magazine for August 1975). This range of small in -

G. C. DOBBS (G3RJV)

RECENTLY Eddystone Radio have marketed an
active aerial unit, which consists basically of a small
die cast case with a short whip aerial. The unit is designed

r

330ts

Whip
51

for reception when limitations of space or other circumstances do not allow even a modest aerial to be
erected. At least one American company also manu-

2.2pF

2N5130
iO/p

facture a similar unit.
Essentially the device is a high -gain broad -band RF
amplifier accepting signals from a short whip aerial to
feed into the receiver. Whilst such an "active aerial"

is not of course suitable for transmitting, it allows
listening over a wide range of frequencies without the
need for a conventional aerial. As such, the device
allows the SWL or licensed operator the opportunity to
monitor the bands in a temporary QTH, for example a

holiday hotel, or whilst the station antenna is out of
action.
For some time the author has been using the Amtron

Fig.1

Fig. 1. Circuit of the Active Aerial unit, using the Amtron
UK -935 broad -band amplifier module, obtainable from
Birkett of Lincoln, and shown opposite.
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expensive module kits, originally
manufactured
by
International

Crystals of U.S.A. are now commonly available on the British market.
Amongst the kits is a small
broad -band amplifier module, model

number UK -935. This kit had been
purchased with the intention of using

it as the basis of an amateur band
preselector. Before this idea could
bear fruit, a change of QTH took
place. It became obvious that "mov-

ing house QRM" would delay the
provision of an aerial even to listen to
the amateur bands. So it was decided

to use the UK -935 as the basis of
a simple active aerial. As a pipe
smoker with an extensive collection

of "useful" empty tobacco tins, it
also seemed a good opportunity to
make the collection one less!
The Module
The UK -935 is a two -transistor

module with a frequency range of

20 Hz to 150 MHz and a quoted
gain at 1 MHz of 30 dB for a one microvolt input. The operating impedance is 50 to 500 ohms. The module

is built on a compact liin. square
printed circuit board, and draws
Wood block for
aerial mounting

UK935 module

about 10 mA from a 9 -volt supply.
The kit comes complete with all the components, even
a roll of solder, together with a comprehensive leaflet.

It could be built up in half -an -hour by even the less
experienced "home brewer." The circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 1. All that is required to complete the
Active Aerial is a whip aerial, a switch and a PP3 battery.

The whip itself was salvaged from an old AM/FM
broadcast receiver. It is 4in. long when retracted and
just under 2ft. when fully extended.

The layout of the Active Aerial is shown in Fig. 2.
The case is a flat "square type" 2oz. tobacco tin. The

mounting of the components and the PCB are selfevident from the drawing, but a few points require
Fig. 2

Active Aerial layout

extra consideration.
The stand-offs provided with the module kit are too
tall. If they were used the lid of the tin would touch the

top of the components. Two 6BA nuts were used as
standoffs for the mounting holes in each corner of the
printed -circuit board. The 6BA bolts were inserted from

the underside of the tin, two nuts screwed on each as
standoffs, and the board was screwed down to these
with a third nut at each corner.
The Aerial

The mounting of the whip aerial is probably the

Fig. 2. Layout diagrams for the UK -935 RF amplifier.

trickiest part of the construction. Stray capacity between
the whip and the case has to be kept to a minimum. In
the prototype the base of the whip was mounted into a
recess hole cut into a small block of lin. thick soft wood,
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and passed through a rubber grommet in the lid of the
tin. The wood was held in place by a couple of halfinch No. 6 woodscrews through the bottom of the tin.
The PP3 battery may be held in place by a strip of
p.v.c. tape. It is essential to use screened lead between the
Active Aerial and the receiver, so a coax or phono socket

can provide the output. A switch and four plastic feet
for the base of the tin complete the unit.
Operation

The Active Aerial is very simple in use.

Merely

connect it to the receiver input with screened lead, pull

PSU REMOTE SENSING

November, 1975

out the whip, switch on, and off you go! No gain control

has been provided. In practice it was found that overloading of the receiver could be reduced by lowering the

whip an inch or two. The tin may be placed on top of
the receiver or close to the aerial input socket. It is not
advisable to use a long lead between the unit and the
receiver.

The prototype worked well on all bands, and a fair
amount of SWL'ing was done between the rigours of
moving in the new QTH. Having proved it's worth,
the Active Aerial is being kept in reserve, just in case.

BOOK REVIEW

A. B. Plant (G3NXC)
In his article in the June '75 issue of SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, G4CZP makes some suggestions for methods

of remote sensing with his stabilised power supply.
What he recommends, that of locating the variable

resistor at the load end of the output cables, suffers
from two disadvantages: First, the wiper of the variable
resistor is connected to a point of high gain and, consequently, this connection suffers from noise pick-up.

Secondly, with this method of remote sensing, the
transient response of the circuit will be degraded.
If remote sensing is required, then circuit (A) herewith
is suggested. The values of RA and RB should be chosen

such that they are appreciably greater than the DC
resistance of the leads-a value between 10 and 100
ohms should be adequate. With this arrangement (A)
the sensing leads are at low impedance and are much
less likely to suffer from noise pick-up.

The connections could be made using coax, or

screened, cable as shown in sketch (B). This provides
both screening and guarding for the sense leads.

"THE ARRL ANTENNA HANDBOOK"

Thirteenth Edn., Second Printing
This is the latest of one of the ARRL series of
excellent practical handbooks for the radio amateur,
dealing in detail with the subject of Aerials-their
design, construction and operation for the amateur
bands.

Like all publications by the American Radio Relay
League-the U.S. radio amateur organisation-publishers
of literature for Amateur Radio since the 1920's, it is
authoritative, reliable, accurate, up-to-date and written
in straightforward English.
The first chapters, of about 130 pages, discuss the
fundamentals, including transmission lines in theory and
practice. Later pages go on to directive arrays and multi band types, leading to special single -band arrangements
and antennae for restricted spaces, e.g. ground -plane,

loaded dipoles, the DDRR (directional discontinuity
ring radiator, not much used in this country, but interest-

ing), shortened beams for Yagi types on the lower

frequencies, and helically -wound radiators.
In Chapter XI, VHF and UHF systems are covered
in adequate detail, followed by an interesting treatment
of Antennas for Space Communication, showing several
designs for amateur construction. The last 66 pages deal

generally with building methods, aerials for mobile
Load

operation, various specialised types, with about 30 pages
of miscellaneous data, including the important chapter
on aerial metering and measurement.

The book is copiously illustrated throughout, with
good drawings and photographs and is fully indexed

Power supply

(five pages)
J.

(A)

The ARRL Antenna Handbook, 13th Edition, of
336 pages in 18 chapters, costs £2.60 post free, from
stock, of the Publications Dept., Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

"Short Wave Magazine" covers the whole field
of Amateur Radio and should be obtainable to
order through any newsagent.
The circuit arrangement discussed in the text.
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VHF
BANDS
NORMAN FITCH (G3FPK)

WRITING my first piece for this feature,
it is interesting to compare VHF/UHF
activity today with that in March 1968
when Mike Dormer became your conductor.
Then there were no such things as repeaters,
Liner -2's, TS -700's or Europa transverters.
On two metres, SSB was becoming established

slowly but most amateurs still used crystal controlled AM and CW, respecting the old,

zonal band plan. The current scene was
very adequately covered last month by
G3DAH in his final contribution and it is a
matter of conjecture what will transpire over
the next seven years. One event that should

remain uppermost in our minds is that the
World Administrative Radio Conference will

be held in 1979, during which the future of
our VHF/UHF/SHF bands will be decided.

Only by demonstrating continuous and

increasing use of the higher frequencies will

amateurs be able to make a case for their
retention of some, or perhaps any, of the
present allocations.
Very many amateurs are keen operators
but lack the necessary spare time, and perhaps
facilities, to build equipment for 70 cm. and
Gigahertz bands. Surely this is where manufacturers should step in for they ought hardly
to need reminding of the success of 2m. sets,
such as the FT -2F and Liner -2, if contem-

plating similar sets for 70 cm. and 23 cm.
Wouldn't it be marvellous if a British firm
took the plunge and developed and produced
a 432 MHz version of a Liner -2, bearing in

mind the export potential to Europe? The
writer hastens to add, in mentioning the

Liner -2 he has in mind merely the idea of a
70 cm. SSB/CW transceiver and not a copy,
warts and all.

Mention the word "development" to a
manufacturer and he will naturally start

thinking in thousands of pounds when considering the sort of equipment we are discussing. But there is another way that good

designs can be put on the market with a

minimum of R. and D. expense, and that is
by manufacturing a sound design already
proven. Some of the Amateur Radio Clubs
who report to our "Month with the Clubs"
feature are very go-ahead. It occurs to us

that one or two of these might attempt to
develop a 70 cm. "Liner -2 type" set as a
Club project. (Here one has in mind the

successful Dutch 144 MHz transceiver project
undertaken by the Leyden radio amateurs as

described in the November, 1974 edition of
Electron.) A satisfactory design could be
offered to various manufacturers for a lump
sum, a share of the action, or failing that, a
group of enthusiasts might set up their own
firm to produce it. The point of all this is
that the present high level of activity on 2m.
is very largely attributable to the abundance
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of commercial equipment available and there

seems no reason why a great deal more
activity should not be created on other
VHF/UHF bands by similar developments.

Technical Ideas
Whilst no revolutionary changes are
planned for this feature it is suggested that
some technical items would be welcomed.
Mostly, these will comprise ideas and tips
and readers are invited to send in anything
they feel others might find useful. No
doubt some of what is published may be
old hat to many but newcomers may find the
experiences of others helpful.

This month we make no apologies for
bringing up the topic of some of the poor
quality signals to be heard on SSB on the
VHF's. Very often, one finds an S9 signal
with a residual carrier of S4. Usually, it
transpires that the operator is driving a
transverter from a low -power output socket
on a commercial, HF-band transceiver but
finds that too much drive is available. Con-

sequently, he turns down the microphone
gain control. Unfortunately this leaves any
residual carrier unattenuated, thus severely

degrading the carrier suppression relative
to peak output. The remedy is simple and

cheap and has been used with complete
success by many operators. All that is
required is one of the attenuators mass
produced for the TV market for insertion
into TV antenna downleads when the TV
signal is too strong. These are usually of the
Belling -Lee plug and socket, in -line variety

and come in 6 dB, 12 dB and 18 dB sizes.
The aim should be to set the microphone
gain control at the level suggested in the

manual for HF band operation, then to

select an attenuator for the coax lead from

the prime mover to the transverter that

enables the correct drive level to be delivered.
This will attenuate the residual carrier

considerably thus restoring the HF band
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was more even with a peak around midday,
Sunday, " ... presumably as the non -contest

bods got up

.

.

.

" followed by the final

frenzy of activity after 1430z.
No reports received concerning the UHF

Open contest so probably the entrants are

still busy working out the QRB of each
QSO.

The results of the July 27, 144 MHz QRP

contest are just to hand and GW3FEC/P
(Gwynedd), operated by the Swindon and

District A.R.C. and Plessey Contest Group,
were the winners with 1,871 points from 223
QSO's, with G3UCA/P (Cumbria), the Fylde
VHF Group station, runners up with 1,834
points from 210 contacts.
The forthcoming contests are on November 1/2, the 144 MHz CW; November 16 the
432 MHz Open and on December 7 the 144
MHz Fixed.

Activity Group
G8BXJ writes to advise of the formation
of The Bristol VHF Activity Group, the aim

of which is to promote VHF/UHF and

microwase activity in the Bristol area. At
the time of writing the group had no regular
meeting place or time. Interested readers are
invited to contact: A. J. Pullen, G8BXJ,
the secretary of the group, at 96 Windermere

Road, Patchway, Bristol, BS12 5PR, telephone Bristol 695839.

A Canadian Viewpoint
VE3FVN wrote whilst on a visit to the
U.K. to say he is very interested in VHF
operation. He brought his portable FM rig

crystalled up for 1450 MHz but nobody
seemed to have worked G4DFT. He buys
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE in Ottawa
and is an avid reader of this column as well
TWENTY-THREE CENTIMETRE

performance.

ALL-TIME TABLE

Contests
Thanks to the excellent, extended tropo-

spheric propagation noted throughout the
period, the long awaited results of the
Jubilee Open VHF/UHF Contest on July 5/6
reveal the predicted high scores. The winner

was G3PMH/A and runner up G3XDY/P,
amassing 13,976 and 13,797 points respectively, 'way ahead of the rest of the field.
An analysis of the scores of the 80 entrants
shows that 78 (97.5 %) operated on 2m. and

29 (36.3%) used 4m. and 70 cm. In the
corresponding, 1974, Contest the figures

were, 4m. 44.1%, 2m. 87% and 70 cm.

40.3 %, from which it seems that 2m. usage
is approaching the 100% mark. It is hoped
that the drop in 4m. activity is not indicative
of a declining trend. Highest score on 4m.
was achieved by G3FDW/P in Co. Durham
with 1,250 points, whilst G8BQX/P in
Hastings made overall 4th place with a 2m.
only entry of 8,061 points. By far the biggest

70 cm. score was turned in by runner-up

G3XDY/P in Lincolnshire with 8,175 points.

The Northern Heights A.R.S. has pro-

duced some interesting facts and figures on
their Jubilee Contest operation presented in a

recent Newsletter in the form of a histogram. This is a plot of points claimed on
2m. and 70 cm. for each half-hour period of
the contest and shows peak 70 cm. activity
occurring between 2230 and 2300z. After
1100z on the Sunday, there was no scoring
as they had worked everyone they were then
hearing. By contrast, the 2m. scoring pattern

Station

Counties

Countries

Total

G4BEL

38

10

48

G3NHE

24

5

29

G3DAH

23

4

27

G3JVL

21

4

25

G4BYV

17

7

24

G3OBD

20

3

23

G3ARM

20

2

22

G4ALN

19

3

22

G3JXN

19

1

20

G3COJ

15

3

18

G8AOD

11

2

13

G8FMK

12

1

13

G5DF

11

1

12

G8FJG

7

1

8

G8ABH

7

1

8

G8AII

5

2

7

G8GNZ

4

2

6

G8EOP

2

1

3

GD2HDZ

2

1

3
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as of the advertisements. VE3FVN has
followed the comments on high -power
operation and admits to supporting those
who run large amplifiers and big antennae
during portable contests. Quite rightly, he
points out that such well equipped stations
enable many others to work a new state,
county, country or whatever, which might
not otherwise be possible. He helped to
operate the Club station, VE3ONT, in the
June ARRL VHF Contest, The Club ran
kilowatt stations on 6m., 2m. FM/SSB/CW,
and 70 cm. as well as on 220 MHz. On each
band, ambitious antenna arrays were used.
On 23 cm. they ran a mere 100 watts output

to a 12 foot dish, the entire station being
mounted atop of 50 foot tower, " . . . to
reduce loss in fin. Heliax line."

High Power on VHF

The problems caused by stations running
effective radiated powers of ten kilowatts and

more have been mentioned in this feature.
Your scribe has discussed this topic with a
number of operators and feels it is time to
put the case for and against as impartially
as possible and to seek readers' opinions.
The proponents of high power maintain

that running the full, legal power into high

gain antenna arrays

is

necessary on the

VHF's if one wishes to work long distances
under flat band conditions. It cannot be
denied that this is indeed effective. There
must be many readers who have been able to

work some good DX thanks to a portable
DX-pedition to a favourable spot. Considerable effort and planning is required to

THREE BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE
January to December 1975
FOUR METRES
Station

Counties

Countries

TWO METRES
Counties

Countries

November, 1975
assemble, transport, erect and operate such
stations. If stations are operated simultaneously on two or more bands from one site,

there are very real problems of mutual

interference to be solved.
Those who oppose this apparent race to
higher and higher power, at each contest in
particular, complain that QRO stations make
it difficult, sometimes impossible, for them
to participate seriously because their receivers

are so desensitized when the strong signals
are on that they cannot copy anything. They
suggest that contest organisers should consider limiting the allowed effective radiated
power although admitting the difficulty of
enforcing such a rule. A common complaint
about QRO stations is that they spread over
a large part of the band and are often distorted. They do not confine their opposition
to high power to portable occasions since

those who receive a fixed QRO station's
signal very strongly maintain that their
enjoyment of Amateur Radio is virtually

ruined.

70 CENTIMETRES
Counties

Countries

TOTAL
Points

Your considered comments would be
welcomed on this problem, together with
constructive suggestions on coping with very

strong signals, which could be featured in
GD2HDZ
G3DAH
G3ZMD
G4BYP
G2AXI
G4BWG
GM4CXP
G3BW

GM8FFX
G3FIJ
G3B11W

G4AEZ
G4CIK
G4CZP
G5DF
G8IAT
G8BKR
GI8HXY
G3FPK
G4AJE
GI3JLA
G8ABH
G8EOP
GD3YEO
G8INL
G8FMK
G8GLS

G8GlIZ
GW8HVP
G8FWB

G8GII/P
G4DNJ
G8JKA
G3EKP
G4AIR

56
47
34
56
32
38
28

---------45
17
19

48

13

10
29

G8KSP
G4AGE
G8JAJ
GW8GLG

GW8FKB
G4BKY

----

5
5
3
5
3
3
5

---------4
3

2
6

5

3

---4

71

49
64
66
49

11

39
39
32

7

189

11

-

11

29

8

160
158
139
132

58
71
73
93

16

3

131

15

13
8

3

11

40

5

14

11

6

50

10
16

6
30

3
9
7

130
129
124
118
110
103

55
45
65
84

-

77
64
70
68
50
44
40
40

9

16
12

13
15
15

13

14
9
17

-

-18

33
8
5

9

-10

2
3

13

17

11

3

3

11

21

5

12
12
12

20

31

3

29

54
50
54
47
47
45
42
24

10
9
9

7
34
23

2

29
30

6

------

------

61

60

8

8

7
8

6
5

7
9

3

2

3

1

6

18

5

4

4
1

1

1

6

101

99
97
90
88
87
85
85
79
77
76
73
72
67
64
63
63
55

54
53
48

44
42
41
39
35
33

our proposed technical spot.

Twenty -Three
Only one report on 23 cm. this month,
from G8FMK who adds Surrey to his list
of counties, bringing his all-time score to
12, from Thame, Oxon. More reports on
23 cm. activity-either actual or proposed -would be welcomed. Has any reader experimented with mobile operation on this band?

Seventy Centimetres
During September, GD2IIDZ added

counties Antrim, Durham and Avon to his
score in the table. A move of QTH is likely

soon to another location in Laxey which
might not be quite such a good one for VHF.

G4AEZ (Enfield, Middx.) has been busy
constructing 70 cm. gear which was finished

just hours before VHF NFD. The SSB set

up gives 10 watts p.e.p. output using a
BLX94, the prime mover being an FT -101B

on 10m.
GM4CXP (Roxburghshire) would like
to hear more CW activity on VHF/UHF

and so promises to try to operate from 19001930z, at least, on 432.31 MHz, tuning 432.0
to 432.5 MHz on Mondays through Thursdays with Fridays through Sundays a
possibility too. Derrick suggests that anyone
seeking a Roxburghshire contact before that
county disappears might like to write for a

sked, sending an s.a.e., stating times and

QRG's. This applies to 2m. and 4m. too.
G3BW (Whitehaven, Cumbria), in a
long letter, reports having devoted a great
deal of time to 70 cm. lately. Bill feels that
the "use or lose" message rings out loud and
clear at the meetings and conventions now.
G3BW keeps a sked with G3AUS (Devon)
daily, Saturdays excepted, at 2300 clock
time, whilst G3BW, G3KMS (Lancs.) and

GD21-113Z are on 4322 MHz SSB each

evening, except Saturdays, and would welcome callers.

24
10

Two Metres
Conditions on 2m. have varied from
mediocre

The Table shows claims to date from January 1, 1975, and will close on
December 31, 1975. All claims should be sent to: "VHF Bands,"
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 1RQ as soon as possible.

Final table for the year 1975 to appear February 1976 issue.

to

decidedly

above

average.

During September, plus the first three days
of October, 13 countries have been worked
from G3FPK, the one that got away being

LX1DB, who made a brief appearance
around 2100z on October 8. After a contact
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with G3VZV, Bedlam erupted, reminiscent
of a Don Miller type pile-up on 20m., such

that it was quite impossible to hear who,

if anyone, Willy was trying to work. Maybe

he gave up in disgust. EA1KC in XD32d
was a welcome addition to the list, worked
on CW on September 22 when conditions
to the South were very good. The remarkable
thing about this QSO was that Valentin was

using just one watt to a 9-ele. Yagi, his

Gijon QTH being at sea level. The QSL came

back in six days. EM KC reached Humberside with his QRP rig, by the way. As the

anticyclone at the beginning of October
began to decline, there occurred the predicted

opening to the South -East enabling many
to contact 1113AEN/P in DG13b, including
your scribe.

G4AEZ admits to having fallen behind
in the 2m. stakes this year due to the aforementioned constructional activity.
Yes,

Brian, the Isle of Wight does count for a
county now as do Jersey and Guernsey,
the two latter being countries as well.

GM4CXP is on 144.05 MHz CW daily from
2100-2130z using his Magnum 2 transverter.
(QLF/transceive). Derrick is on SSB on
2m. as well, of course.
G4CIK (Leics.) found September a fairly
poor month for conditions. The five new
counties were due to the three DX-peditions,
GM3XDY/P worked from Peebles and

Stirling, G8IAT/P in Northumberland and
GW8IZS/P in West Glamorgan and Dyfed.

Nigel, now back at University, reports having
worked all the G and GW counties this year
excepting the Scilly Isles and inquires if there

has been any VHF operation from there
since it became a new county? GD2HDZ
confesses to being somewhat disillusioned
with the band, spending more time now on
4m. and 70 cm. He added Northumberland,
Peebles and Gwent to the score.

G8KSP (Abbey Wood, London) is a
welcome newcomer to 2m. and this feature.
In the short space of six weeks the FT -220
and 5-ele. Yagi have notched up 34 counties
and 7 countries. G4BYP (Liverpool) finds
it difficult now to ferret out new ones for the
Table. Alan is another who praises the three

Glamorgan, Dyfed and Gwent operation
by G3ONP and GSIZS.

G4BAH, now back at Cambridge, has
sent in a resume of his summer, 2m. activity

from the Forest Hill, London QTH, from
which 615 different, Continental stations
have been worked. These comprise 200 DL,
three DM, 140 F, one HB9, two LX, 40 ON,
130 PA and 99 Scandinavians. Some 74

QTH Locator squares were worked with
another 12 heard and there is no doubt that
Bob's home location is superb for the East
and South directions. He confirms that
September conditions were generally poor
except for an opening to SM at the beginning
of the month and one to South-West France

at the end.

GUINF/A (Nottingham) reports that
on September 29, he was monitoring 145.0
MHz and listening to a local QSO, between
1100 and 1200z, when the QSO was blotted
out by a strong, Spanish station! On spinning down to the low end of the band, Dave
heard the Gibraltar beacon, ZB2VHF, at
S9. The note was not quite T9 and had a
hiss on it. After about a minute, all was
normal again. It would seem that this could

have been a random meteor burst. Perhaps

some clever scientists among the readers
might like to say if it would be possible for

a bit of space hardware, re-entering the
atmosphere, to cause an ionization trail,

The three -centimetre rig operated by GW8FGP/P, running
10 mW with a Gunn oscillator and using a horn antenna giving
about 22 dB of gain. See notes on p.397, September issue,
and the narrative.
sufficiently dense to cause this kind of effect.

After all, there must be tons of rubbish up
there which re-enters from time to time.
G8JZD (London N.3) has been
having great fun with his Liner -2 and 5-ele.

beam, with 14 countries worked on SSB.
Jon's best DX so far is LZ2RA in Varna
OD51g, on the Black Sea coast, worked at
2217z on August 27. He suggests this QSO
and others in the same period with HGSBN

(Budapest) and YU2DDV (Ploce) were
via Sporadic -E. The Royal Meteorological
Society's Air Resources and Sounding

expert has confirmed that Sporadic -E propagation to Eastern Europe was observed

on that night but G8JZD did not state in

his letter that it extended as high as the 2m.
band. The QSL is eagerly awaited for this
2229 km. contact. During the same evening,
there was a definite extended tropospheric

opening to Scandinavia, with F's as well,
for good measure.

G3POI (Downe, Kent) has now worked
22 countries this year via tropo. and meteor
scatter. At least 5 MS QSO's with SM3BIU
in HX19h have been successful. Clive has

MS skeds lined up with 14, 0E3, SM2,

UK3 and UT5 in the near future and with
EA4, HG5, OH2, SM3 and UT5 later in
the year. The recently erected 40-ele. array
came down in a recent big blow but without
too much damage. G3POI is now firing his

300 watts p.e.p. into just 2/10 de. Yagis.

He has worked 90 QTH locator squares but
points out he is a long way behird SM7AED
with 196!
We must mention the QRPP exploits of
G3SCP in Luton. During recent weeks, the
writer has had many perfect QSO's over the
67 km to Riddlesdown. Admittedly, both
stations are superbly sited but even so, isn't
100 micro -watts to an indoor dipole quite

an achievement? The output device was a
40673

transistor which was later driven

Another
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interesting

picture,

of

G8BDJ/P out with 3 -centimetre
gear. On the mike, seated, G8BDJ

and on the tripod the horn and dish
Standing is G3ZZX.
antennae.
They also have a car -mounted backup station on two metres. Basically,
10 GHz gear is quite simple !

"QRO" to a calculated 150 micro -watts.

Four Metres
G4AEZ has completed a solid-state
exciter driving a QQVO6-40 to 60 watts
p.e.p. from the FT -101B on this band.
G4BYP cleaned up on some Welsh counties,

thanks to GW3ONP/P from Dyfed and the

three Glamorgans, with I.o.W., Devon,
Antrim,
Kirkudbright and Roxburgh

accounting for the eight additions to the
Table score. Alan feels that activity is

disappointing in view of the large number of
stations that appear on 4m. during contests.

G4CIK made it with GM4CVI/P from

Peebles for a new 1975 country and county,
plus Cheshire, Stafford and also S. Yorkshire.

Amateur activity at G4CIK has now come
to a halt with the new University term underway. GD2HDZ managed 8 more counties
all in the first week of September, best day

being the 7th when Fife, Cambridge, W.
Sussex and Dyfed were added. A pretty

rare one was GM4AOS/P in Bute.
GM4CXP offers Roxburgh on CW from
2000-2030z each evening, plus Sunday morn-

ings, rockbound on 7026 MHz or 70.32
MHz.

Competitive Stuff
Whilst the Three -Band Annual VHF

Table continues to be well supported, a
number of us have been toying with the idea
of a table for the more DX -minded operators.

tropo., aurora, MS and Sporadic -E
would count and no Oscar or repeater QSO's
would be valid. In fairness to those who have

sought VHF/UHF DX in the past, it is
proposed to "back date" the start, say to

January 1, 1975, or maybe a year earlier.
The table would be an on -going, all-time
affair and newcomers would have a chance
to catch up during favourable conditions.
The table could be made more interesting
by presenting it in rotation as first, the total
squares worked on all bands, secondly high-

lighting 2m., thirdly 70 cm., etc. Your
comments are sought on this proposal together with what other information, apart
from band/call/squares worked, should be
included, bearing in mind space limitations.
It is suggested you go ahead right away

working out your QRA squares, and send
them in, so that we can set about compiling
a Table. It is not proposed to scrap the
present Annual Table, unless you are all
tired of it?

(See p.457 of the October issue).
G8CKN, one of the leading lights in the
UK FM Group Southern, advises of the
it is.

imminent appearance of a similar booklet on
GB3SN, entitled A Date With Susan. Roy

says that the most common problem with
the Four Marks repeater is that users over deviate their access tone, even though their
subsequent speech is correctly deviated. He
calculates that if every user of GB3SN

contributed just 10p a year it would cover
the running costs. More news on the repeater
situation on 2m. and 70 cm. will be included
next month following the meeting at Brunel
University.

Further to the brief mention of Oracle

in Aberdeen and over 160 stayed for the

ITV contractors when they take a programme
routed through London, so are available most

Scottish VHF Convention
Scottish VHF Convention on September 13

dinner. Speakers included G3FZL, G3DAH,
GM3ZBE, who spoke on 70 cm. DX, with
GM3OXX and GM3DXJ talking on microwave activity. GM8FFX renorts that the
trade stands were very busy with many

that 4m. ought to be substituted for 23 cm.,
so be it, but there are relatively few squares
workable on 4m. Only normal modes,

large G and GM contingent. A free raffle
(in Aberdeen!) saw two rotators, donated

the latter in an attempt to stimulate more

Foster's (G8AMG) booklet,
GB3LO: What You Hear and Why has now
been published and a very neat production

More than 300 people attended the

activity. However, if there is strong feeling

70 cm. and 23 cm. be the three bands selected

Final Miscellany
Mike

last month, G8FYO, Hon. Sec. of the LWE
TV Radio Club, has forwarded a print-out
of Oracle's Oscar information. Alex advises
that these transmissions are supplied to all

folk buying 70 cm. converters and 2C39,
70 cm. PA units. Graham writes that
the trend seemed to be towards 70 cm.
at the Convention, probably heightened
by GM3ZBE's tapes of S9 -plus signals
from SK6AB. The event was attended by

A natural basis for this would be the QTH
Locator squares. It is suggested that 2m.,

by South Midlands Communications, won
by G8DVD and GM4BIP.

amateurs from GD and GI as well as a

all the time in UHF 625 lines homes.

G8FYO also mentioned that he has

received a letter from DARC asking if U.K.

amateurs would discontinue using S24145.60 MHz-which is the R0 output
channel, since under lift conditions, interference can result.

Deadline

Ring November 7 on your calendar for
the next issue. All your news, opinions,
claims, criticisms, etc., to: "VHF Bands,"
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MKI8 1RQ. 73 de G3FPK.
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Regulars Acton, Brantford & Chiswick come next, and are to be
found at 66 High Road, Chiswick, London W.4, on November 18;

they will be discussing the report on their showing in MCC the
weekend before.

By "Club Secretary"
(Deadline for December issue: November 7)
BEFORE we tackle our proper function of reporting on the Club
scene for November, we must mention an event in which not
one, but many, groups will be pleasurably involved --MCC, the
Top Band Magazine Club Contest, over the weekend November 15-16
and the 30th in this series of annual events. The rules in full were given
on p.458, in the October issue; and doubtless many a gallon of mid-

night oil is being burned and many a plot hatched, with a view to a
win, by the regular contestants up and down the country. However,
it is not too late for your group to nominate a member who has Top
Band gear, send a bunch of flowers from the members to pacify his
XYL, invade his shack over the weekend November 15-16 (maybe
hang him up a better Top Band aerial as a favour ?) and get stuck in

If you want a Club

meeting

on

Mondays, Wednesdays

and Thursdays, try Barking, at Westbury Recreation Centre,
Westbury School, Ripple Road, Barking, Essex. The general form
seems to be to have Construction on Mondays, CCTV and radio
operation on Wednesdays, and an informal get-together on Thursdays,
with a special item set in on occasion. For example, in November

there is a Film Show on the 20th. Oh, yes, we forgot to mention
Tuesdays-that is the evening for Morse practice.
North Kent have their place at St. Mary's Institute, 2 North Cray
Road, Bexley, on the second and fourth Thursday of each month;
at the time of writing we cannot tell you what has been set up for the
November dates; hence we refer you to the Secretary-see Panel.
From North Kent we turn to West Kent, and the Adult Education
Centre, Monson Road, Tunbridge Wells. Here the lads look forward

to a Junk Sale on November 14, and a talk on Modern TV Power
Supplies. In addition they have November 4 and 18th booked at the
Drill Hall, Victoria Road, Tunbridge Wells, these dates being for
nattering, projects, and some Morse practice.
It is quite unusual for a Club to have a Y1_, member; how much

more rare must it be for a newsletter to have two articles by YL
members. This is the case at Echelford where G4CQO's description

there to all that CW. Who knows-you might well be the overall

of the setting -up of her own station is quite hilarious. Elsewhere in the

winner, but even if you aren't you can still show that lot down the road
a thing or two about operating!

Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middx., on the second Monday and the

Reports-S.E. England
Which may be loosely defined as that segment of the Amateur
Radio world which looks upon much north of Watford as Injun
territory!

And, oddly enough, our very first report comes in from the

frontier -post at Verulam, and their Hq. is in the Market Hall of St.
Albans. However, on November 3, you can find them in the St.
Albans R.A.F.A. Club, informally but with CW runs for those who
are interested. November 12 is the "proper" date, at the Market
Hall, and the subject is, at the time of writing, yet to be announced.

For Dunstable Downs the Secretary has sent us a long-term

programme, something which in the past we have always refused to
accept. However, with the iniquitous postage rates now ruling, your
Club Secretary is looking at a method of accepting such entries in

order to help the Club budget. Anyway, the group have Hq. at
Chews House, 77 High Street South, Dunstable, every Friday evening.

November 7 is for a Rag Chew, and for the 14th a Film Show with
MPT films; the Constructors' Contest is down for November 21, and
the programme on November 28 is based on "a Natter and a Pepsi."
Dartford Heath put out their Compass Points newsletter at fairly
regular intervals, from which we note they have their place at the

same newsletter we find that the club Hq. is at St. Martins Court,

last Thursday-note the rather unusual selection of dates. As to

programme, we have no definite information at the time of writing,
but no doubt something will be fixed up by the time the doors open!
Maidenhead have a methodical Secretary who keeps carbons of

his letters-but the one he sent with the November dope didn't

produce the copy but did give us the opportunity of choosing whether
to read his letter straight or in mirror image! Carbon -paper definitely
works better the other way up. But either way, we see November 6
and 27th (Thursdays) and November 18 (Tuesday). The first of these

is the Junk Sale, and both the second are rounds of the inter -club
quiz; the 18th is "home" and 27th is "away" to Echelford, which
answers one question in the previous paragraph.
At Crawley, that hard-working character, G3MXJ, is to talk on
November 26 about IARU-he has certainly been a Godsend to hardpressed programme secretaries, quite apart from the significance of
his theme. He will be doing this at Hq., United Reformed Church
Hall, Ifield, where also, on November 29, they have a booking for their
Annual Social Evening.

For many groups the newsletter is a major item of expenditure,
between paper and postage rises; and while there is generally reluctance to cut a newsletter right out many are either not being posted

Scout Hut, Broomhill Road, Dartford, where they will be on

where a member can pick it up at a meeting, or alternatively, it is
being reduced in frequency to, say, a quarterly or bi-monthly issue.
Either way, the useful "reminder of meeting date" function is un-

sheet, still to be finalised-but no doubt there will be something
doing; last-minute news may be picked up by tuning around 1930

fortunately lost. Reigate are having their newsletter distributed as far
as can be at meetings, these being on November 4, the Natter Night
at the Marquis of Cranby, Hooley Lane, Redhill, and November 18,

November 7 and 21. Both nights were, at the time of printing the
kHz on Sunday mornings, at 1100 clock.

Next we have another newsletter, this time from Harrow who
advise that on any Friday evening they are represented at Harrow
Sea Cadets Hq., Woodlands Road. In November, 14th and 28th are
Practical, on the 7th G3RPE is to talk on Microwaves, and there is a
Slide Show down for the 21st, subject not stated.
Unfortunately, our news of Surrey is a bit out of date, covering
nothing later than September. However, we deduce that the evening

to be reserved is the third Tuesday each month, at the Ship Inn,
Croydon. For more details, Secretary G3FWR (see Panel) will
doubtless be pleased to assist.
There is usually no problem sorting out the "what's what" from the
Mid -Sussex newsletter, which, though it has a similar format, has
been reduced in size and has an improved print to counterbalancevery nice indeed. The shack, and all normal meetings of the lads and
lasses, are at the Further Education Centre, Marie Place, Leylands
Road, Burgess Hill. For November, there is a Junk Sale on November
6 and a talk on Pulse Code Modulation by G3VQN on the 20th.
The hunt is still on for a new Hq. at Sutton & Cheam which makes
things generally a bit tentative, though a Junk Sale is definitely likely.
The best thing to do is to get in touch with G4BOX for the latest news
-he can be reached at the relevant address in the Secretaries' Panel.

It looks like the first Thursday in November at Cray Valley,
where the venue is Eltham United Reformed Church Hall, 1 Court
Road, London, S.E.9.; in addition there is a Buffet/Dance, set for
November 15, and not restricted to members-bring friends along,
they say. More details can doubtless be obtained from secretary
G3YWO.

when they are at St. Mark's Church Hall, Alma Road, Reigate;

the speaker is yet to be announced.
What is believed to be a first report comes in from Shelburne
(North London), where the programme is to get together on Mondays
and Thursday evenings; Mondays for R.A.E. under G3SLF, with
space for the rest to "do their own thing," with Thursdays as Activity
Night, when the first 30 minutes is set aside for Morse and the rest
of the evening to various other activities, including running -up the
Club station. By the time this comes to be written they will have
moved to a new Hq. at the Youth Centre, White Lion Street, London
N.1, where there will soon be a purpose-built shack on the roof.

Southgate indicate that their activity for November's second
Thursday evening is the battle for the G6QM Trophy; this is a home -

construct ion contest, at the Scout Hut, Wilson Street, Winchmore
[over
Hill, London N.21, the Hq. for all meetings.

MAGAZINE CLUB CONTEST
Top Band CW only. Starts 1700z on Sat., November
15. Rules and all details on p. 458, October issue.
As usual, this Contest will be closely invigilated, so
watch Rules 8 & 9, and time all QSO's accurately.
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It is nice to know that a Club has definitely made gains as a result

of publicity in this space -it makes the task worthwhile. A note by
Geoff Stone, G3FZL, on the bottom of the Crystal Palace report
gives us just this little bit of feedback for which thanks! The Hq.
for this group is at Emmanuel Church Hall, Barry Road, London
S.E.22-the third Saturday in each month -starting at 8.0 p.m. For
this month the topic is "Amateur Radio Construction Techniques,"
and the speaker G3IIR, Eric Yeomanson.
Although they get together every Wednesday evening, Cheshunt
have a standing arrangement that on the first session each month they
try to have a guest speaker, and on the third a speaker from amongst
the membership; this leaves two evenings for informals and Morse
practice. November 5 is down for G2BCX to talk about Vertical
Aerials for VHF, and November 29 is the important Annual General
Meeting, which this month replaces one of the informals.

The Victoria Hotel, Latimer Road, Eastbourne is the home of
Southdown; on November 3 there is to be a talk by G3XUS and
G3ZFE on Colour TV, and on December 1 they have the AGM.
The Horndean & District Amateur Radio Club has been formed
to fill the vacuum in the Hampshire area caused by the demise of a

number of small clubs over recent years. They hope to find a successful

formula to keep going where others appear to have failed -or so
we are told. Meetings are on the second Thursday each month at
the Community Association, Merchistoun Hall (on the A.3 just
south of Horndean) at 7.30 p.m. For November 13 there will be a
tape -and -slide show on "Radio in Antarctica," with a full programme

November, 1975

planned into 1976. We wish them well, and look forward to hearing
more.

Also inaugurated recently was the Racal Marine Radio Club,
Margate, with already a membership of twenty, six of whom hold
tickets. They are hoping to get six or eight members through the
next R.A.E. and aim to build up a positive interest in Amateur Radio
among their younger members -good luck to them, too, and we hope
they will keep us posted.

Midlands
Greater Peterborough report they now have a regular Hq., at
Southfields Infant School, Stanground, on the last Thursday in each
month. More details may be obtained from the address given in the
Secretaries' Panel.
The Secretary at Stamford wrote to mention a recent meeting at
which the celebrated organist, Jennifer Bate, gave a talk on her world
travels and became Patron of the group (unfortunately he omitted the
photographs mentioned in his covering letter). This group appear to
foregather in each other's homes, so if you are thinking of becoming

a member or of visiting, you should first contact G3MFG, as in
Panel.

Coventry Technical College is a relatively new formation, not
much above a year old, but is firmly established with about 30
members. There are no formal activities, but they gather in the Winfray

Annexe every Monday evening, where they can make use of the
extensive facilities or operate in the shack -there is also an Amateur

Names and addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:
ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH,
188 Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London W3 8LB.

BARKING: J. Wiles, G8JEQ, Barking Radio Society, West-

bury School, Ripple Road, Barking, Essex, IG11 7PT.
BURY & ROSSENDALE: M. Howarth, G4ECM, 11 Worthington Avenue, Heywood (65911), Lancs.
CHESHUNT: R. E. Chastell, 4 Fairley Way, Cheshunt, Herts.
CORNISH: H. Webster, G3XTF, Crandale, Gillyfields, Redruth
(6905), Cornwall.

COVENTRY TECHNICAL COLLEGE: J. Witt, G6ASO/T,
G8ISJ, Coventry Tech. College (Department of Electrica I
Engineering), Butts, Coventry, West Midlands, CV1 3GD.
CRAWLEY: A. V. H. Davis, G3MGL, 41 Gainsborough Road,
Tilgate, Crawley (20986), Sussex.

CRAY VALLEY: M. Tripp, G3YWO, 57 Cathcart Drive,
Orpington (38199), Kent.
CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook
Crescent, London, SE23 3BN. (01-699 6940.)
DARTFORD HEATH D/F: J. Everist, G4CVC, 15 Westharold,

PIONEER: A. Sinclair, GM4BWT, 32 Burdiehouse Street,
Edinburgh, EH17 8HB. (031-664 6570.)
QRP CLUB: Rev. G. C. Dobbs, G3RJV, 8 Redgates Court,
Main Street, Calverton, Notts.
R.A.F.: The Admin. Officer, R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society,
R.A.F. Locking, Weston -super -Mare, Avon.
RACAL (Margate): W. J. Wilson, 29 The Courts, Westbrook,
(Thanes
R.A.I.B.C.: Mrs. R. Shepherd, G3NOB, 59 Pantain Road,
Loughborough, LE11 3LZ, Leics.

REIGATE: R. Wells, G3RIN, 5 Cronks Hill Road, Redhill,
Surrey.
ROYAL NAVY: Lt. P. Gadsden, G3MTP, c/o Royal Navy
A.R.S., HMS Mercury, Leydene, Hants.
ROYAL SIGNALS: Capt. J. Cooper, G3DPS, Royal Signals,
Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset.

SHEFFIELD (Amateur Radio Clubs Association): P. Day,
G3PHO, 39 St. Albans Road, Sheffield 10 (306956), South
Yorkshire.

Swanley, Kent.
DERBY (Nunsfield House): I. Cage, G4CTZ, 25 Petersham Drive,
Alvaston, Derby, DE2 OJU.

SHELBURNE: Miss Freda M. Young, 5 Old Well House, The
Grove, London, N6 6LD. (01-348 6669.)
SOUTHDOWN: A. Seabrook, G3ZQB, 6 Harebeating Gardens,

wood Avenue, Luton, Beds.
ECHELFORD: J. H. Ellis, G2FNK, 18 Georgian Close, Leacroft,

SOUTHGATE: B. Oughton, G4AEZ, 48 Morley Hill, Enfield.
SOUTH MANCHESTER: C. Scholefield, G8GDM, Silverdale,
57 St. Werburgh's Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester,
M21 1UN.
SPALDING: R. Harrison, G3VPR, 38 Park Avenue, Spalding,

DUNSTABLE DOWNS: C. W. Stedman, G3XWS, 10 WychStaines (54828), Middx., TWI8 4NR.
GLENROTHES: A. Givens, GM3YOR, 41 Veronica Crescent,
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY1 21.H.

GREATER PETERBOROUGH: R. Smith, G4DXW, 251
Coneygree

PE2 8LR.

Road,

Stanground,

Peterborough,

Cambs.,

HARROW: L. Light, G3KDL, 22 Chippenham Avenue,

Wembley, Middlesex. (01-902 2570.)
HEREFORD: S. Jesson, G4CNY, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford (3237), Herefordshire.
HORNDEAN: S. Jenkins, G4CHO, 31 Briar Close, Horndean,
Hants.
MAIDENHEAD: E. C. Palmer, G3FVC, 37 Headington Road,
Maidenhead (20107), Berks., SL6 SLA.

MELTON MOWBRAY: R. Winters, G3NVK, 22 Redwood
Avenue, Melton Mowbray (3369), Leics.

MID -CHESHIRE: P. Fox, G8HAV, 15 Llandovery Close,
Winsford, Cheshire.
MIDLAND: A. Walton, G3ZKQ, 243 Barnes Hill, Birmingham,
B29 5UJ. (021-427 3088.)
MID -SUSSEX: J. Brooker, G3JMB, 20 Farnham Avenue,
Hassocks, Sussex.

NEWPORT (Gwent): M. Biddiscombe, GW3YKZ, 10 Davy
Close, Newport (58314), Gwent.
NORTH DEVON: H. G. Hughes, G4CG, Crinnis, High Wall,
Sticklepath, Barnstaple, Devon.

NORTHERN HEIGHTS: A. Robinson, G3MDW, Candy

Cabin, Ogden, Halifax (44329), West Yorkshire.
NORTH KENT: R. Wells, G4ARQ, 12 Bullbank Road, Belvedere, Kent.

Hailsham, Sussex.

Lincs.

STAMFORD: D. Close, G3MFG, High Street, Collyweston,
Stamford, Lincs.

SURREY: S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road,
Selsdon, South Croydon, CR2 8PB. (01-457 3258.)
SUTTON & CHEAM: A. Keech, G4BOX, 26 Albans Road,
Cheam, Sutton, Surrey.
VERULAM: H. Young, G3YHY, 93 Leaford Crescent, Watford
(25633), Herts, WD2 5JQ.

WAMRAC: L. Colley, G3AGX, Micasa, 13 Ferry Road,
Wawne, Near Hull, Humberside, HU7 5XU.

WASHINGTON: P. Fay, G3AKG, 5 Harland Way, The Glebe,
Washington, Tyne -Wear.

WEST KENT: M. Stanton, G4CCQ, Sweetboume Cottage,

Hastings Road, Lamberhurst (393), Kent.
WHITE ROSE: K. Robson, G3VTY, Flat 7, 34 St. James Drive,
Horsforth, Leeds.
WIRRAL: H. I. Crofts, G3DLF, 3 Barmouth Road, Wallasey,
Merseyside. (051-638 2515.)

WOLVERHAMPTON: J. Nicholls, G8GCV, 28 Denham Gardens, Finchfield, Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV3
8LW.

YEOVIL: D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil,
Somerset.

YORK: K. R. Cass, G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York, North
Yorkshire.
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and district
amateur radio society

Two lady members of the Derby &

District Amateur Radio Society,
both holding tickets and both XYL's.
At left, Ann Buckby, G8KMB, wife

of G3VGW, and Jenny Shardlow,
G8KMC, the XYL of G3SZJ. They
both work hard for the Club, and

were operators on the talk -in
station for the recent highly successful Derby Mobile Rally. Their own
station activity is SSB on two metres

-one wonders if the gossip goes on
far into the night!

TV set-up which is being equipped for 3 cm. and Seventycem work.
On to Spalding, who missed the deadline last time, which results
in their information being for the wrong month. No problem though,

just get in touch with G3VPR-see Panel-for all the latest data.
However, we can say that this group, relatively out in the sticks, seems

to be one that has the radio -club equivalent of the film -star's "it,"
attracting lots of members from a very wide area and having one of
the best Newsletters we have ever come across.
"Once a month" is the routine at Melton Mowbray, who are in
session on November 21, to hear a talk about Integrated Circuits;
the report does not mention the Hq. address, which used to be the
St. John Ambulance Hq.
At Wirral the newsletter postal cost is being held down by pushing
the issue out every other month-and some kind soul along the route
removed the section referring to the November doings! However, we
know they are to be found at the Sports Centre, Grange Road West,
Birkenhead, on the first and third Wednesday in every month, and also

that it is very rare not to have something of interest fixed up. If you

want more detail, either turn up-they'll make you welcome-

or contact secretary G3DLF first.
November for Nunsfield House seems to be pretty full. The first
Friday (November 7) is the AGM and all members are asked to be
there. November 14 is down for Ken Parker's lecture -demonstration
on Welding; the 21st for a talk on Skin Diving by Peter Ford; and on
the 28th there is an exhibition of Vintage Car Carbide Lamps. Then
-back to radio! Meantime, activities like the redecoration and
fixing -up of the room allocated for the Shack, purchase of new gear,

of a tri-band aerial to put atop the Versatower, and some fundraising ventures have kept interest on the radio side of things. The
Hq. is Nunsfield House Community Centre, Boulton Lane, Alvaston,
Derby.
A new secretary takes over for Mid -Cheshire, as the Panel shows.
He reports that the group have their place at the Technical Activities

Centre at the rear of Verdin Buildings, Verdin Comprehensive

School, Winsford. For November 5, they have G3IAK on Propagation, and on the 12th there is an Open Night. A Pye representative is
coming along to talk about Commercial Communications on November 19, and the month is rounded off on the 26th by an evening of
Films.

South Manchester have, in effect, two homes, namely the main
one, Sale Moor Community Centre, Norris Road, Sale, and the club
shack, Greeba, Shady Lane, Manchester 23, where the VHF and D/F
types can be found. The main Hq. is in use on Friday evenings, and

the Shack sessions are on Mondays. Looking at the Community
Centre set-up, for November 7 there is the Annual Dinner, and on the
14th a Night on the Air. The Fire Service people are coming along

on November 21 to talk about "Safety in the Home," and on the
28th there is a Club Quiz.
Wolverhampton operate from Neachells Cottage, Danescourt

Road, Stockwell End, where they foregather on Monday evenings.
The dates for these are November 3, when members of the Coventry
Astronomical Society will be visiting and telling them about some
aspects of Aurorae; November 10, for a Natter Night; November 17

for a Junk Sale; and November 24, for a committee meeting at
Hq., open to members. In addition to this, there is a programme of
Thursday lectures aimed primarily at the beginners.

Here we see

November 6, for a talk on Operating Techniques and Practice;

November 13, the Use of Meters and other Test Equipment; Novem-

ber20, a conducted tour of the FT-DX560 transceiver; and finally
on the 27th a talk on VHF converters.
The well-known and old -established Midland Amateur Radio
Society function from the Midland Institute, Margaret Street,
Birmingham-the centre of many activities-and have two meetings
fixed: On November 8, for the popular Surplus Sale, and on December

9, they have their Christmas Party.

North & Scotland
Our first stop here must be to Pioneer where they have a small
room-but their own place nonetheless!-which they are turning into
a fine shack. Broadly, the group have one evening a month set aside
for a formal talk, the rest of the time being spent on activities such as

construction, Morse, station operation, and such. As a new Club,
they are looking for members.
A note from Washington (Tyne & Wear) indicates that if sufficient
interest is there, and interest shown, it may be possible to run a crash course for R.A.E. and Morse in the locality. Interested people please
write, as soon as possible, to G3AKG at the address in the Panel.
The formal at Bury & Rossendale is on the second Tuesday in the
month, but they are also to be found having an informal get-together
every other Tuesday of the month in the Mosses Community Centre,
Cecil Street, Bury. There is considerable sadness in the club over the
recent death in a car accident of G3WQ and his XYL-Alan had for
long been a driving force in the Club and will be sorely missed. Were

that not alone bad enough, member Eric Norfield died, just after
passing R.A.E. and with the Morse test all but in the bag-what a
sad bit of luck, and again, a person who will be missed. Our sym-

pathies to all concerned.
At Northern Heights they have been producing their own newsletter, which has resulted fewer reports from G3MDW. However,
he is still the secretary-he must be one of the oldest in the business!and looks to be still in there for another ten years! They have their
Hq. at the Peat Pitts Inn, Ogden, Halifax, which is about four miles
north of Halifax centre. For November 5 they have a lecture, and the
very next evening sees them out to the Black Car Museum. November
12 is a committee meeting, and on the 19th they have a Ragchew.
That leaves Thursday 27th, when they are having a Quiz with the
Spen Club, at Spen. (How is it we never hear from Spen these
days? Some years ago we carried their regular reports).
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Others

The Association of Sheffield Amateur Radio Clubs takes in all
the local Clubs and gives us a one -stop source of news. The Associa-

tion itself has the star meeting, on November 3, in Room 3106 at
Sheffield Polytechnic, when they have G3USB, on the subject of
"Latest Developments at VHF, including Repeaters." Sheffield
Club itself have Monday November 17 for a Home -Brew Competition,

at the Sheaf House Hotel.
Still in the area we have Sheffield Poly and Sheffield University
societies, who have a problem with their contest site and so will not,
for the moment at least, be active in that way; however, they can be
found at the Shack, top floor of the Phoenix, Charles Street, Sheffield
Sl. Then we have Worksop who have a place at North Notts College
of Further Education, Blyth Road, on Thursdays. For all of these
doubtless the Association Secretary, G3PHO, will be pleased to give
you details.

Now to York who were proud indeed to be inspected at their
GB3NRM site by the Duke of Edinburgh on the opening of the

National Radio Museum, as well as by other VIP's and radio amateurs
of both sexes. This group assemble in the British Legion Club, 61
Micklegate, York, every Thursday.

Back to Scotland now to Glenrothes where GM3YOR reports
unemotionally on the fact that he has been re-elected hon. secretary
yet again. The Club meetings are on the first Sunday in each month
at 7.30 p.m. in the clubroom which is located at Old Nursery School
Building, Provosts Land, Douglas Road, Leslie. The programme on
November 2 was still open at the time he wrote; but there will be the
Annual "DO" in the Laural Bank Hotel in Markinchat on November
12, to which -all are welcomed. On a different tack we have a copy of the

report of the past year given to the AGM, which in effect says this is

one of the liveliest and most competitive in the country, with 20
A-licencees, three B-licencees and Seven SWL's.

Now to White Rose who have a special issue of their Clippings
to hand this time, which contains a full list of November doings as
well as some neat cartoons of members and their mishaps on the
air. On November 4, the Battle Plan for MCC is unfolded for general
approval by G3VTY. November 12 is given over to the G3FCW
lecture-wonder what that'll be?-and then on the 19th a panel sits
to solve your problems.

West
Here our first call is to Yeovil at their Hq. at the Youth Centre,
31 The Park, where they can be tracked down on any Thursday
evening. A special evening is the one on November 6, when they
welcome G3GKA, the RSGB Regional Rep; and on the 13th there is
a tape -and -slide lecture "Some Further Thoughts on Propagation"
by G3IOR. Then on November 27 we have G3XFW, talking about
the QRA Locator.
It's quite a time since last we heard from North Devon but they
are, we are assured, still going strong. However, they want to start an
R.A.E. class for which they have six takers and some more neededwill anyone interested please get in touch with G4CG at the address
in the Panel, pronto. Incidentally, it is at G4CG's place that the gang
foregather, so if you are thinking of paying a visit, it would be courtesy
to drop him a line first, if you vist on the second Wednesday; if the
fourth Wednesday is your aim, then you should head-with the same

November, 1575

First on the clip this time is the G-QRP Club, who will, all being
well, have their first get-together on Saturday, November 1 at the
Leicester Show, 1600 clock in the refreshment area. Otherwise, there
is another issue of Sprat together with a sample of the new G QRP
Club Award, which is a very nice job and well worth the working for.

Details from G3RJV at his new address-incidentally, George

recently visited G2NJ to collect the G2NJ Trophy, and in his letter
comments on how nice that Trophy is.
The R.A.F. group are next, with Number 1 of a newsletter which
appears to be intended to update the members in between the regular
issues of QRV. Anyone who is in, or was in, the R.A.F. should think
seriously about joining-all the details from the hon. Secretary, as
Panel.
Then there is the Royal Navy with their Newsletter, which is about
a half -inch thick this time! All the news and views and much besides.
Again, if you were ever in this Service you should definitely be a member; and there are some other activities, like the QRQ runs, which are

very useful even to the non-members.
Our third Service club is the Royal Signals, with this time a fine
issue of their Mercury, on which the editor is to be congratulated.
Again, like the other service groups, this one is a "must" for anyone
who is eligible.
Then we have the WAMRAC organisation, which, after some lean
years while G3NGF was battling with ill -health, is now once again
very much to the fore. It caters for all radio amateurs and SWL's,
anywhere in the world, who subscribe to the Methodist faith. Details
can be obtained from G3AGX, as Panel. However, as he mentions
he will be out of the country for the latter part of October and the
early part of November, don't get agitated if there is a slight delay in
the reply; do remember that he will probably have to climb in over
a great wad of letters all of which have to be answered!
Finally, in this group, is the RAIBC, still very active in their work

for the blind and disabled of our fraternity, and producing their
regular bulletin Radial, which keeps their far-flung membership in
touch. The jobs of secretary and treasurer have now been taken on
by the Shepherds, Rita and Tom, G3NOB and G3HIP respectively.

Conclusion
That, friends, is the end of the pile for another month-and quite
a pile at that! For next time, let us have all the details of your December doings, to arrive first delivery on November 7, addressed to "Club
Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, MKI8

IRQ.

reservation as to a first contact-towards G2FKO at 38 Clovelly
Road, Bideford.
November 6 at Cornish is a case of back home again, at the SWEB
Clubroom, Pool, Camborne, when there will be a Surplus Equipment
Sale.

A new formation is notified for Newport, Gwent, where the
crowd foregather every Monday evening at Brynglas Community

Centre, Newport; interests in the group vary from Top Band to
10 GI-Ix-quite a range! It is worth just mentioning that the old
Monmouthshire Radio Society used to meet in Newport-but that
was many years ago, in the late 1920's and early thirties, with member-

ship from all over Gwent.
An Extra -Ordinary General Meeting of the Hereford gang is down
for November 7 to discuss a subscription increase. Of course, the

problem is inflation; and the newsletter this time gives a careful
breakdown of the expenditures, and particularly that on the Newsletter itself, as food for thought meantime. The other November
date is the 21st, both meetings at Civil Defence Hq.

. .

. and of course we have the Viceroy
as a stand-by . "

To keep in touch with the world of Amateur Radio, read "Short Wave Magazine" regularly
Independent, Unsubsidised and now in its 33rd volume.
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SHORT WAVE LISTENER
FEATURE
By Justin Cooper

READERS' NOTES AND NEWS - INTERESTING TECHNICAL

thing, but what a great help it is at this end, particularly when there

POINTS - MORE ABOUT AERIALS - THE LADDER

are some odd ones about-Murphy's Law making it always these
which are hard to read!

POSITIONS

OUR first point of interest this month is to mention .1. Harvey,
198 Garbett House, Doddington Grove, Walworth, London, S.E.17,
who wrote regarding the question of selecting a receiver to replace his
old AR88 which he felt was getting a bit past it. It seemed from his

letter that he was living alone and was more or less housebound. A
reply was sent, suggesting joining RAIBC and maybe a local Club,
etc., and later another letter came to us on his behalf which mentioned
that Mr. Harvey is also blind, so would greatly appreciate any contact
with other amateurs and SWL's. That brings us to the other point.
It anyone has a receiver to dispose of cheaply, why not drop SWL
Harvey a line.
Turning now to our main subject of SWL'ing, many people will
have noticed a general lifting in conditions over the last couple of
weeks in September, with one or two extremely good days considering

how low on the sunspot curves we are. This is not just the "autumn
lift" which indeed was only just beginning to show, but rather was
a manifestation of sun activity. W4UMF, who makes those uncanny
predictions as to which days are worth the trouble of switching on the
rig, indicates that this has been a bit of bonus for which we should all
be thankful, but that we are still not at the upturn of the cycle.

Last time round we had a query about Clubs in the Middlesbrough area, and as we expected there was a response. G8CDP is
Secretary of the Post Office Radio Club there and also mentions
Hartlepool, who meet on Mondays, the contact being G3NWU;

Billingham where the contact would be G4ABM; and Redcar who are
believed to have Hq. at the RAFA Club. We suggest the originators
of the query, and also D. N. Johnstone (Guisborough), get in touch

with G8CDP, Graham Gaunt, 8 North Drive, Ormesby, Middles-

P. L. King (R.A.F., Akrotiri) is one of many who have commented
on the good conditions during the period just before deadline time,
Pat himself having picked up quite a crop of new ones on Ten and
Fifteen.

CW/Phone Attitudes
Last time out the score of H. A. Londesborough (Swanland) didn't
get taken in, for some reason-guess we must be slipping! However,
we have the signal and the error is being put right before the current
crop of prefixes is added. Incidentally, as these were on CW, perhaps
now is the time to explode the myth that there are old fogeys out to

support by any means the "outmoded CW sections" of the bands.
Let it be said here and now that this "jist ain't so"-some are CW
men, some Phone ops, and most both. But we suggest that if one of
these CW-is-outdated types were to slide down for a while to the low
end of, say, Twenty, and compare the proportion of QSO's lost through
QRM (as against natural causes such as fading or the band dropping
out) then he would soon become a regular user of the key. The plain

truth of this is that for some reason there is a maniac minority in
Amateur Radio who seem to prefer to get their QSO's as far as possible
by wiping other folks' contacts out of existence, deliberately or by the

misoperation of their rigs. These types just don't seem to use CWhence you generally get a relatively peaceful QSO. In addition, input
powers on CW are usually lower, demonstrating the economy and
advanced success -rate of the mode. But as for being CW-only-not
on your life! Both modes are fun-and if we could only get rid of

the selfish ones on Phone (either by tuition or the action of the
authorities) then there would be nothing in it. As for CW being
outdated-the argument is just not on, technically or otherwise,

brough (0642 38237). And our thanks to G8CDP for taking the
trouble to get so much information for us. His own Post Office Radio
Club is largely VHF orientated, though there are plenty of HF types.
They are "loaded" when it comes to gear; on the VHF side they have
equipment for 144 and 432 MHz, for HF an HW32A and a 14AVQ

HPX LADDER

aerial, not to mention the extra stuff the members bring along on

occasion to operate.
To return to SWL Johnstone, he wrote in to say he was having

(All -Time Post War)
PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY

trouble with an excess of hum in his 9R-59DS; he would greatly
like to correspond with other 9R-59DS owners. Drop him a line
direct, please, at Longcroft, Hutton Gate, Guisborough, Cleveland.
T. Heslop (Brandon, Durham) has an R.I155 which has started to
play him up; the problem sounds very much as though it is in the
PSU/AF stage section-the part that is usually in a separate case.
M. Kelly (Lisburn, N.1.) sent in his list for HPX, and finding
C5AL on the band, wondered as to his authenticity-quite OK.
Whilst taking his legal training, P. Rooney (Liverpool) has to do
something job -wise in the vacations-in his case a complete change,
to auditing. On the radio front, not only has the job cut into listening
time, but the "collapsing -aerial effect" also-definitely bad for DX
reports! However, an improvisation has resulted in a wire running
from a Joymatch ATU up the side of the house for about twenty
feet and then around the loft for another forty feet. The result, aided

SWL

doubtless by the relatively good conditions lately, has been a revelation!

G. W. Raven

However, it is largely a question of skills; and the presence of something to resonate the bit of wire with cannot but help.
R. C. Woolley (Ashbourne) was one of the unlucky ones in the

May R.A.E., sad to say; he passed in Part II, to his surprise, and
boobed in Part I which he had thought be had absolutely taped!
So .

. . there is a bet with the XYL that the next time he will pass in
Part I and come unstuck in Part II! We hope not-Richard is taking
a lot of trouble, as do most entrants. Perhaps we could suggest a
certain selectiveness in revision-examination of past papers indicates
quite a marked pattern and indicates that certain parts of the syllabus
should receive more care than others.

M. Eccles (Lancaster) has completely re -written his HPX List and

submitted it for rechecking; and we must note that he has made a
special effort to make it very easy to read, be having like so many of
us a somewhat spider -in -the -ink sort of normal handwriting. A little

W. Bingham

(Carrickfergus) 1575
S. Foster (Lincoln)
1519
R. Shilvock (Kingswinford) 1483
K. Kyezor (Irchester)
1431
R. Carter (Blackburn)
1293
J. Fitzgerald '
(Gt. Missenden)
1285
M. J. Q uintin
(Wotton-u-Edge) 1217
B. Hughes (Worcester)
1192
P. C. Jane (East Looe)
1199
K. A. Whiteley (Castleford) 1069
M. Cuckoo (Herne Bay) 1044

R. H. McVey

(Weston -super -Mare)

1043

1030
(London, S.E.13)
J. H. Sparkes (Trowbridge) 1025

H. A. Londesborough

1000
(Swanland, Yorks.)
Mrs. J. B. Jane (East Looe) 958
N. Henbrey (Northiam)
931
E. W. Robinson
(Bury St. Edmunds) 893
A. R. Holland (Malvern) 887
H. M. Graham (Harefield) 872
817
E. Parker (Hove)
809
P. Barker (Sunderland)
C. K. Verstage (Old Basing) 800

SWL

PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY
G. F. Gullis
(Ogbourne St. George) 761
L. Craven (Alvechurch)
737
J. Dougherty

(Sunderland) 733
W. H. Smyth (Hartlepool) 724
M. Rodgers (Harwood)
693
A. C. Roberts (Shepshed) 683
P. Rooney (Liverpool)
662
M. Pein (Liverpool)
662
M. Eccles (Lancaster)
649
G. Lucas (Kennoway)
628
J. Bell (Hampstead)
622
M. C. P. Bennett (Datchet) 566
M. Rivers (Leyton)
550
R. C. Woolley (Ashboume) 544
L. Gibson
(Barrow-in-Furness) 542
N. N. Graham (Gosforth) 541
B. J. Mackness (Dagenham) 516
CW ONLY
A. Glass (Plymouth)
1141
N. A. Phelps (Devizes)
926

H. A. Londesborough

(Swa
G. Richards (Aberdeenln)and)

A. F. Roberts

(Kidderminster) 412
A. W. McNeill (Newbury) 353
J. D. Porter (Basbow)
247

Starting score 500 for Phone, 200 for CW.

include only recent claims.

815
524

Listings
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unless one is to equate "outdated" with the word "fashionable"
which doesn't agree with the dictionaries very well.

Are VQ9/D and VQ9/R different? Thus G. Clegg (Deeping
St. James), trying to evaluate his HPX claim. Well now, says J. C.,
thinking hard, remember the Rules. For HPX purposes they are
both VQ9; but of course for DXCC and similar purposes they are
two different countries, which of course accounts for the fact that
two different lists of Country Prefixes could list them differently.
E. W. Robinson (Bury St. Edmunds) seems to have tangled with
many of the "specials" around during the period we review; DA15VF

November, 1975

True enough, and very irritating when the rare one you are after is
buried underneath. But, of course, this is very largely a matter of the
pressure on band -space, accentuated by the relative uselessness of
Ten and Fifteen due to the low sunspot count. And, of course, it is
often the case that you can listen on a channel, hear nothing, call
CQ and start a QSO, only to have someone underneath complaining
quite bitterly about "people without receivers!" The reason is that,
as so often you notice when listening you can hear one end of the
QSO but not the other-and the rest falls to the account of Murphy

for a German -American Volkfest, or get-together; LC1J for the

Scout Jamboree; 7SL4BP was specially set up to commemorate the
350th anniversary of the founding of a Swedish Army Regi ment(!);
4K2AB, a Russian special from UP -land; and SV4IFT from Thessalonika for an International Trade Fair.

Back in 1966 there was a T. Pinch on the HPX ladder, which

eventually disappeared as marriage, a house, the job, and all the other

attractions came along; but recently the interest has been revived,
from Ivybridge, and by the end of the year it is hoped to put the village
on to Top Band CW, other bands and modes following in due course.

M. Barton (Market Deeping) is attacking R.A.E. this winter,
which will no doubt reduce the listening time. On the other hand,
colour TV timebases force him to the conclusion that evening listening is unprofitable, and Mark now rises for a session on the receiver

starting at 0430, which has been quite interesting, particularly on
Eighty.
Congratulations to S. Lawrence (Market Harborough) on achieving
the R.A.E. pass. As a result the 9R-59DS has been put aside in favour
of an HW-101 and a home-brew PSU, ready for the great day, and an
R.299 wavemeter for the Post Office man to admire when he inspects

the station. Stephen is working hard on the Morse, and reckons he
may yet ,Ft an entry into the CW list ere he leaves us for CDXN.

It's a year since last we heard from R. Mackean (Liverpool),
thanks to first a sort -out of the receiver (by G3MCN), secondly a
period of sharing a room with a brother who didn't like the noise,
preparatory to, thirdly, moving house. In between there have by
the sound of it been other problems as well; but on the credit side at
least Robert has found an R.A.E. course within a couple of miles.

R. Carter (Blackburn) has found the best bits to be on Eighty

from 0430 to 0630, and Twenty from 2130 to 2230, not to mention
the odd moment during the day. (Ben offers a novel method for

getting up-train the dog to wake you!).

More Reader Letters

HPX RULES

(1) The object is to hear and log as many prefixes

as possible; a prefix can only count once for any list,
whatever band it is heard on.

(2) The /M and /MM suffixes create a new series;
thus G3SWM, G3SWM/M and G3SWM/MM all
count as prefixes, and where it is known to be legal,
/AM also.
(3) Where a suffix determines a location the suffix
shall be the deciding factor, thus W1ZZZ/W4 counts

as W4. Where the suffix has no number attached,
e.g. VE1AED/P/SU, VE2UJ/P/SU, they are arbitrarily counted as SU1 and SU2 respectively, and the
same holds good for similar callsigns.
(4) When the prefix is changed both the old and the
new may be counted; thus VQ4 and 5Z4 both count.
(5) The object is to hear prefixes not countries, thus

there is no discrimination between say MP4B and
MP4K which count as one prefix.
(6) Only calls issued for Amateur Radio operation
may be included. Undercover and pirate callsigns
will not be credited, nor may any MARS stations
be claimed.

(7) G2, G3, G4, etc., all count separately, as do
GW2, GW3, GW4, etc., and in the same way K2,

A very good reason for a low score is the one offered by P. Barker
(Sunderland) who spent time cruising the Broads without a receiver.
However, he did find a couple of new ones for HPX plus a brace of
new countries heard on the Slow -Scan TV mode.
"How do they get 1000 upwards?" enquires D. Taylor (Harborne,
Birmingham). A Good Question to which the answer is that initially

W2, WA2, WB2, WC2, WN2, all count separately,
even though they may be in the same street.

it is tough going, but becomes a bit easier as your skill improves,
and then becomes hard again at the top; but J. C. never ceases to be
amazed at the commonplace prefixes which continue to add to the
scores of the top -dogs. Most of these, one can only assume were

score, the new list of prefixes, and the new total.

disregarded as too lowly to be worth bothering with in the early stages,

but are noted as "shortages" when one is near the top. The other
interesting thing is that you can be reasonably sure that one lively
weekend will be more than enough for an experienced listener to net
a starter in the Annual Table, while the complete newcomer with the
same gear would need far longer.
B. T. Mackness (Dagenham) has erected a 12-AVQ aerial and is

quite pleased with its performance; one radial each for Ten and
Twenty, and two for Fifteen, and the aerial proper mounted on a sixfoot ground stake. Holiday time was well -used, to take SWL Mackness
into the All -Time lists-this will make up for the sloiv scoring when
the sixth -form school work hits him.
G. Ridgeway (Kettering) will have moved by the time this comes

to print, to a new job and home (New Hall Lodge, Station Road,
Ardleigh, Colchester) and he asks whether S. Lawrence would drop
him a line at the new place.
P. C. White (Bristol) is a relative newcomer to the SWL game,
and he queries the meaning of HPX-Hearing Prefixes. SWL White
is going to the top end of the Rx scale and by the time this is in print
will have obtained and, hopefully, mastered an FR -101D, coupled
to 115 feet of wire.
Lots of lovely continental YL's have kept J. Bell (Hampstead)

from his receiver-but he fears the financial strain will drive him
back to it ere long! Another problem was the hot weather-he

wished J. C. "shade and fans," and here we are typing away with the
radiator going full blast to keep tolerably warm!
The ill-mannered Italians stations are taken to task by M. C. P.
Bennett (Datchet) for tune-up or calling CQ on top of other QSO's.

(8) Send your HPX list, in alphabetical and numerical
order showing the total claimed score. With subsequent lists, it is sufficient to quote the last claimed

Give your name and address on each sheet, and send
to "SWL," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM,

if possible to arrive before the SWL deadline for that
particular month.

(9) Failure to report for two consecutive listings,
i.e. four months, will result in deletion from the Table,

although there is no objection to a "Nil" report to

hold your place.
(10) Starting score 200. Phone Table is mixed AM/
SSB, with a separate CW Table. No mixed Phone/
CW Table, nor will AM -only or SSB-only entries be
accepted.
(11) Lists will be based on those shown in the current
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE list of Countries and Pre-

fixes, dated September 1973, and with the current
edition of the DX Zone Map.
Cost of the "DX Zone Map," with the latest Prefix List
as a loose supplement, is £1.50 post free. The Map is for
wall mounting, 35 x 25 ins., in four colours. Prefix List
alone is 25p. Orders to Publications Dept., Short Wave
Magazine Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.
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On p.443 of the October issue, we
had a picture and note about Daniel

Wolverson, Hornsea, who passed hi s
R.A.E. at the age of twelve-thinking
that, just possibly, there might be a
challenger. Here she is! Evelyn
Robinson, 26 Frascati Park, Black -

rock, Co. Dublin, Eire (where they

have licensing rules on the same

lines as ours), who passed her Morse
Test at the age of eleven. Her father
is EI4CL so, as well as her own
Mohican Rx, she also has his
KW -2000E with which to listen.
Now working for the R.A.E., Evelyn
hopes to be on the air by the time
she's 16-and we'll bet she makes it !

and his Law. And if you argue that you should listen until you are
sure there is no-one already on the channel then J. C. would reply
that in that case all the world's amateurs would be listening and none
transmitting! But all that doesn't excuse the deliberate QRMing of
other stations.
SWL Bennett was a "new entry" to the Table, as keen eyes will

have noted; and our next one is another new chum, R. Rennard
(Redditch), who at the time of writing was on a borrowed Drake
R4B which, he laments, is going to make going back to his own

receiver pretty awful! In July, a first -ever session on an active ten metre band was a revelation.
The letter from J. Dougherty (Ryton) looked to be afflicted with
blood -blisters; John claims this was because his typewriter couldn't

spell and the pen was obtained in the Balkans! John also coined a
neat phrase when he commented on listening to Europeans on their
Citizens Band-Dimwits DX! And, of course, who should be leading
the Citizens but the Italians again, with Dutch and Germans coming
back to them. However, to more important things-after fifteen
years when studies and things prevented it, the ambition for a

"ticket" is now actually in sight. R.A.E. is done, Morse is underway,
and John hopes to make this his last letter to SWL-save for the one

that tells us of his new call!

Technical Matters
R. Andrews (Barry) writes to mention he heard GB3LO on two
metres while on September 22, at around S2, until, shortly after
2200 it rose to S7 for a few minutes only. The receiving gear in use
was the Trio 9R-59DS plus a Sentinel converter into a vertical dipole.
This particular evening saw a quite noticeable "lift"-largely North South as far as this location was concerned but of course there is no
reasop why lifts into GW-land should not occur. Indeed, they often
do, and result in people having QSO's through far -distant repeaters
and indeed on occasion through two repeaters in series.
J. Fitzgerald (Gt. Missenden) uses a Hamgear preselector, which

developed an annoying fault whereby the tuning capacitor drive
became uncertain; he reports that the washer on the drive shaft had
worn, and its replacement brought the tuning back to health again.
on a different tack, John has been changing aerials and now has a
loop-not quite the true Delta Loop as it is fed at the top, but nonetheless a potent enough performer on 7 and 14 MHz.
Talking of Aerials, W. Briggs (Blackburn) has, to go with his
FR-DX400 receiver, a Joystick, with which he has been disappointed.
One of the things one has to realise is that short aerials, such as the

1 oaded whip and the Joystick, have limited bandwidth and must
therefore be tuned correctly at all times. The whole secret of success

with a Joys/tick is to use it exactly in accordance with Partridge's
instructions, and indeed with their ATU for preference; and to be
most meticulous and careful in the tuning -up process before the start
of a listening session. Having disposed of that question, the next one
SWL Briggs brings up is the question of the MFJ filter. This is an

audio filter, either for CW or Phone use. The CW one is the most
useful, and provides a sharp peak at about 800 cycles, giving a simple,
or for that matter an SSB receiver, much of the apparent selectivity so

beloved of the super-CW fraternity. However, to get the best out of
selectivity so late in the receive chain one has to be very careful to
avoid overloading. That being said, the CW MFJ filter is a marvellous

asset to a station.
As for confirmation of reception, you just make a report-and
the more useful to the recipient the more likely it is to be confirmed
-and either send it through the QSL Bureau or direct; if the latter,

one should use an s.a.e. or IRC's as may be appropriate. QSL

Bureaux are run by societies for the benefit of members in general,
and certainly so on the outgoing side; however some do allow for
envelopes to be left, stamped and self-addressed, to trap any cards for
you that may come in that way.
A letter from P. Williams (Wolverton) indicates he is thinking of

pensioning off his HRO, and he wants to know what is the best
receiver to use, particularly as a major interest is the tropical bands
at 60 and 90 metres. One would say that in general at those frequencies, sensitivity is pretty well irrelevant as all that is needed is to be
able to get to the noise -level coming in from the aerial! After all,

you can't expect (saving for the odd super CW operator) to hear
any phone signal below the noise level. Stability and selectivity are
far more important. Frankly, one would think that, provided the
old HRO is in good nick, with all those paper capacitors renewed,
a stable HT line (and stabilised heaters as well if possible), and given
an RF attenuator between it and its ATU, then there isn't much point
in changing it. And for wide band, general coverage work, there most
definitely should be an ATU between the receiver and the ATU.

Has anyone any idea where such a valve as the 12Y4G can be
obtained? M. Cornwall (Harefield) has a 52 Set, which uses this in
the Det/AVC position and it appears that the present valve has given
up the ghost. Any hints on tracking one down could go direct to
Matt at 15 Adrian Close, Harefield, Middx. On a different tack, the
local Council are after him for his aerial, which is basically an inverted-

Vee, fed at one end. One of the advantages of the very thin aerial
wires is that they aren't that obvious unless you know exactly where
they are-indeed, J. C. has to look hard for his own Top Band wire
to assure himself it is still there-and it is, despite gales which brought
local trees down! We can but hope there is a sensible reaction on the
part of the authorities.

Notes on Alignment
L. Raven (Alvechurch) has passed his R.A.E. at the second try
(the first was only intended as a "dummy run" anyway), thanks,
he emphasises, to the late G8ALF and G3PYR, who operated a

class in Selly Park, Birmingham. Now comes the big questionExplain alignment in a receiver, what equipment is required, and
what causes it to need to be done, and do transmitters also need
alignment? Help!

(over
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First of all, "alignment" is no more than the setting -up of the
various tuned circuits and signal levels in a receiver or transceiverin the older type of transmitter, the alignment was done by rotating
each stage's tuning C until the right things happened on a front -panel
*meter, and then dipping and "drawing" the PA. Actually, the writer
is of the opinion that in general the modern type of amateur -bands only superhet having a crystal -controlled front-end and tunable IF
is a bit easier than the classical general -coverage single -super such as,

for instance, the HRO or AR88. Alignment is done at the factory
against a test instruction document and a specification which the
receiver must meet, and slowly the receiver will drift out of line over
the years, as very few components remain constant in value. Thus, the
first move is to decide whether the receiver needs to be done at all.
A good test for any receiver up to 30 MHz is to terminate the aerial

input with a carbon resistor of the correct impedance (usually 50
ohms these days) and then to set it up on each band in turn. When
one turns the "Antenna Tri_n" control (sometimes called Preselector
or Preselection), a marked peak in the noise will appear as the receiver
front-end comes into line on the lower bands, and a less marked one
on the higher bands. However, that peak of "sharsh" should always
be there even though you may have to listen carefully for it. Secondly,
go to the tunable IF strip, and tune the receiver across the band noting
where the "pips" from the calibrator appear; they should be capable
of being adjusted to the proper places by whatever control is provided
on the panel for this purpose. Finally, there is the second IF; this
is usually a crystal or mechanical filter and for this section one needs
to plot the response by taking signals every 200 Hz across the pass band against, say, a calibrator pip on the tunable IF. Such a measurement will at least tell you if the second IF has a symmetrically shaped
response, and if you can resolve stations on either sideband without
trouble you can more or less conclude the lining up is OK. Finally
(or first if there is a fault on the receiver) check that the voltages on
each pin of each valve are as given by the maker's figures and note
them for future reference. If this shows repair and realignment to be

necessary (a valve change usually indicates the need for at least a
tweak), you need to get the "book of words" out and see what the
manufacturer calls for. Usually, he will specify for a "standard"
signal generator, an output meter, a valve voltmeter and some form
of frequency measuring gear, preferably a counter. Follow the maker's

instructions implicitly and at each step check that you are correctremember there are images and harmonics!

But never, ever, dive in

unless you are quite sure your lack of results is not a function of
conditions or aerial systems, by checking first as indicated above.
Incidentally, these brief notes also indicate why professional receiver

servicing can be expensive-few amateurs can have all that test

gear on the bench.
M. Rivershas has now moved to a ground -floor flat in Leyton
where the only aerial is a bit of wire round the picture -rail. What
a problem it is! There are various ways out, however-G3JFI used
to poke a 21 MHz vertical up the chimney in winter and join on the
radials whenever he wanted to go on the air, running them through
the flat as necessary. Then there is the "invisible wire" ploy so often
mentioned, and of course for HF you could do a sight worse than
to use a 12-AVQ or 14-AVQ mounted on the chimney with a complete
set of radials of "invisible" wire, the neighbours then imagining it is

a special sort of TV aerial! In the States a favourite trick is to use a
whip aerial, poked out of the window at as near a vertical angle as
may be, against an ATU just inside the window and an earth to a
water -pipe.
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ANNUAL HPX LADDER
(Starting date January 1, 1975)
PREFIXES
SWL
J. Aspinall (Leeds)
498
489
G. Ridgeway (Kettering)
477
D. Taylor (Harborne)
447
M. Law (Chesterfield)

A. C. 11. Darragh

M. Barton

(Wetherby) 425

(Market Deeping) 393
R. A. Elliott (Brentwood) 386

PREFIXES
SWL
382
R. Staples (Lymm)
P.

L. King

(R.A.F., Akrotiri)
G. Clegg
(Deeping St. James)

348

S. Lawrence

(Market Harborough) 306
268
M. Kelly (Lisburn)
252
R. Rennard (Redditch)

Starting score 200, in accordance with the HPX Rules.
All Prefixes in this list to have been heard in 1975. When
a score of 500 is reached, transfer to the All -Time Table
will follow, at which time prefixes heard outside the period

of this table may be added to the score. For HPX Rules,
see p.

reliable fuse -blow. It is doubtful whether many amateurs have as
good a signal earth as that, and so they should be very wary indeed of

disconnecting the safety earth on the mains lead. Again if you are
used to playing with transistors and IC's, it is a bit startling to try
to pick up a valve receiver to turn it over and have it "bite" you. At
least one amateur has been known to be killed by pulling the gear and
the workbench over on top of himself as a result of electric shock.
Always make sure the house end of the aerial is disconnected before
you go outside to work on it; and regularly check that it is not alive
to mains. Again, an amateur has died through not heeding this.
Don't try climbing poles or masts; there has been an accident through
a pole breaking quite recently while being climbed, though this time
the victim had the presence of mind to plan where he landed, and so
got away with a sprained ankle. If you go to a tower, then take care,
particularly if it is a crank -up one; these have a tendency to break the
wire ropes, letting the top section down with a rush and removing any
fingers which may happen to be in its path, as several W's can attest.
If you go to the top of a tower to work "in the eye of the beam" make
and use a safety belt-for a start it helps you to be able to use both
hands for the work, and for a second if your feet slip (and they often
do!) the belt will hold you fast even if you lose all hand -grip and
give you a life at the cost of a few scratches and bruises. Be Careful!

Sign -off
Once again we come to the end of our space. Thanks for all your
letters (even the disagreeable ones as long as they are signed-they
help to formulate the shape for the future), and it remains for us to
mention that the deadline for next time will be November 20 certain,
with all your news and views, and your HPX Scores. And, meantime, enjoy yourself, whether on the bands accumulating prefixes,
or building gear, studying for R.A.E., learning Morse or whatever.
73 de J. C. QTH: SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM,
MKI8 1RQ.

However, this is greatly helped if you can "lose" a

counterpoise for the favourite band or bands into the garden scenery
(inside hedges, for example!) What is certain is that the situation is

not all that desperate so long as ore is prepared to work carefully
and to record results against ground -wave stations in the area as a
means of seeing whether an improvement in reception has resulted
rather than just a coincidental lift in conditions. Indeed, J. C. finds
it all great fun!
That seems to be all the letters, saving for those who submitted
scores only, and to notice a couple of fascinating battles brewing up
on the Tables: Will XYL Janes, East Looe, soon overtake the OM
on the Ladder, and on the CW listings, will N. Phelps at his present

rate of progress soon make Bert Glass of Plymouth look to his
laurels-the latter is having a lean patch at the moment which is

giving time for SWL Phelps to catch him up; and both of them have
the two best scores on the CW list that old J. C. can recall since first

he took over this piece years ago.

Safety
This is an unpleasant subject, but one on which we must spare
some time occasionally. For Pete's sake, take care in the shack. For
example, if you have a 13 -amp fuse in your mains lead, Ohm's Law
says your earth resistance must be below 18 ohms in order to draw
13 amps to earth, let alone the 9 ohms which is needful to ensure a

373

. could you get a bit nearer the
mike, OM .
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For sheer quality and craftsmanship, combined with state

of the art techniques, turn to ICOM, the company which
specialises in VHF and UHF.

ICOM - the name associated with the best.

Appointed by ICOM to serve the U.K.

THAN ET ELECTRONICS
34 CLIFF AVENUE, HERNE BAY, KENT 02273-63846
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NEC

1-14-11

Operating Modes: AM-CW-SSB-FSKRTTY, all with built-in xtal filters.

November, 1975
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Carrier Suppression : To 50 dB.

Transmitter Output Power :
Frequency Stability : Better than 100 Hz
after 30 mins.

110-180

watts, depending on band.

High Sensitivity, with two -stage AGC
Read -Out Accuracy : To 100 Hz, by
digital frequency counter.

Transmitter Input Power : 300 watts

for suppressing cross -modulation, even

on 40m. under QRM conditions.
Power Supply: Built-in fort 10/220/235v.
AC or 13.5v. DC/PSU.

p.e.p.

Receiver Sensitivity : 0.3 IN for 10 dB
Antenna Impedance : 50-100 ohms.

signal -noise ratio.
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The new "CQ-I 10" Transceiver from NEC has been developed for radio amateurs by one
of the biggest firms specialising in microwave techniques. The "CQ-I 10" is therefore as
near technically perfect as is possible. Using the 9 MHz superhet principle, every desirable
design feature has been incorporated in the "CQ-I 10"-including adequate ventilation of all
heat -sensitive areas. A built-in DC/PSU provides for portable or mobile operation, the
frequency coverage is all amateur bands Top to 10 metres, and the equipment comes complete with microphone and a manual in the appropriate European language. As a guarantee
of quality, a six -months' warranty is given.

The "CQ-110" is available now throughout Europe.

Selectivity : 2.4 kHz at

Frequency Ranges :

6 dB (SSB)

1.5- 2.0 MHz (160m.)

3.5- 4.0 MHz (80m.)
7.0- 7.5 MHz (40m.)
14.0-145 MHz (20m.)
21.0-21.5 MHz (Ism.)
27.0-27.5 MHz (11m.)
28.0-28-5 MHz (I0m.) A
28.5-29.0 MHz (I0m.) B
29.0-30.0 MHz (I0m.) C

4.2 kHz at 60 dB (SSB)
0.5 kHz at 6 dB (CW)

1I kHz at 60 dB (CW)

also 15.0-15.5 MHz for WWV/JJY only for
receiving

Weight : 18 kg. (about 40 lbs.)
Dimensions : 330 x 153 x 322 mm. (approx. 13 x 6 x 13 ins.)

Exclusive distribution for Europe :
e

Corso Italia 14
CH 6911 Campione (Suiza)
Telefono 091 (Lugano) / 68 95 55
Telex : CH 73639 ELCA
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NEC

THE CQ-I10

THE MOST ADVANCED AMATEUR RADIO TRANSCEIVER IN EUROPE
160- 10m - 300w - 240v/ I 2v -AM /SSB/CW/FSK/RTTY
These extras cost you nothing :
I.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Digital readout down to 100Hz.
Separate USB and LSB filters.

500Hz cw filter installed.
300 watts pep input.
Separate AM filter installed.

6BZ5 rf and 7360 rx mixer for wide dynamic
range.

7.
8.
9.
10.
I

I.

12.

I60m. included.
Selectable slow and fast agc.
FSK and RTTY modes.
Noise blanker.
Integral 240v. p.s.u.
Integral I2v. DC p.s.u.

So when you compare the CQ-110 with any other model, remember the extras cost you nothing. Add to this a
standard of design and performance that could only be achieved by the vast resources of one of the World's largest

electronic companies, and you have Europe's most advanced transceiver-the CQ-110.
GET TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE NEC CQ-I 10 BY SENDING TODAY FOR A FULL COLOUR BROCHURE
S.A.E. PLEASE

I C 0 M presents the radio amateur with a range
of vhf equipment that is designed to satisfy the
requirements of the discerning amateur. So whether

your interests are mobile or fixed operation-FM
or SSB-2m. or 70 cm.-there is a model to suit your
needs.

To learn more about what ICOM has to offer you, send
now for a full colour catalogue on the complete range.
S.A.E. please.

IC22A
22 CHANNELS

10 FITTED

OTHER MODELS INCLUDE -

IC201

ICOM

IC225

IC2IA

IC3PA

SEND S.A.E. FOR COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE

AND PRICES OF OUR COMPLETE RANGE OF
AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
HEAD OFFICE : HOCKLEY AUDIO 31, SPA ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX. Teleph ne : 03 704 6835
NORTHERN SALES OFFICE : BREDHURST ELECTRONICS, WILLOWBROOK, SCHOOL LANE,
BUNBURY, CHESHIRE. Telephone : 0829 260708
H.P. Terms
Early Closing Wednesday
Monday - Saturday 9-5.30 p.m.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR NEC IN UK INCLUDING IRELAND
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G3LRB G3MCN G3TYE

47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA
TEL: 052-35 76790
We are situated on the A754. Turn at the Greyhound Motel on the A580 (East Lancs. Road). Easy access to the M6 -M61, M62 -M63 -M56.
Thanks to all our old customers who have followed us to our new premises. Nice to see so many new customers from far and wide who have
found it so easy to call in. No parking problems. Shop hours : 9.30 to 5.30, Mondays to Saturdays. Full demonstration facilities in the "Shack"
away from normal business activities.

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS
We are pleased to announce chat we have now incorporated ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS into our organisation. We shall now be sole
manufacturers of the very popular range of 2 and 4 metre Transvertors, Linear amplifiers for 2 metres and 70 cms. All items from stock.
2 and 4 metre Transverters, E110.00
2m. Linear Amp E104.00 70 cms. Linear £45.62
Overseas Trade Enquiries Welcome

5 and J Ltd. Equipment
In August we introduced the first of our own products. The SWL Antenna Tuning Unit. This sold so well we ran out of stock in two weeks.
All reports have been first class results. With its 50 switched and tunable positions, two antenna inputs for single wire or co -ax all in a small
neat cabinet this is a winner. We know that hundreds of listeners using odd lengths of wire, etc., were not getting the best results from their
receivers that we produced this in demand to many clients.
SWL Tuner Mk.
Price 114.25, including postage.
The second item we introduced was the VHF Absorption Wavemeter Mk. I. Frequency coverage 65-230 MHz. This also ran into problems
of demand outstripping supply but now we can deliver from stock at E16.00 including postage.
These are just two of the many items we shall be introducing onto the market in the new few months. We hope to keep prices as stable as
possible, whilst imported goods are climbing.
I

We are stockists of all the most popular makes of equipment available from most of the worlds leading manufacturers. All items carry full
warranty. We can arrange for free delivery in some areas.

YAESU - DECCA - HY-GAIN - DRAKE - OMEGA - C.D.R. - BARLOW WADLEY - BELCOM - JAYBEAM - S.T.E. MILAN
G -WHIPS - SWAN, etc.
We try and keep the full range of equipment in stock at all times. Full information and current price lists available on request with s.a.e.
We do not claim to be "Sole" importers for any range of equipment (although we could). We do claim to have one of the widest ranges of
equipment available, all guaranteed air tested, available to the amateur whether he be licensed or just a listener.
Our secondhand equipment range changes rapidly, but we are always in the market for good used equipment. On the spot cash payments made
for good clean equipment. We can arrange on the spot HP or Credit facilities if you call. Part exchanges are welcome at all times.

Barclaycard and Access facilities now available.

S.T.E. MILAN
12 months ago we introduced the
ARAC 102 receiver. Full coverage 2830 MHz, 144-14600 MHz.
AM-FM-SSB, 12v. DC operation.
This has proved to be a real good
seller and demand often outpaces

supply.
(How often have you
seen one second-hand?). Price has
only increased once in twelve

months and we will try and main-

tain this but with LI dropping

prices will have to go up by the
end of the year. Price E108.00.
Matching Tx. 8 watts AM -FM
E145-00.

ACCESSORIES
Single meter SWR Bridges
(30p)

E6.20

Twin meter SWR Bridges
Omega TE-701
Bridge

(30p) £11.20
Antenna Noise
(25p)

E22.50

Omega TE-702 Antenna Noise

Bridge ...
(25p) E30.00
Technical Associates Compressor
(50p) E28.00

Technical Associates Audio Filter
(50p)

E32.00

Osker SWR/Power Meter
(50p)

Morse keys
... (30p) E6.25
PL259 45p ; S0259 40p ; Cable
Reducers 14p ; Dipole "T" Pieces
32p ; UR43 16p ; UR67 40p.
Minimum postal orders 50p.

123.65

For the Caller we have a large
range of cabinets (we can offer

up to 200 sizes), Diecasc Boxes,
Aluminium Boxes,
Fibreglass
Boxes, Chassis,

Plugs,

Sockets,

Meters, Multimeters, Hammerite
Paint, Veroboard, Knobs, Valves,

BUY NOW BEFORE

STOCK WILL BE SOLD AT
CURRENT

PRICES.

PRICE

INCREASE EXPECTED NEXT
MONTH.

etc.

PART OF THE RANGE WE STOCK - ALL OUR PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE VAT

Send S.A.E. for information on any product. Postage extra on all items, carriage by arrangement
FOUNDER MEMBER OF THE AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

PRICE

INCREASE
ON
IMPORTED
EQUIPMENT.
ALL PRESENT
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LEE ELECTRONICS LTD. OWL
LONDON'S

LEADING

STOCKISTS

OF

YAESU, SOMMERKAMP, STANDARD, ICOM, BANTEX, J BEAM,
KYOKUTO, REVCO, QM70, etc.

Special Exclusive Offer
Perspex dust covers. Designed and manufactured by us
to keep your Yaesu equipment in mint condition. Suitable
for models FT101, 101B, FLI01, FRI01, FT201, FL2I00, FT277B,
FT288, etc.

PRICE £4.50 inc.

FT101/277 with perspex cover

_. 4265.00

FT200B with p.s.u.
200R Sigmasizer transceiver
FTIOIB transceiver ...
FRIOIS Standard receiver ...
FRIOID Digital receiver
...
FL101 transmitter
FL2100B Linear amplifier ...

4195.00

._ 4330.00

5Y 2m. 5 element Yagi

... 075.00 8Y 2m. 8 element Yagi
£360.00

.- 4295.00
4235.00

FT501 Digital transceiver + P.S.U. 4425.00
FT224 V.H.F. transceiver
FT20 I transceiver
...

P/P

4m. 4 element Yagi

£130.00
4330.00

...

FRIOI De luxe receiver with B/C
bands

FRIOI DD Digital version of above ... 4440.00
YC355 Frequency counter 30 MHz
£80.00
YC355 As above. I2v./230v. 30 MHz 495.00
YC355D 200 MHz I2v. 230v.
... £145.00
Y0100 Monitorscope
03.00
FF50DX L.P.F.
415.00

ICOM RANGE
IC22A 2m. transceiver 10 xtals

- 025.00

1C225 2m. 80 channel

- 095.00

IC210 2m. full VFO IOW.

.- 4200.00
.- 4300.00

...
IC201 2m. full VFO FM SSB
IC3PA Mains power supply ...

-

IC22A xtals

I

pair

10Y 2m. 10 element Yagi
PBNIO 2m parabeam
PBMI4 2m. parabeam
D5 2m. 5 over 5
D8 2m. 8 over 8
5XY 2m. Crossed Yagi
8XY 2m. Crossed Yagi
IOXY 2m. Crossed Yagi
Q4 2m. 4 element Quad
06 2m. 6 element Quad
XD 2m. Crossed Dipole
UGP 2m. Ground plane

HM 2m. Halo with mast
D8 70cm. 8 over 8 ...
PBM18 70cm. parabeam
MBM48 70cm.
MBM88 70cm.

47.75 LI .00
...
44.90
75p
...
75p
46.40
...
... E12.60 LI .00
... 414.95 f1.00

.

...
...
...

LI 1.70 El .00
... £16.15 LI -25
... 0.60 LI .00
... 02.130 LI -00
0.60 75p
...
75p
44.75
...
.- 42.50 60p
... 410.30 LI .00

lip base
...
-. 490.00
- 035.00 Bantex Magnetic mount

Base Master charger for 146A
415.00
Spare xtals per pair CI 16A
64.50
C830 Marine hand held transceiver... 496.00
Stubby Aerial
43.00

FT22I 2M. transceiver
...
TSI51 IOW. marine transceiver
TSI608 10m. 2W. transceiver

S.A.E.

£60.00 LI .25
UR43/67 Co -axial 5 -way cable in stock.

TRANSVERTERS
Solid State Europa 13 2m.
QM70 2m. transverter
QM70 70cm. transverter

Magnum 2MX 4m.

415.00
lists

Hy -Gain I2AVQ, I4AVQ, I8AVT from stock.

478.20
466.60

N/C
N/C

488.00

N/C

440.00

40p
75p

trans-

Vibratrol 100W 2m. I2v. DC £85.00

49.75
47.50

65p
50p

£12.00

85p

OTHER ITEMS
Scoptronics Digital display
4110.00
for FTI06, etc. ...

46.35
425.00

85p
50p

QM70 SOW 2m. 12v. DC

mounted
45.25

25p

... 05 00
KP202 2m. transceiver
KP202 As above with T/I30rst 00.50
...
0.80
Mains Unit for above

35p
35p
25p

50p
50p

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
...

35p
40p
30p
35p
50p

Osker 200 Power/SWR meter 423.00

Set 10 Ni-Cads (inc. VAT)

E10.00

Yaesu YD 846 Hand mics.
Yaesu YD 844 Table mics.

LI 5 00

Hustler

05.00
00.00 KEN PRODUCTS

481.40

Solid State Europa 13 4m. 481.40

Shure 201 Hand mics.
Shure 444 Table mics.

...

...

...
for full

00.00 L1.00

50p
35p

lip

15p

CDE44

50p

bases

15p

65p

J Beam WWI 1 -wave window

... 4I35.00 Bantex Boot

£15.90

15p

£25.00 LI .00

AR30

47.65

4330.00

15p

ROTATORS

£10.00
whip
... 014.00
040.00 W I SI AF78 170 cm. with base 45.00

cable

FT27713/101B Transceiver ...
FT250 transceiver + P.S.U.

FF500X L.P. Filter

base mount
...
...
Hustler 2m. Co -linear mobile

2m. Dual output pre -amp. ...
1296 MHz Converter 28-30 ...
2m. Converter 28-30/116 Osc.
output
...
...

65.00

Revco 1 -wave with coil and

J Beam TAS 1 whip with

SOMMERKAMP RANGE

Y0100 Monitor scope

...
...

15p

£18.00
49.00
£23.90

45p

Bantex Magnetic mount with

15p

Converter 28-30,

70cm.

43.90

Bantex B5 2m. 1 with boot

CI46A Hand held transceiver
C828 IOW 2m. transceiver ...

2m. Converter 2-4, 4-6, 28-30 £15.10
4m. Converter 28-28.7
... £15.10

verters

Bantex B5 2m. 1 -wave with
base

STANDARD RANGE

LI-00
LI-25
LI 50
LI 00

MOBILE ANTENNAS

05.00 Bantex B5U 70cm. 1 wave ...
44.00

£19.20 fl .25
49.00 LI .00
£12.00 LI .00
49.40 LI -00

4I2.50
4I3.90
4I8.50
4I9.00
I2XY 70cm.
Mounting brackets also available

Carriage 45p

MICROWAVE MODULES

JAY BEAM VHF ANTENNAS

YAESU MUSEN EQUIPMENT

VAT.

Base

Station

7 00

0.40
Co -

linear
...
Yaesu Extension speaker
Mobile Car extension speaker
Newtronics 10, 15, 20, 4080m. resonators in stock.

LI6.00

N/C
N/C

05.00

LI 00

£15.00
43.00

65p
35p

Pye 75W hi -band AM base
stations 04.00 each (inc.
VAT).

Callers only.

* SPECIAL STOP PRESS NEWS. 1000 channel, 2M. V.H.F. phase locked FM Mobile Transceivers. 144-146 MHz TX/RX. 400 ch. +

146-149 MHz, 600 ch. RX only. 6 -figure digital readout. 600 k/cs. shift up or down. IOW output + 2W. to IOW. variable output
selected by switch on microphone. Programmed priority channel. Now on demonstration.
PRICE approx. LI98, xtal tone burst, is required, £10 extra. S.A.E. for full specifications.

* TRICITY FINANCE

* BARCLAY CARD

* ACCESS

FREE PARKING AT REAR OF SHOP

400 EDGWARE ROAD PADDINGTON W2
SE HABLA ESPANOL

PAGAR EN PESETAS 0 LIBRAS

01-723-5521

(CLOSED THURS.)

VAT MUST BE ADDED TO ALL PRICES UNLESS MARKED INC. VAT.
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at least, to Home Radio Components you are. I'm

thinking of their Credit Account Service. They have

always run accounts for firms, colleges and Government

Departments, but for years it was impractical to

provide the same facilities for individuals. However,
Home Radio Components have always looked upon
their smallest customers as important as their biggest,

and after much planning they devised a Deposit
Credit Account matched to the needs of the small
individual buyer.

The service is very convenient in many ways. For instance, thanks of their
answer -phone service exclusively for Credit Account customers, you can use

cheap phone rates after 6, week -nights, and any time Saturday and Sunday. You
not only save money ; you can often get your components much quicker. Briefly,

the Credit Account Service works like this -you pay a deposit (you choose the
amount) and you get credit for double that amount. Home Radio send you special
order forms and prepaid envelopes, and advise you each month how much you
have spent. You save quite a bit on postage costs, and using only one cheque or
P.O. a month makes a worthwhile additional saving. Nearly 1000 customers are
already using this service. Why not join them, and save yourself money and
frustration ? First you need the Home Radio Components catalogue. No constructor
should be without onel For a book having 240 pages, listing about 6000 components, illustrating nearly 2000, the price of 85p is modest indeed. True, postage
and packing adds another 45p, but every catalogue contains vouchers to the value
of 70p when used against orders. Details of the Deposit Credit Account and an
application form are in the Catalogue. So, for simpler, quicker component
buying

.

.

sssss
Please use block capitals

Name

Address

.

POST THIS COUPON with cheque or P.O. for L1.30

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD. 912966 London
Dept. SW, 234-240 London Rd, Mitcham, CR43HD

-

AMATEUR RADIO

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD., 170-172 Corporation Street, Birmingham B4 6UD.
Relays (used) H/D 3PCO 230v. coil I I pin plug-in
... £1 .00
Relay panels (used) containing 5 relays 3PCO 230v. AC coil £2.00
Programme Timers 230v. AC I2CAM each SPCO (used) £3.50
3" reels of recording tape HMV Voice letter
...
...
20p
Hanks of aerial wire 50 yds. stranded PVC covered ... £1.00
Eddystone wide spaced 3 gang variables 15-20 pF per section 75p
Raymart variable capacitors 250p F
Finnigans Hammerite Paint Silver/Light Blue/Deep Blue/

E1.00
250m1

(50p)
(75P)
(75P)
(50p)
(50P)
(50p)
(50p)
(50p)
(70p)
(80p)

Bronze/Light Green/Mid Green/ Deep Green/Black/Red 500m1
250m1 87p/500 ml £1.71/I Ltr. £3.20/f gal. £5.34
...
I Ltr
f gal (El .00)
Thinners f PT 45p/I pt 70p/1 gal £1.50
Finnigas Waxoyl Anti -Rust Compound I gal
£3.60 (41.50)
Applicator for Waxoyl
... £1.50
(50p)
Split stator capacitors 3 hole fixing 5 + 5pF. Ex. Gov....
25p
50p)
Folded Aluminium Boxes with lids ideal for electronic projects
RM7 5-k" x 21" x If" 45p
RM14 7" x 5" x 2f" 60p
RM8 4" x 4" x II" 45p
RMI5 8" x 6" x 3" 95p
RM9 4" x 21" x If" 4Ip
RM16 10" x 7" x 3" LI.06
RMI0 51" x 4" x 1}"41p
RMI7 10" x 44-" x 3" 93p
RM II 4" x 2-}" x 2" 45p
RMI8 12" x 5" x 3" £1.06
RMI2 3" x 2" x I" 30p
RMI9 12" x 8" x 3" LI .30
RMI3 6" x 4" x 2" sap
All boxes p & p (50p)
Aluminium Panels 18 swg

6"x 3"8p 6" x 6" 151).8" x 4"20p. 6" x 4" 10p.8" x 3" 10p. 12"x 12" 56p
All panels p & p (50p)
Paxolin Printed Circuit Board 101" x Elf"

...

50p

(50p)

Ken KP202 hand held Walkie Talkie 2m.......£106.25 (£2.00)
Ken Charger and Base Stand

...

Tel. 021-236 1635

Eddystone EB37

Eddystone ECIO Mk. I I
Eddystone ECIO A2/l
Eddystone 1001
...
Eddystone 1830/I
...
Eddystone active aerial
Raymart Bandchecker 18-145 MHz
Raymart Field Strength Meter
...
Microwave Modules
70
MHz Converters 28-28.7 MHz I.F.
136
144
144
144
144

432
432
1296
1296

432
1296
144

28-30

It

II

£224.95 (E2.50)
E224.95 (E2.50)
£283.50 (E250)

E50490 (a 50)
E1044.90 (E5 00)
E30. 57 (£1 00)
.

£4.50

..

11

4-6
28-30

28-30 with 116 MHz 0/P

PI

28-30 MHz I.F.
144-146

,

E12.50

-

£18.90

LI8.90

... £18.90
- £18.90
- £18.90
L19.20
£22.60
£22.60

... L29.90
... E29.90

144-14628-30

Varacto'r Tripler
"
"

(75p)
(50p)

(50p)

... £31.30

... £11.30
Preamp (2 outputs)
...
Raymart 3" ribbed insulators
...
30p
...
AT Insulator
30p
14 swg HID Bare copper wire
...
... El .50
ML2 Polythene Cord 2001b. B.S. (approx. 140 yds.)
per yd.
Sp

(50p)
(50p)

(El)
(75p)
(50p)

MANUALS TO COVER EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS ...

PLEASE ENQUIRE

£1 1.50 (LI -00)

Owing to soaring costs we will be making a minimum charge for post and packing of 50p

Midland Agents :
for EDDYSTONE, J OSTY KITS,
AMTRON KITS, J BEAM.
Multi -Storey Car Park at rear of Shop

NO C.O.D. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS.

YOU MAY ORDER GOODS BY

PHONE AND PAY BY ACCESS OR BARCLAY
Enquiries S.A.E. please. Prices include VAT and
are subject to change without notice.

_ilk
LIJnrilwhhAcoeeB

BARCLAYCARD
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J. BIRKETT Radio Component Suppliers
25 THE STRAIT

.

LINCOLN

.

LN2 1JF

Telephone: 20767
GENERAL PURPOSE VHF DUAL GATE MOSFET's

400 PIV 10 Amp MINIATURE SILICON BRIDGES at 83p

200 ASSORTED TUBULAR CERAMICS for 57p.
BF 224 R.F. AMPLIFIERS (600 MHz) TRANSISTORS.

VHF FET's type BF 256 800 MHz similar to 2N 3819, MPF 102

similar to 40673 at 33p each. 4 for LI 10.

each

TIS 88 etc., 25p each. 5 for L1.10

6 for 57p.
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS lOpf, 30pf, 1000pf. All at 6p each

200 PIV 3 AMP WIRE ENDED DIODES at 12p each

60ZASSORTED WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 2 to 10 Watt

Circuits) at 57p
SOLDER -IN FEED THRO's I pf, 2pf,

at 57p
FET's like 2N 3819 type BE 5565 at 6 for LI

MATCHEDIQUAD DIODES LIKE CV 2279 (For Ring Mod.
1000pf.

555 TIMER I.C. at 60p. 741 8 LEAD DIL OP -AMP at 35p

GUNN DIODES X BAND with data at LI.65
25 PLASTIC BC 107 type TRANSISTORS. 85% good at 44p
100 ASSORTED SILVER MICA CAPACITORS at 57p
TAA 611B I Watt I.C. AMPLIFIER with circuits at 70p
ZN 414 RADIO with data at LI.20
I000pf 10 K.V.W. DISC CERAMICS at 4p each

UHF TV TUNER TRANSISTORISED. Brand New at El I0
REGULATOR I.C.s 723 at 60p each
VHF POWER TRANSISTORS TYPE 2N 3375 at £2.16 each
DIVIDE BY 2 300 MHz COUNTERS with data at 80p
5 ASSORTED GOOD UNMARKED TRIACS for 80p
I.C.'s similar to TAA 570. Untested with data at 57p

BBI21A VHF TUNING VARACTOR DIODE at I5p each
400 PIV 10 Amp SILICON BRIDGES at 83p
CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS 50v.w. I.8pf, 3-3pf, 5-6pf,
6-13pf, 270pf, 1500pf, Oluf. All at 16p doz.

MULLARD BC 149 LOCKFIT TRANSISTORS. 8 for 50p

All at 17p doz.

15pf, 18pf, 22pf, 300pf,

F.M. I.C's like TAA 570 UNTESTED with data at 5 for 57p
I.C. HOLDERS DIL 8 Pin, 14 Pin, 16 Pin. All at 15p each.

SUB -MINIATURE TANTALUMS 068uf 35v.w., 2uf 2v.w.,
2uf 1.5 v.w., 2-7uf 2v.w., 6.4uf 2v.w., 7uf 2v.w., 7uf I v.w. All at
Sp each
Ripple 330mA size 3" x I" at 28p each.

HUNTS 32uf 500v.w.
4 for LI

5 ASSORTED GOOD UNMARKED TRIACS for 80p
10.7 MHz CERAMIC FILTERS with conversion data to 10 KHz
Bandwidth at 27p
R.F. AMPLIFIER TRANSISTORS Type BF 332 NPN 230 MHz.
8 for 50p

SUPER BAG OF MULLARD CAPACITORS at LI
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS.
Printed Circuit

type.
6 for 25p ; 25uf 25v.w., size I" x 5/16"
f" at 6 for 28p ; 300uf 10v.w.
13/16" x 1" at 6 for 25p ; 680uf 10v.w. size 15/16" x f" at 6 for
25p ; 1000uf 6.v.w., size 1" x f" at 6 for 25p
2uf 40v.w., size

I" x 4".

at 6 for 25p ; 100uf 25v.w. " x

VHF POWER TRANSISTORS 2N 3375 at E2.16 each

8 to I VERNIER DRIVES. I" at 95p, 2" at LI10, 24" at £1.38.
SUB -MINIATURE MAINS TRANSFORMER 12-0-12 volt

365pf 3 GANG TUNING CAPACITOR size 2f" x

25 ASSORTED TRANSISTOR I.F. TRANSFORMERS at

BF 180 or BF 181 TRANSISTORS. 25p each. 5 for LI

50mA at 88p
40p

200 PIV 3 amp WIRE ENDED DIODES at 12p each

ERIE I-12pf TUBULAR TRIMMERS at Sp each
200 ASSORTED DISC CERAMICS at 57p
50 PIV 50 Amp SILICON DIODES at 30p each. 4 for LI
50 PIV 70 Amp SILICON DIODES at 40p each. 4 for £I.40
SUB -MINIATURE DEAF -AID AMPLIFIERS 1/ volt with
circuit at 30p

20 P CHANNEL MOS FET's with circuits at 68p
THYRISTORS 10 Amp type 100 Ply at 27p, 400 PIV at 53p,
800 PIV at 64p

If" x If"

at 66p

REGULATOR I.C.s UA 723 at 50p, MVR5 at E1.60, MVR 12 at
LI .60.

CUT LEAD WIRE END ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

64uf 74v.w. size 1" x 7/16" at 4 for 15p ; 140uf 100v.w., size
II" x 9/16" at 3 for 15p ; 1000uf 40v.w. size

14" x 4"

at 3 for 35p

50 SILICON NPN PLASTIC TRANSISTORS. 85% good at
57p

50 SILICON PNP PLASTIC TRANSISTORS 85% good at 57p

SUB -MINIATURE TRANSISTORS. 0057 at Sp, 0058 at
10p, 0059 at 6p, 0060 at 10p

400 PIV I Amp or 2 Amp with Heatsink Triacs. 3 for 57p
500 yd. REEL OF 14 STRAND 0048 PVC CABLE at E3
including P. and P.

200 ASSORTED POLYSTYRENE (Sufflex types) CAPACITORS at 57p
AF 279 PNP STRIPLINE TRANSISTORS (800 MHz) at 44p
50 ASSORTED POTENTIOMETERS at LI

2 POLE MAKE 6 Volt MINIATURE REED RELAYS at 25p
50 ASSORTED TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS at 57p

GENERAL PURPOSE UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS

HIGH SPEED DIODES TYPE BA 158 600 PIV 400 mA. 10 for

at 20p each

6L616 CERAMIC VALVE BASES at 15p each
PRINTED CIRCUIT MARKER PENS at 50p each
25 PLASTIC BC 107 TRANSISTORS. 85% good at 44p
10 SILICON BRIDGES 10 amp type Untested at El .25.
I.C. SOCKETS DIL 8 way, 14 way,116 way at I5p each. 24 way
at 40p

25 TRANSISTOR I.F. TRANSFORMERS at 44p
6 MHz TRANSISTOR I.F. TRANSFORMERS at 6p each
ZTX 108 TRANSISTORS. 6 for 50p
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS l0pf, 30pf, 50pf, 1000pf. All at
6p each

THYRISTORS 10 Amp type 100 PIV at 25p ; 400 PIV at 50p ;
800 PIV at 60p. Quantity prices available.
45p

BB 121 TUNING VARACTOR DIODES at I5p each.
BF 200 TRANSISTORS, II p each. 6 for 57p
DUAL GATE MOS FET's 40600 at 50p, 40601 at 50p, 40603
at 50p, 40673 at 57p

GENERAL PURPOSE SILICON DIODES IN 659 at

17p

doz.

VHF FET's BFW 10 at 28p, BFW I
MPF 105 at 35p

I

at 28p, MPF 103 at 30p,

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS luf 35v.w., 15uf 35v.w.,
.22uf 35v.w., .47uf 35v.w., I of 35v.w., 2uf 25v.w., 2.2uf 35v.w.,
4.7uf 35v.w., 5uf 25v.w., 6.8uf 25v.w., 6.13uf 35v.w., 10uf 16v.w.,
15uf 10v.w., I5uf 20v.w., 20uf 6v.w., 22uf I6v.w. All at 9p each

LARGE PACKET OF MICA WASHERS, BUSHES, etc.

2S PLASTIC TYPE BC 107 TRANSISTORS. 85% good at 44p

MULLARD AUDIO MODULES TYPE LP 1173 at L2.16

300+150pf TUNING CAPACITORS with S.M. Drive at 38p
6 SILICON PHOTO TRANSISTORS Untested at 57p
VHF R.F. AMPLIFIER TRANSISTOR TYPE BFX 89 1100

For Transistors at 33p

VHF TUNINGbVARACTOR DIODES Untested. 6 for 25p
COMMUNICATION SERIES OF I.C.'s. Untested consisting

of I x R.F., 3 x I.F., 2 x VOGAD, 2 x AGC, I x Mike Amp, 2 x

Double Balanced Modulators, I x Miexr. The 12 I.C's with data
for E3. Separate I.C.'s at 27p each

,,,,,,,,,,,,

MHz at 25p.

Please add 10p Post and Packing on orders under LI.

" ,,,,,,,,,,, " ,,,,,,

,,,,,

,,,,,
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THE MERSEYSIDE ROCK SHOP
WHERE SERVICE STILL MEANS SOMETHING

2M TX& RX CRYSTAL AVAILABILITY CRYSTALS FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
AND PRICE CHART

CRYSTALS TO COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS

We can supply crystals to most commercial and MIL specifications, with an
express service for that urgent order. Please send S.A.E. for details or telephone between 4.30-7 p.m. and ask for Mr. Norcliffe.

(b) and (c) £2.50

PRICES : (a) £2.00

AVAILABILITY : (a) and (c) Stock items, normally available by

return (we have over 3,000 items in stock). (b) Four weeks normally
but it is quite possible we could be able to supply from stock.

CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY
RANGE

USE Tx or Rx)
and HOLDER

D

D>n

FREQUENCY
44.030
44-4/433.2
44.480
44.600

44700

45050/R2T

45.075/R3T
45.100/R4T
45.125/R5T
45.150/R6T
45.175/R7T
45.200/R8T
45.300
45350
45400
45.500/520
45.525/521
45.550/S22
45.575/523
45.600/S24
45.650/R2R

45675/R3R
45700/R4R
45.725/ R5R

...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...
45.775/R712 ...
45750/R6R

D

Zia-

c?

..ii

IT

5

55

.,,-?...

:,.,

°a

D

0

,.....

..-es

F7

.-4

04

.0

17

17

:-.3-

F4

.0

"4

17

X

A

'4

0
In-

ni

D
,

X
'4

01

X
'4
2'

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ZEZZZZEZETZEZ
. . = 't
; ;
...

b

b
b

b

b

b
b
b

b

a

a
a
a

a

a

a
a
a

a
a
a

b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b

b
b

b

b

a

a
a
a

a
a

a

b
a
a
a
a

a
a
a

a

a

b
b

a

a

a
a
a

a
a

b
b
b

bb
a aa
b

a
a
a
a

b
b

b
b
b

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

b
b

Qt

;.,

b

b

b

b

a

,c.:

b

b

r.,,,

bbbbbbbb
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

bbbba
bbbba
bbbba
ba bba
b

a
a

b
b

a

b

b

a

b
b

a

a
a

b
a
a
a

a

b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b

a

a
a
a
a
a

b
b
b
b

a
a
a

b
b
b
b

it

b

a
a

b
b
b
b

a
a
a

a

it

b
b

a

b

a

c

b

b

b

a

b
b
b

b

N.B. Frequencies as listed above but in alternative holders are available
as per code (b).

ORDERING. All we require to know is (I) Output frequency, (2)

Crystal frequency range, (3) The Holder and, (4) Either the Load Capicit-

ance (pfs) or equipment. The exact crystal frequency is not essential,
though it would be of assistance to quote it if known.

4m. CRYSTALS for 70.26 MHz - HC6/U
TX 87825 MHz and RX 29.7800 MHz
RX 6.7466 MHz ...

... at £2.00 (a) each
...

(144/28).

CRYSTALS SPECIALLY MANUFACTURED FOR AMATEUR USE
TO CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS

In either code PE (±0.003% at ambient) or code ID (±0.005% 0 to 60°C)
in HC6/U 2-105 MHz and HCIEVU and HC25/U 4-105 MHz all £2.80 each.

Delivery usually about 4-5 weeks. Fundamentals (2-21 MHz) will be supplied
to 30pf circuit conditions and overtones (21-105 MHz) will be supplied to
series resonant conditions unless otherwise specified. For details of closer
tolerance crystals please send S.A.E.

TEST EQUIPMENT FREQUENCY STANDARD CRYSTALS 8% VAT

100 kHz in HCI3/U, I MHz and 5 MHz in HC6/U and 10 MHz and 10.7 MHz in
HC6/U and HC25/U all at E2.50 each (c) plus 8% VAT.

CASH WITH ORDER -MAIL ORDER ONLY-S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES -PRICES INCLUDE P. & P. (BRITISH
COST.

b

a

58 MHz (144/28), 70 MHz (144/4), 71 MHz (144/2), 95 MHz 432/52). 96 MHz
1296/432/144) 101 MHz (432/28), 105.6666 MHz (1296/28) and 116 MHz

TERMS

a

a

16p each plus 10p P. & P. per order (P. & P. free if ordered with crystals).
CONVERTER/TRANSVERTER CRYSTALS
HCIE1/U
New low price -all at L2-80 each. 38.6666 MHz (144/28), 42 MHz (70/28),

b
b
b

b

a
a

at £2.50 (c) each

ISLES) EXCEPT WHERE STATED -OVERSEAS CHARGED AT

VAT -PRICES EXCLUDE VAT WHICH SHOULD BE ADDED AT

THE RATE OF 25% EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF TEST EQUIPMENT
CRYSTALS 8% -OVERSEAS ORDERS (Inc. Eire and Channel Isles)
NO VAT CHARGEABLE.
BURNS ELECTRONICS

and MODULAR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

We are Northern Stockists of BURNS ELECTRONICS kits and will be
representing MODULAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, showing
their range of R.T.T.Y. at LEICESTER A.R.R.A. EXHIBITION.
We will be at the A.R.R.A. Exhibition at Leicester with our associates

Microwave Modules Ltd. -30th October to 1st November.

P.

MOBILE.

12 volt version including power pack, model 88 Army

fighting vehicle including 14 valves and 4 crystals, 40-44 megs. Ex-W.D.,
£15.00. Carriage E1.00

SURPLUS. Remington AC mains complete with valves and speaker

recorders. Top quality, nice amplifier, a real bargain, cost E100 approx.
originally.

SALVAGE. Telemeter consisting of multi -valve amplifier, speaker,
tape-recording unit, a high quality piece of equipment in sealed

cartons, vast value again, £6.00, carriage E1.00.
EAR -PHONES. Top grade, padded, moving coil. Ex-W.D., stock low,
£1.50, p/p 50p.
No. 19. Ex -WD, salvage, transceiver unit, less valves and meter, 1,000's
of spares, a must for No. 19 set owners, £3.75, carriage E1.25.

BLACK. Telephone hand sets, 75p, p/p 25p --still one of the finest
buys in surplus equipment.

Please add 25% Government VAT add

8% on telephone hand sets only.
Vast stocks at: -

SOUTHERN SURPLUS MERCHANTS
66-68 London Road, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
Telephone 01-546 9263

SERVICES

WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, L49 OUB
Tel.: 051-677 8918, 4.30-7 p.m.

Cables

CRYSTAL, BIRKENHEAD

SPECIAL LOW PRICES FOR....

Ex-W.D. model 88, only a fraction of the original cost to the

government, £7.50, carriage E100.

ELECTRONIC

7A ARROWE PARK ROAD, UPTON,

Transmitter and Receiver unit including 14 valves and 4 crystals, 40-44
me/s.

each (a)

CRYSTAL SOCKETS - HC6/U, HCI3/U and HC25 /U (Low loss)

b

tlabbbbbb
bbbbbbbc
aaaaaac

it
45800/R8R...aaaaaaaba
45.950
... a ba
b b
b b
a

..,7

b
b

b
b
a

TX and RX Crystals)TX and RX Crystals
for
4332
MHz. for other channels
and GB3PY, L200.1 £2.50 (b)

STORNO CQL 662-433.2 MHz andGB3PY, E2.50 (c) other channels £2.50(b)

bbbb bbbbbbbc
bbbb
bbbbbbb
bbbb
bbbbbbb
bbbbbbc
a aa aaaaaaac
...

45.000

DD

(V

PYE POCKETFONE
(PFI)
PYE UHF CAMBRIDGE (U10B)
PYE UHF BASE STATION

(U450)

D

.-;,-

UUUUUOUOUUUUU
MMIT
2 222II222
XA AX x
XA
XX
.-.O.

17

OUTPUT

..,

70 orn. CRYSTALS FOR SIMPLEX AND REPEATER CHANNELS

Coax

UR43 50 ohm
UR70 75 ohm
UR67 50 ohm
UR95 50 ohm

..,
... only 7p per m., post 2.ip per m.
...
... same price
low loss
2Sp per m., post 3ip per m.
thin nylon coated 3p per m., post -}p per m.

Limited quantity of above, UR95 slightly stained nylon colour but
otherwise OK. Excellent for long aerial wires using screen, and
very strong and light at lip per m. in 100m. and 250m. drums only.
Post 50p and 70p. S.A.E. for sample.
Mains Wire 3c. 3a at ...
5p per m.. post 2p per m.
5a at ...
8p per m., post 3p per m.

Twin Oval 3a Sp per m. Round 5a Sp per m., 2p per m. post
Stranded Equipment Wire. 100m. mixed for ...

El, post 30p
CRYSTALS. All new HC6U 1 MHz, 107 MHz, 11155 (IF) MHz,
10.245 MHz (IF) El -SO each.
12.700 (IF) ex eq., LI
Now available lists on full stocks of New XTALS, over 30.000 in stock.
S.A.E. please.

W. H. WESTLAKE
Clawton, Holsworthy, Devon. Holsworthy 253758
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Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept SWB 115
P.O,Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME
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WHY
YOU'VE SEEN WHAT LISTENERS & LICENSED AMATEURS ARE SAYING ABOUT
SUCH OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

THE PARTRIDGE WORLD RECORD VFA

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE WITH A 2 3 0 CM ( 7 ' 6 " ) MIDGET AERIAL ?
(A) Freedom from loss making harmonics ensure substantial transference of energy of incoming or outgoing
signal only on selected frequency - i.e.

AN EXTREMELY LOW LOSS FACTOR

(B)

Low angle radiation carries your signal-or "reaches out," on reception, over great distances-i.e.

THE PARTRIDGE (patented) VFA IS THE DX AERIAL!

E32.96
SYSTEM " A " matches modern Communications Receivers ...
E41 03
SYSTEM " J " for transceivers and transmitters (500w. max.)
SYSTEM " RC " overcomes problems of poor and "impossible" locations, TV radiation, remotely
sited aerial etc.
PLEASE WRITE FOR DETAILS (Sip stamp)
(Each SYSTEM consists of the elegant gold stove enamelled 7ft. 6in. VFA and a matching finish JOYMATCH A.T.U.
despatched direct by parcel post-our risk). (All prices delivered-our risk). Prices subject to alteration without

notice.

R.F. Field Strength meter (lap.)

COMMUNICATIONS HEADPHONES, 8 ohms f4.92
f6.23
9R59DS-DE, replacement valves incl. 0A2

PARTRIDGE SUPER PACKAGE

A.G.T.U. Art earth

COMPLETE RADIO
STATION FOR
ANY LOCATION. Comprising : Trio QR666
Gen.

"A",

Coy. RX, Headphones VFA., System
connecting cables, del. (our risk)

all

Send stamp for details and expert advice.

4

VPRTI-71BE
EIROPOSTPIPS MYT POW

ILLEL71101Y/f

Phone 0843 62535

(or 62839
after office hours)

G3CED

G3VFA

£2.13

72p + radials 75p ea.

E18518

Volume XXXIII
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RX RF UNITS 2-24, MHz 4 BANDS. 6AK5 RF 6BE6 MIX 6AU6 IF out also includes TX drive balanced modulator (2)6AU6. 6AU6 and 6AQ5 drivers.
All inductive tuning with 5 tuned circuits at signal frequency. With circuit, E9 + El c. and p.
RX IF UNITS 1.82 MHz input, 110 kHz 2nd, IF, AF output with BFO. 6BA6 1.82 MHz amp, 6BE6 mix, 6AU6 1.93 MHz osc., 2 6BA6 IF 110 kHz, 6BA6
BFO, 6AL6 det AGC, 12T7 AF CV448 NL, 0A2 Stabilizer, E9 + LI c. and p.
CRYSTALS TYPE HC6U and 4039 E2 each. 25% discount 10 or more. 2179 2189 2222 2753 2760 2764 2802 2805 2840 2854 2868 2875 2889 2938 2948

2951 2952 2954 2957 2966 2985 3023 3232 3319 3333 3354 3375 3389 3396 3403 3404 3410 3411 3417 3419 3431 3432 3438 3445 3473 3481 3488 3854 3868 3869
3876 3883, 3889 3897 3904 3911 3918 3924 3925 3932 3938 3939 3946 3973 4002 4318 4320 4365 4432 4467 4481 4654 4668 4674 4688 4709 4730 4744 4751 4758
4765 4786 4800 4807 4814 4821 4828 4843 4952 5000 5010 5025 5092 5119 5133 5140 5147 5154 5161 5224 5231 5238 5252 5259 5266 5273 5280 5287 5294 5301
5320 5324 5328 5332 5337 5341 5345 5349 5354 5362 5366 5375 5379 5383 5388 5465 5506 5521 5524 5551 5589 5611 5619 5649 5668 5910 5920 5934 5952 5956
5964 5971 5984 5985 5986 6084 6089 6091 6093 6106 6110 6121 6125 6132 6136 6143 6145 6165 6171 6182 6187 6198 6210 6221 6332 6337 6376 6387 6410 6415
6432 6480 6488 6495 6498 6502 6506 6509 6516 6521 6532 6552 6554 6559 6567 6589 6598 6604 6607 6611 6619 6627 6632 6649 6657 6662 6677 6686 6721 6732
6743 6820 6937 6994 7129 7157 7167 7171 7177 7210 7270 7311 7319 7326 7341 7356 7364 7371 7379 7386 7394 7401 7409 7424 7431 7439 7446 7461 7491 7500
7533 7542 7552 7557 7562 7566 7567 7572 7577 7582 7583 7587 7600 7616 7633 7664 7683 7685 7700 7716 7733 7766 7850 7866 7883 7950 8116 8133 8183 8150
8266 8333 8350 8349 8357 8360 8366 8387 8402 8409 8410 8417 8432 8447 8454 8484 8516 8845 8854 8862 8871 8930 8953 9096 9285 9293 9302 9310 9319 9327
9336 9344 9353 9361 9370 9378 9395 9404 9412 9413 9421 9432 9461 9487 9519 9781 9815 9837 9845 9863 9868 9871 9873 9883 9893 9937 9962 kHz, 10021
0037 10062 10087 10112 10137 10162 10187 10212 10237 10262 10437 10465 10486 10513 10549 10908 11250 11500 11550 11859 12287 12312 12337 12362
2387 12412 12437 12412 12487 12512 12537 12562 12587 12612 12637 12687 12712 12737 12750 12762 12787 12837 12900 13075 13087 13112 13137 13162
3187 13212 13222 13227 13229 13237 13250 13262 13272 13275 13304 13312 13337 13350 13387 13412 13425 13427 13462 13487 13500 13540 13590 13640
3690 13729 13739 13740 13747 13749 13750 13769 13779 13789 13790 13799 13809 13840 13890 13940 13972 13990 14112 14250 14408 14416 14500 14750
4762 14787 14812 14848 14887 14898 14912 14937 14948 14962 14987 14998 15000 15012 15037 15048 15062 15087 15098 15112 15137 15148 15162 15187
5198 15212 15237 15248 15250 15262 15287 15294 15298 15311 15337 15344 15377 155 I I 15512 15537 15544 15561 15562 15577 15587 15594 15611 15612
5637 15622 15686 15712 15725 15737 15762 15772 15737 15887 15912 15937 15962 16837 18247 18250 18372 18431 18497 18662 18747 18872 18997 19122
9247 19372 19497 19622 19747 19872 31200 31225 31250 31275 31300 31325 31350 31375 31400 31425 31450 31475 31500 31525 31550 31575 31600 31625
31650 31675 kHz. 2028 2142 2144 2146 2148 2153 2155 2157 2159 2163 2165 2170 2172 2174 2176 2207 2209 2210 2212 2214 2216 2219 2223 2226 2442 2449
2454 2552 2604 2620 2624 2626 2635 2643 2647 2650 2654 2658 2662 2665 2677 2680 2684 2688 2695 2710 2718 2737 2757 2758 2762 2769 2783 2786 2985 3139
3143 3154 3158 3161 3169 3181 3182 3192 3188 3196 3203 3207 3210 3217 3231 3253 3256 3258 3263 3266 4368 3271 3273 3276 3452 3459 3466 3467 4695 4788

5536 5559 5943 5946 6523 6549 6569 6602 6605 7174 7547 7558 8465 8700

3087 3092 3098 3103 3109 3114 3120 3125 131 3127 3142

5536 5559 5943 5946 6523 6549 6569 6602 6605 7174 7547 7558 8465 8700
3087 3092 3098 3103 3109 3114 3120 3125 3131 3137 3142 3148 3153 3159 3164
3170 3175 3181 3187 3192 5800 5933 8150 8200 8250 8300 8350 8400 8450 8500 8600 8650 8750 8800 8850 8950 9000 9050 9100 10024 10135 10246 10357
10468 10579 10690 10801 10913 11024 11135 11246 11357 111468 11579 11690 11801 11913 44275 45275 46275 47275 48275 49275 50275 51275 52275 53275

54275 55275 56275 57275.

CRYSTALS TYPE B7G L2 each 25% discount 10 or more. 2854 2868 2889 2910 2938 2945 2987 3023 3404 3411 3432 3446 3467 3481 4220 4575 4654 4668
4703 5491 5499 5506 5551 5581 5584 5599 5604 5611 5649 5654 5659 5671 5680 5691 5692 5695 5697 6510 6537 6540 6552 6557 6567 6590 6612 6627 6640 6642
6652 6657 6662 6664 6667 6677 6679 6672 8841 8842 8845 8854 8862 8871 8879 8896 8930 8932 8916 8947 8967 8973 8983

CRYSTALS TYPE 10XJ E2 each. 25% discount 10 or more. X 24 for 144-146 MHz.
6070 6076 6082 & 100's more every few kHz to 6998 kHz.

I OM 6000 6010 6020 6021 6026 6030 6032 6040 6043 6050 6051 6065

TX, 4 x 150A's in parallel P.A Blown, PI tank, 70 ohm output, 70 ohm input 2 volts RF carrier or SSB into 6CH6 then 58254M (min. 807) driver. First 2
stages linear, 4 x 150A's can be based AB or C to suit mode. Gang tuned by inductors calibrated 28-18 MHz, will go up to 30 MHz if some fixed capacitors
removed. Also has switched metering and 2 switched crystal positions for CW or AM. Maximum output power 400W SSB or CW, 280W AM. Power
requirement 600-1200 volts HT, 300 volts MT, 24 volts heaters, bias, relays and blower. With circuit and 2 crystals. Size 8 x 8 x 12... L20 + L2 c. and p.

MARCONI TX PA UNIT up to 160 watts output from a pair of 829B's in parallel into 50 ohms for 10 volts RF drive into 6AQ5 driver 829B bufter.
Power requirement 600-750 volts HT. 300 volts MT 24 volts heaters, -50 volts bias. Size 8 x 10 x 16. Less valves

...

14 + L2 c. and p.

VHF TX /RX AND DIGITAL CRYSTAL UNIT, TYPE LRE35
Can be used as an air band receiver with digital crystal controlled tuning.
Can be used at a digital selected transverter signal source with 123-124 MHz or 130-131 MHz outputs to mix with 21 or I 4MHz for 2m. operation.
Power requirements 265-300v. HT, 19v. LT, -500v. Bias. Size : 13" x 8" x 8". Weight 18 lb. With circuits. c. and p. L2 :Air Band RX 118-131.9 MHz, 140 100 kHz spaced channels ...
...
L25
Air Band RX 118-131.95 MHz, 280 50 kHz spaced channels
Transverter source 123, 123.5, 124, 124.5 for 21 MHz mix ...
...
L20
Transverter source 130, 130.5, 131, 131.5 for 14 MHz mix ...
Extra channels in 100 kHz steps ...
LI
SR14 /15 STC PAIR OF RECEIVERS, double superhets with control box and junction unit. Cover 75 MHz, 118-108 MHz, 329-335 MHz. S x 7 x 13"
I.

2.

L9.00 + L3 c. and p.

MODULATORS, 4 5B254M's in PUSH PULL PARALLEL up to 240 watts AF out for 10mV input, speech clipping, VOGAD, 300-3000Hz. Power
E10.00 + LI c and p.
VHF TX BY COLLINS TYPE I7L-4. Similar to previous unit but has QQVO6-40A PA and stages which could be modified to use as mixer. With
required, 400-750 volts HT, 300 volts MT, 28 volts heaters and bias. With circuit. Size 5 x 5 x 9"
4 -channels between 118 and 135.95 MHz

L40.00 + L2 c. and p.

COLLINS MODULATOR UNIT up to 130 watts AF from push pull 6159's (sim. 6146) driven by 250mV into 5751 and 5814 amps 5726 clipper 300-3000
6d5 filter. Power required, 600.750 volts HT, 250 volts MT, 24 volts heaters -60 volts bias. With circuit. Size 5 x 3 x 6
E10.00 + LI c. and p.

CARRIAGE AND PACKING QUOTED IS FOR ENGLAND AND WALES.

BAGINTON ELECTRONICS
WINTER SALE!
OF

rionazt.
GENERATORS

For full details and SALE PRICES WHICH INCLUDE

FREE DELIVERY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM,

Call, Write or Phone GODALMING 23279. (24 hr. Answering
Service).

Open Tues. - Sat. 10.30 - 1.30, 2.30 - 6.30.

Ashley
Dukes

FARNCOMBE STREET,
FARNCOMBE,

GODALMING,
SURREY.

S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES

,..T,c,

COVENTRY AIRPORT
Phone (0203) 302449
or 302668

MORSE CASSETTE
Morse by sound learnt anywhere in spare time.
C90 cassette pre-recorded with slow Morse Code
exercises increasing up to 12 w.p.m.

Complete with instruction and exercise booklets

also exercise pad.

64, including postage, packing and insurance.

M.H. ELECTRONICS
12 Longshore Way, Milton, Portsmouth
Hants PO4 8LS
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NEW! SAMSON C-MOS KEYER ETM-3C
I pA battery drain

-

- OR IF YOU LIKE IT STRAIGHT...
JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY

hardly worth switching off!
Can be used either as
normal electronic keyer or as an iambicmode squeeze keyer.
8-50 w.p.m. Constant 3 : dash -dot ratio. 6 C-MOS ICs
and 4 transistors. Plug-in PCB. Long battery life -typically
µA drain when idling -Built-in batteryholder for 4 x I -5v.
I
batteries (but will work over 3-10v. range). PCB has both a
reed relay (250v., 0-5A, 25W max.) and a switching transistor
(300v., 30mA max.) -either keying method can be used. Has
Self -completing dots/dashes/spaces.
I

the well-known fully -adjustable Samson precision keying lever

assembly. Operate/Tune button. Sidetone oscillator. Grey
case 4" x 2" x 6". £49.95.
BUILT FOR DEPENDABLE MARINE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICE

ETM-3b INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SQUEEZE-KEYER

Printed circuit with 4 ICs and 13 semiconductors. Twin paddles.
Constant 3 : I ratio. Speed control, 8-50 wpm. Operate/Tuna
button. AC mains power supply, 110/220-240v. Almost -inaudible
sealed reed relay. Grey case 4 x 2' x 6". The renowned SAMSON
keying lever movement with fully adjustable gaps and tensions.
Can be used either as an iambic mode squeeze-keyer (characters
made with fewer paddle movements -you can make a "C" with
one squeezel)-or as a normal electronic keyer.
E TM-3b - with make -break relay contacts, (Ratings : IA,
400v., 30W max.), E49.98.

E TM-3bS - with spdt changeover relay contacts, (Ratings:
0.5A, 250v., IOW. max.), £86.16.

SPACEMARK LTD.
I. & A. TWEEDY (ESjfasIC) LTD.
Specialising in Amateur Radio Equipment

FTIOIE
FT 200
FT 201
FT 401B
FT 221
...
FL 101
...
FR 10ID ...
FL 2100B
YO 100 ...
YC 355D

..
..

...
...
...
...
DRAKE GC Receiver
ATLAS 210x
...

.
...

HY-GAIN

£493.75
£268.75
E362.50
E38750
E397.50
E331.25
£412.50
£243.75
£100.44
E156.25
£225.00
t.b.a.

...

18AVT/WI3

...

...

TAVASU Mobile Aerials
Single band complete
Extra coils
..

NEW

...
...
... (each)

...

...

TAVASU Traps for the multiband dipoles

...

HW I2A with AC/DC PSU
FT 75B with DC PSU ...
...

...

.

USED EQUIPMENT
...

...

...

I8AVT/WB as new

...

...

FV 50C

Rear -hinged cover (with spring catch) and other metal parts
finished in attractive hammertone grey. Base area : 3}"W. x

n -D. Overall height : 2r, f2195.
BAUER KEYING LEVER UNIT

We have imported this popular unit for many years for inclusion
in home -built electronic keyers. Adjustable contact gaps and
spring tensions. Single paddle on moulded base If' x 2'. Height :
1' (excluding paddle), so is compact enough to go inside most
keyers, £6.97.

BUILDING CW FILTERS ?
Don't let RTTY and SSTV hog the 88 mH TOROIDS, 70p each.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 25% VAT
All goods post-paid U.K.
Please send stamp with enquiries.

THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD,
ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE.
(Tel. 061-928 8458)

the real performer!!
for trouble -free repeater

YAESU

I2AVQ

A superbly engineered straight hand key used for many years by
professionals afloat and ashore. With this key you can't help but
send good morse.
Free -standing -it does not have to be screwed to the operating
desk. Good weight distribution and large rubber feet stop it sliding
or rocking. Weight : 2+ lbs. Front and back contacts of precious
metal, with fine adjustment of contact gaps by positive click -stop
action. Lever -action spring tension adjustment. Spring pigtail at
keying arm pivots ensures good contact. Insulated keying arm,
moulded knob with rubber anti -slip insert. 3 -way terminal block
and cable clamp at rear. Key -click filter (L, C & R) built into base.

..

...
...

...
FT 101 Mk.I
...
...
MWM TX/RX 5w. AM 2m. ...

.

..
...

On the spot
Good price on Trade-ins

. . .

crystal controlled tone burst!
XTB-I 1750 Hz, Output level adjustable to suit most
transceivers, Burst duration approximately

£31.88
£45.00
£70.00

0.5

£17.31
E4.50

£7.95 plus 25% VAT.

£3.75
£120.00
E17500
E25.00
£220.00
E40.00
E45.00

FT 201

We welcome ACCESS

access

H.P.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Jack G3ZY
Roger G3YBO
The Ham Shack
79 Chatsworth Road
Roughton Lane, Woodhall Spa
Chesterfield, Derbyshire
Lincs.
Tel. 52793
Tel. 34982 (6-8 p.m. 863755)

sec., Operates between 9-24v. DC.
Dimensions : 76 mm. x 27 mm. x 22 mm.

XTB-2 Technical features as XTB-I. Dimensions :
50 mm. x 25 mm. x I I mm. £8.95 plus 25%
VAT.

XTB-3 Technical features as XTB-I, but engineered
to fit into the KP-202 hand portable. £8.95
plus 25% VAT.
For further information on any item please send SAE

J. Yu, 21 Langley Ave., Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6CAN
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
9p per word, minimum charge £1.50. No series discount. All
charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only
accepted. Add 50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers
25p extra. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors.

Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave

Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

TRADE

Quality QSL Cards: Send

s.a.e.

for samples by

return post. Quick delivery on orders. (We are now
offering a novel card featuring an artist's line drawing of you!).-Compalith Printing Services, 115
Promenade, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 1NW.
FT -101, no VAT, selling for customer, rebuilt as
Mk.II with B -type filter, price £179.99, buyer to
inspect and collect. -Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn, Lancs. (Tel: 59595/6).
An An'enna From Blackburn: H -Whips, 18-AVT,
12-AVQ, J -Beam and Mini -Beam types. -Holdings,
Mincing

39/41

Lane,

Blackburn,

Lancs.

(Tel:

59595/6).

Ten-Me're Handsets: 100, 200 and 300 milliwatt, also
one -watt and 5 watt, available immediately. Price
from £20 etch. -Ring Communique 01-262 4707.

QSL Cards: And GPO -approved Log Books. Also
headed notepaper. Send 5p s.a.e. for samples. Atkinson Bros., Elm Tree Press, East Looe, Cornwall, PL13 1JT.
Callsigns: For Lapel Badges, Car/Shack emblems

and other engraving needs. Send s.a.e. for details. -Hawkins, G3ZNI, Sandywood, Woodside Road, Cobham, Surrey, KTI1 2QR.
December Issue: Due to appear November 28. Singh

copies at 45p post free will be sent by first-class

mail for orders received by Wednesday, November
26, as available. -Circulation Dent., Short Wave

Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts,
AL6 9EE.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
5p per word, minimum charge 70p, payable with order. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using
full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 25p extra.
Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to the Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.
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DERWENT RADIO

5 COLUMBUS RAVINE, SCARBOROUGH

Tel. SCA 65996
Showroom open Tuesday /Thursday /Friday /Saturday

.
...

ALUMINIUM BOXES WITH LIDS

18 SWG all sizes in inches. P/P less than 4" 14p, larger 22p
2x3xI
30p
6 x 3 x 2 ... 45p
2x5x2
42p
3x3x1
32p
7 x 3 x 2 ... 52p
5x5a2
52p
4x3aI
33p
8 x 3 x 2 ... 55p
6x5x2
57p
5x3xI
35p
9 x 3 x 2 ... 57p
7x5x2
60p
6x3xI
37p
10 x 3 x 2 ... 60p
8x5x2
62p
7x3x1
40p
2 x 4 x 2 ... 4lp
9x5x2
66p
8x3x1
4lp
4 x 4 x 2 ... 45p
10 x 5 x 2
68p
9x3xI
42p
5 x 4 x 2 ... 49p
2x6x2
45p
10 x 3 x I
44p
6 x 4 x 2 ... 52p
6x6x2
600
2x3x2
38p
7 x 4 x 2 ... 57p
7x6x2
64p
3 x 3 x2
41p
8 x 4 x 2 ... 60p
8x6x2
67p
4 x 3 x 2 ... 42p
9 x 4 x 2 ... 62p
9x6x2
72p
5 x 3 a 2 .. 43p
10 x 4 x 2 ... 64p
10 x 6 x 2
78p

.
.
.

MINI ALUMINIUM CABINETS P/P as above

3x5x2
3x6x2
3x7x2
4x5x2

... 63p
... 65p
... 72p

4x6x2
4x7x2
4x8x2
4x9x2

... 69p

Amphenol PL259
52p
S0239
52p
PL259 in PTFE
65p
Reducer
15p
TE15 GDO
£20.00
2.000 ohm headset
...
£1.63
I.C. mounting pins 100 ...
6Sp
Ferric chloride 1 lb. ...
48p
Morse practice oscillator £1.62
KW 2.000E and p.s.u.
£427.50

KW 204 tx

KW 1000 linear amp
KW 107 supermatch
Denco coils

£312.50
£225.00
£85.00

IT Blue/Yellow
Other transistor types
Valve DP types
IFT 13 and 14 .

88p
80p
76p
82p

...
...
...
...

4x 10 x 2

72p
74p
80p
82p

5x7x2
5x8x2
5x9x2

...
...

KW 108 Monitorscope
KW E-Zmatch ..
KW balun I : I

£106.25
£27.50
£3.75

.

KW Antenna switch
Trio QR66 receiver
Trio Hamclock
Liner 2
...
Egg insulators
40673

...
£7.50
... £160.25

£11.88
£181.00

..

...

3NI40
3NI41
Bostic Blutack
IFT 16 and 17...

12p

...

IFT 18 and II...
DRXI PCCI

Denco Catalogue

... 84p
80p
82p
86p

...

...

70p
78p
78p
42p
75p
93p
62p
20p

NEW QUICK DRY DECON P.C. BOARD MARKER PENS 95p
Standard pen still in stock

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE. We have several hundred copies of

various back numbers
S.A.E. FOR LIST.
Three sample copies, our choice, LI plus postage.
Another batch of crystals. Only one of each so please include s.a.e.
for return of your p.o. in case the one you want is sold. 40p each
plus 6p p. and p. kHz 192 1065 2132 2141 2162.5 2210.8 2250 2285 2295.833
2350 2850 4351.39 4355.56 4372.22 4721.528 4788.2 5429.4 5520.83 5993.33

5593.755867.08 5854.17 5979.58 5968.75 6048.9 6066.256076.676079.17
6110 6154.44 6200 6400 6504.17 6516.67 6527.08 6529.17 6537.5 6556.25
6800 6885.41 7210 7613.13 7706.08 7791.7 7825 7841.7 9537.5 9714.06
9750 9842.5 9491.66 9487.5 9034.37 9013.75 9018.75 9493.05 10121.87
10600 12645.83 12700 12716.67 12720.83 12725 12729.17 12737.5 129 39.5.

WANTED HW7 AND TEN TECH. SCOPES, R.F. AND AUDIO
TEST EQUIPMENT BY HEATH, ADVANCE NOMBREX, etc.
Details with s.a.e. please.

QSL CARDS QSL CARDS QSL CARDS
10p stamp for quality samples and price list.
Because of the increase of V.A.T. payable on second hand goods sales,
we are offering to sell for you on commission, thus paying V.A.T. only

on our commission and keeping the selling price of the goods down.
At the moment we are able to sell most items within a few days of

receipt as a list of customers is kept showing their requirements.

READERS
Selling: Trio 9R-59 receiver, with handbook, speaker
transformer replaced, so asking £25. --Osborne, 181
Station Road, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B73
5LD.

Wanted: BC -314G or BC -344D. Advise condition and

price. -Box No. 5462, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.
For sale: KW -2000A transceiver, with ACIPSU and
mic, in good condition. Price £150. - Andrews,

G4BWB. QTHR, or ring 0272 49074, after 6.0 p.m.
Selling: Eddystone EC -10 Mk.I, battery/mains operation, £38. Hamgear battery selector, £7. Heathkit
GDO, with manual, as new, £12. Two Morse course

records, £2.50. SWR/FS meter. £5. Two -metre 10ele Yagi, Jaybeam, £7. UGP ground plane, £3.
Crown solid-state tape recorder, battery/mains opera-

tion, £10. -Ring Ward, G8JQX, 01-648 6117 (Morden,
irrey).

If you need equipment or have some for disposal, give us a try. S.A.E.
please.

QSL DISPLAY POCKETS
These are plastic strips of 12 packets for the vertical display of your
051. cards. 10 strips cost 50p including postage.
A trade pack of QSL pockets is available at 00.00, including VAT and
carriage.

If you fancy treasure hunting we can supply you with a brand new
"C" Scope metal detector. All models in stock. Drop in and have
a look. We can take in your used amateur radio gear in exchange if
you wish.

USED EQUIPNENT
KW Vanguard

RF sig gen as new
... £19.00
Audio sig. gen.
... £20.00
KW 202 receiver
... £160.00
Antique inductance
bridge ...
-. £10.00
Similar capacitance
bridge ...
£10.00
Reward. To any person giving information leading to the recovery
of a Barlow Wadley XCR30 serial number 5832 lost by BRITISH
RAIL in transit between Scarborough and London.
Yeasu FR50b

...

Grundig Satellite 2000
Coder CR70a
TEI5 GDO

£40.00
£82.00
£80.00
£27.00
£15.00

PLEASE ADD EXTRA FOR POSTAGE AND
PACKING. S.A.E. FOR LISTS OR ENQUIRIES.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
PAY BY GIRO 64 041 0006
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Needing The Space, so must clear Oscilloscope,
VTR, EC -10, Creed 7B parts, AFO, valves, IC's,
stage lights, 70 cm. transceivers, metal detector, nicads, 35mm. projector, Instamatic camera, casette

G3EKX S.S.B. PRODUCTS G3EKX

record player, wah-wah, mixer, top boost. Send s.a.e.
for list. -Jarvis, GM8APX, QTHR.

*QUARTZ CRYSTALS *
Large stock available by return post. Send a list of your needs
and alternatives. We will reply by return if you enclose a S.A.E.
All metal and glass types up to III MHz.

RACAL RAII7 receiver. Excellent Receiver
HARTLEY CT436 D.B. scope. Superb

.

...

DU-MONT. Scope. I I5v. I/P 5 inch tube ...

ATS TX and AC power unit
Standard Teleprinter Rolls. All/ply (40p p&p)

AVO Mk. 4. V.T.V.M. Electronic -Boxed

...

..

.

LAFAYETTE KT340 receiver ...
Another Pair of SHARP Walkie-Talkies (s/hand)

For sale: Drake SPR-4 receiver, in good condition,
price £200, buyer to collect. -Ring Doidge, Munderfield (Herefordshire) 608.
Sale: Codar CR-70A Mk.II, in mint condition, £25,
no offers. -Bell, 9 Westover Avenue, Warton, Carnforth, Lancs.
For sale: Beltek W.5400 two -metre mobile transceiver, with mic., car mounting, new and unused fth-

1305
180
L25
L22

60p
140
E45
E32

wave whip, also home -built 12v. DC/mains PSU, £60.
Heath RA -1 receiver, amateur bands only, revalved,
£28. Home -built speaker/PSU unit, outputs 700v.,

ADD ONLY CARRIAGE AND PACKING
* PART EXCHANGES *
6146A R.C.A. Matched Pairs
6146B R.C.A. Matched Pairs
6HF5 R.C.A. Matched Pairs

17.80
...

...

0.60

...

...

L9.00

TOWN QUAY
CORNWALL

.

300v.,

12v., -150v., £9. -Ring Harrison, G4AKW,

01-476 7092 (London).

Sale: HC6/U crystals, 48 MHz, 48.500, 48.36666,

TRURO

48.5500, 48.5833, 48.41666, 48.400, 48.3333. Also 44
MHz HC6/U types: 44.500, 44.550, 44.74074, 51.9000

Telephone 0872-862575

(145.00 alternative IF). All at £1.50 each, plus post/
packing. -Edwards, G8HLJ. QTHR, or ring 051-653
0767 (Birkenhead).
Attention All Collectors: Sellinz a 1920 Transceiver
Model TR.2. ex -Air Ministry equipment, in original
packing case, £30. "Lissenola" radiogram, 1930, TRF
circuit, with original literature, £25. Write for list of
other vintage items, with s.a.e., genuine buyers only,
please. Also National HRO-MX, fully complete, £20.
R.107 receiver, suit SWL, only £18. FT-27AM two metre Tx, as new, £25. Also a 62 Set, transceiver, a

NOTCH OUT ORM!
Score more in contests !
Winkle out the rare DX !
Tunable Audio Notch Filter rejects heterodyne and CW interference FAST. Sharp null tunes 350-6000 Hz. Complete kit, metal
case, 9v battery, tuning scale, instructions, money back guarantee.
ONLY 14.00 post free

CAMBRIDGE KITS

November, 1975

OLD SCHOOL LANE,
MILTON, CAMBRIDGE

real clean one, nice Top Bander, £25. Buyers to
inspect and collect, after 7.0 p.m.-Carthew, 12

rICALL BOOK

jl

1975 Edn.
DX LISTINGS

£5.20

U.S. (Only)

£5.56

cabinet, with full set spare plug-in units, crystals,
tuner, etc., in working order, buyer collects for

£40. -Ring Birch, Newmarket 741 954, evenings.
Wanted: Trio JR-500SE receiver, or a KW -77. State

price and condition.-Farkash. 198 Link Road, Canvey Island, Essex.

Clearing Out the Following: Star Model SR -550
receiver, coverage 6m. to 160m., in good condition;
Hamgear PM2A mains preselector, almost new;
three sets of headphones; various speakers, Morse
keys, Morse oscillator, also two Joystick antennae
systems, amateur maps, world charts and various
publications. The Lot at a give-away price of £60.

The above prices include postage and packing.
(1974

tion, some slight internal/external mods. expected,
but must be in full working order. Generous price
offered for a good specimen! AR88LF considered.
Will view and collect. -Ring Withers, G8KZH, 021-

550 8540 (Birmingham), any time.
For sale: UHF Receiver Type 9(95, ex -RAF control
tower, with 7097 PSU, 12 -channel, fully crystallised,
motorised control, modular construction, drawer type

FEW
TO CLEAR

I

Mallinson Road, Beddington, Surrey.
Wanted: AR88D receiver, preferably in good condi-

Editions no longer available)

Publications Dept.,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EE.
Tel: Welwyn (043871) 520617.

_.1

(Leeds area). -Box No. 5463, Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

For sale: Trio JR-310 amateur bands communication
receiver, in perfect condition and unmodified, hardly
used, in original packing with instructions, also Trio

SP-5DS speaker to match, at £65 or near offer,
demonstrated. - Mitchell, 686 Newmarket Road,
Cambridge, or ring Teversham 3083, after 5.30 p.m.
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Wanted: Eddystone 888A receiver in good condition,
preferably with matching S -meter. Also late -model
FR -50B receiver, with xtal calibrator and Top Band

coverage. -Box No. 5464, Short Wave Magazine.
Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

Wanted: Marine transceiver, AM operation, 100w.
or over and crystal -controlled. -Freeman, P.O. Box
1551, Athens, Greece.

QSY Sale: Drake R4-C/MS-4, pristine condition,

£275. SB-400, £75. SB-300 with CW filter, working
but needs attention, £45 (or Tx/Rx £100). KW -107,
£37.50. MSK5 keyer, £17.50. EK-108 keyer, £15.

AMATEUR RADIO
BULK BUYING GROUP
All our prices include VAT at current rates
PLESSEY SL600 ics at LOW PRICES
We carry the most comprehensive stocks of SL600 devices anywhere
in the country -available for immediate delivery.
SL610 C220
SL613
£3.85
SL622
L8.30
SL630
£2.05
SL6I I £2.20
SL620
£3.30
SL623
E613
SL640
L3 65
C2 20
SL62I
£330 S L624
£3 I 0
SL64I
£3.65
Full data sheets on all SL600 devices are included in our Data Catalogue.

S L612

Omega bridge, £12.50. Cossor Type 1052 oscilloscope,

IGNITION SUPPRESSION COMPONENTS

£20. MFJ CWF2 filter, £5 -and ' much more.Batham, G3LNC, QTHR, or ring 0582 65114.

Wanted: Liner -2, with mains PSU. Also aerial

rotator, two -metre converter with IF 4-6 MHz. Grainger, G8KTN, 50 John Street, Brierley Hill,
West Midlands.

541

We have the widest range of suppressors available as follows : Screened

Plug Connectors (essential for VHF) straight or angled, LI.20. Plug
in Distributor Suppressor, 55p. IMP Capacitor, available with normal
push fit lucar connector, large lucar or fully insulated with wire connections, 37p. 2µF, normal or large lucar connector, 52p. 2.5µF Coax

type, Ell.63. 3µF Capacitor for Lucas ACR alternator, E1.50. 3A Chokes,

7Ip. 7A Chokes, L1.06. Solid Copper Stranded Ignition Cable, 7p
per ft. Connectors, 18p for 6.

Selling: Class -D wavemeter, £7. Type 7B teleprinter,
£12. Pair 10 -metre walkie-talkies, £8. Eddystone 898

£8. Unused 6HF5, £2, and 5FP7 CRT, £4.
with cash adjustment. -Clarke, G3TIS, QTHR, or
liad,

Would take TA -31 Antenna, or similar, in exchange
ring Ashford (Kent) 20497.

NEW VHF DIGITAL FREQUENCY
METER UP TO 200MHz

Sale: Boot -mounting Pye "Cambridge", tunable Rx,
complete and working on two metres, £25 or offer.

-Walters, G8JGF, 55 Wharf Road, Pinxton, Nottingham, NG16 6LH. (Tel: Ripley, Derbys., 810280).

New model DFM5 with extended frequency range 50Hz to over
200 MHz 240v. AC or or 12v. DC power supply. Write for full

Selling: Radio and TV Service Sheets, old and new,
20p each. -Howard, 92 Arlington Road, Southgate,
London, N14 5AT.

Catronics model M6 giving outputs at 1 MHz, 200 kHz, 100 kHz, 50 kHz

For sale: Eddystone S.640 receiver, in perfect condition, price £20. -Ring Matthews, Brighton 502482.

details.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR

and 25 kHz at the flick of a switch, with harmonics audible up to 2m.
band, 6 volt supply. Complete PCB module, accurately set to frequency
and switch assembly, £8.90. Also now available -kits of parts for
regulator for operation on 9 to 20 volt supplies, £1.60.

COMPLETE BOXED UNIT WITH BATTERY L12.50 + 50p p&p

Sale: R.C.A. AR88LF reeciver, new and unused,
complete with speaker, trimming tools and manual.
Offers over £80. Buyer collects Surrey. -Box No.
5455, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street,

VHF
COMMUNICATIONS

Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

Selling: MFJ CW Filter Type CWF.2BX (boxed),
complete with plug, lead and battery, as new, few
hours use only, £11 carr. paid. -Box No. 5461, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn
Herts., AL6 9EE.

Sale: Trio TR.7010 two -metre CW/SSB transceiver,
car or fixed -station, incorporating 40 channels with
eight auxiliary ones, VXO circuit giving continuous
tuning, with separate RF gain control, S -meter,
noise blanker, etc. Complete with four -position car

mounting bracket and desk stand for fixed -station
use. An immaculate piece of equipment, only a few
months old, going at £165. -Wyse, G3IWE, QTHR,
or ring Warrington (Lancs.) 64178.

Wanted: Circuit diagram and technical details of
"Verytone" CR150 receiver, with promise to return
them. -Mills, 49 Deepfield Road, Bracknell, Berks.

Sale: Star SR -700A amateur -band receiver, £80. Two-

metre linear amplifier, 200 watts input, £15. Class D wavemeter, £5. "DL6HA" two -metre converter,
IF 28-30 MHz, £8. -Taylor, G8DYK, 30 Cavendish
Way, Mickleover, Derby. (Tel: 0332 54356).

The following PCB's are available from stock in the U.K.:
Title

2M SSB/FM TRANSCEIVER
Transceive Board
Local Oscillator Module
FM I.F. Strip

Designation

DC6HL001
DC6HL003
DC6HL007
DC6HL009

Issue

Price

L4.45
£2.43
L2.70
25W 2M LINEAR AMPLIFIER
L2.97
+10 PRESCALER FOR 250 MHz
DJ6P1001
3/73
11.90
28/144 MHz TRANSVERTER
DJ6ZZ001
4/69
L4.05
DJ6ZZ002
28/432 MHz TRANSMIT CONY.
2/71
L4.45
SPEECH PROCESSOR
DJ4BG006
1/71
11.90
Individual back issues of the magazine describing the above (and other)
projects are available at 90p each (post free).
2/72
2/72
3/72
2/73

Magazine subscription rates are as follows :

1970,1971, £270 per year, 1972,1973,1974, E310 per year, 1975, £3.40.
Plastic binder to hold 12 editions (3 volumes), El .55.
SPECIAL OFFERS :

Vols. 1970-72 with free binder, £8.40
Vols. 1972-74 with free binder, L8.80
Vols. 1970-75 with two free binders, £17.00

All above magazines are post free.

Send s.a.e. for full price list or 30p plus large I I p s.a.e. for your copy of

Data -Catalogue. All our prices include VAT at current rates. Please
note our minimum U.K. post and packing charge, except where indicated

is 20p. Export orders welcome -write for export price list. Cheques
and P.O.'s should be crossed and made payable to "Amateur Radio
Bulk Buying Group" or pay by GIRO -Account No. 31 523 4008.

Administration address only;

39 Pound Street, Carshalton. Surrey
Tel: 01-669 6701 (9 a.m. to 6 p.m., p.m. Sat.)
All Mail orders and enquiries to:
Dept 511, 20 Thorton Cresent, Old Coulsdon, Surrey.
1

Mail orders only to this address -no callers.
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Wanted: Trio JR-599 Receiver, in good condition,
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0
0

for cash. Details and price, please.-Puttock, Bay

CALL BOOKS

C

C

8 INTERNATIONAL :

o RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (1975)
0
"DX Listings"
£5.20
"U.S. Listings"
0.56
"G's" only 1975 Edn.

0

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)
colour with Country/Prefix
Supplement Revised to September
In

£1.50 C

1973

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD

C
C
C

Mercator Projection - Much DX
Information - in colour. Second

£1.00 C

Edition

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA
State boundaries and prefixes, size
24" by 30", paper

77p

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD
ATLAS
0
0

booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones
and Prefixes (New Edition)

0
0

C

£1.00 C

MAPS

In

C
C

.

0

C
C
£1.05 C
C
E1.15 0
C

Available from

0

0
0
0
0
0

8
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 80
0
0 Publications Dept., 29 High Street, Welwyn, 0
0
0 Herts. AL6 9EE- Tel. Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
0 (Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
0
00
(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)
0

8

0
0
0

0
0
0
O0000000000000000000000000000000e6s

" DX ZONE MAP "
ANOTHER REPRINT

In four colours, on durable paper for wall mounting, 35in.

wide by 25in. deep. Giving essential DX information-bearing
and distance of all parts of the world relative to the U.K., the
40 Zone areas into which the world is divided for Amateur
Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed separately. Distance
scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking
of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate plotting. Hundreds of
place names, mainly the unusual ones, and most of the rare
islands

With new Prefix List revised to Sept. 1973
Price El 50
including postage and special packing in
postal tube to avoid damage in transit.
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 29 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EE. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206 /7

Middlesex.

Ex-W.D. No. 18 Set, in working order.
Details and price.-Peters, 2 Harcourt Road, off
Wanted:

Coldharbour Road, Westbury Park, Bristol (622050).

Selling: Heathkit HW-7 three -band CW transceiver,

as new, £35. Mini -Products C4 Vertical Ae. for 6-

10-15-20m., £15. Garex two -metre Tx/Rx, spares, £30.
SWR/Power meter, 75 -ohm, £5. J -Beam 4 -over -4 two

Sale: UHF Equipment, Pye solid-state mobile, work-

0 Standard Log (New Glossy Cover)
0 Receiving Station Log
o Minilog (New style)
75p 0
00 (The above prices include postage and packing). 00

o
0
0

amplifier No. 61.-Green, 3 Brecon Road, Enfield,

C

0
0

.

5218 (evenings), Bradford 29692 (day).
Offers Invited for World War One short wave tuner/

metre beam, £5. Two -metre Halo, with mounting

C
£1.35 C
C

.

Transceiver, with fan, built-in PSU (117/240v. and
12v), mobile mounting kit, DC lead and manual, as
new, £295.-Berry, G3PLI, QTHR, or ring Bingley

C
C
C
C

C
C

LOG BOOKS

Tree Cottage, St. Margarets, Dover (852643), Kent.
For sale: Hallicrafters FPM -300 Mk. II "Safari"

brackets and coax, £2.-Smith, G3SMV, 18 Hounslow
Road, Mackworth Estate, Derby, DE3 4BW.

ing on 433.2 and 433.15 MHz, as new, £120. Also
Pye PF.5UH hand portable, ready aligned, rechargeable batteries, as new, £60.-Green, G3TRL, QTHR,
Tel: 051-355 2017.

Trio JR-599, also a KW -77 Rx.-Puttock,
Bay Tree Cottage, St. Margarets, Dover (852643),

Wanted:

Kent.

Selling: KW -77 receiver, second-hand, at £50. Buyer
to collect.-Wessely, 15 Montgomery Avenue, Sheffield 7 (52343), South Yorkshire.
Exchange or Sell: K. W. Vespa, in excellent condition, with PSU and manual, £60 or W -H -Y? Wanted:
HW-17A or good two -metre gear.-Derrick, G3LVX,
QTHR.
Wanted: Yaesu FL -50B transmitter, in as -new condi-

tion.-Heritage, 25 Manor Road, Lydd, Kent, or
ring Lydd 20387, evenings.
Selling: Heathkit SW -717 receiver, recently assembled

for the pleasure of construction, aligned, price £15,
buyer collects.-Ogston, Junipers, Kiln Way, Grayshott, Hindhead, Surrey. (Tel: Headley Down 3359).

For sale: National NCX-5 Tx/Rx, £165. DX -100U
transmitter, £30. Labgear Top Band Tx, £12.-Wood,
G3YXX, QTHR, Tel: Hythe (Kent) 68566.
Liner -2, preamp, mint, £130. Tech TE-15
GDO, new, £17.50.-Ring Coles, G4EGN/G8JRY,
Selling:

Steeple Aston (Oxon.) 40609.

Exchange or Sell: Complete station, five -band "Star flute", runs 90w., with 6146B final, LPF, mains
filters, spares, SWR bridge, ATU, keys, band -checker,
handbook, VFO and xtals, at £40 cash-and-carry, or
Exchange

for good receiver. (South Manchester).-

Box No. 5456, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 29 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

Wanted: Mint KW -2000A. For sale: Liner -2, £125.
Europa, with relay, valves and connectors for FT 101, £55. Telford TC.7, tunable IF, with band searcher £30. All items in as -new condition.-Rogers,
G3WPX, QTHR, or ring Keevil (Wilts.) 350.
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Wanted: Liner -2, FM/M rig, Standard 828M, Trio

2200G, also HQ -100 or similar Rx. For sale: KP-202
2m. walkie-talkie, with case, charger, helical ae.
and ni-cads, as new, £110. Pye "Westminster"
W.15AM, on two metres, FM mod., with new xtals
for S20 and S22, £60. Microwave Modules 432 MHz
converter, IF 28-30 MHz, £18. -Perrin, 37 Caimdhu
Drive, Kidderminster (63358), Worcs.

For sale: Trio QR.666 all -band receiver, as new and

in original packing, £110 or near offer. All letters
answered. -Box No. 5457, Short Wave Magazine,

C&C electronics

N..

Telephone: 01-852 9397

,,...

<

PRICE NEWS
Due to your support over the last few months enabling us to purchase
in greater quantities and in order to offset recent increases in VAT
we have decreased many of our basic prices. In order co do this we
regret that we can no longer offer the 10% quantity discount on our
stock crystal range, however we believe that to the majority of our
customers we will be offering better value.

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS.Holders Available : HC6/U, HC113/U and HC25/U.
Frequency range : 1.5-21 MHz Fundamental
(please state required input capacity)
21-105 MHz Overtone

Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

Selling: R.C.A. AR88LF communication receiver, in

(cr."

10 WEST PARK, LONDON SE9 4RQ

perfect order, £50. -Tucker, 24 Bloomfield Road,

Specification: 50ppm 0-60°C or 30ppm at ambient t. (state which required)
Price :. 2-105 MHz £2.61 (less 54/° for 5 or more) ; 1.5-2 MHz L3.25
Please note crystals under 4MHz only available in HC6/U.

Wanted: FR -50B receiver, must be in good condition. -Bone, 2 Standard Road, Cliftonville, Margate,

We have now added many of the IARU recommended 70 cm. channels
to our stock list together with two additional 2 metre repeater channels
and 145.8 MHz.
TRANSMIT CRYSTALS (MHz) IN 'I1C6/U PRICE E1.75

Bath, Avon.

Kent.

CRYSTALS IN POPULAR FREQUENCIES

S20

Wanted: Trio QR.666, Eddystone EC -10, Trio 9R.59D,S, Yaesu FR -50B or similar receiver. -Ring
Howden, Middlesbrough 33057.

521

S22

1

S23

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

145.500 145.525 145.5501145.575 145.075 145.100 145.125 145.150 145.175

+0416 40423 1+0430 I 40437 4.0298 +0305 +0312 4.0319 +0326
8.0833 8.084718.0861 8.0875 8.0597 8.0611 8.0625 843638 8.0652

-

Wanted: AR88 receiver, in good condition and un-

modified. -Clarke, 15 Sandleigh Road, Leigh -on -Sea,
Essex.

RU I
SU20
SU22 GB3PY
144 342 144.400 144.500 144 520
145 000 145.800
433 025 433.200 433.500 433 550 431.350

70.260

8.0189 8.0222 8.0277 8.0287 7.9879 8.0555 8.1000
12.0284 12.0333 12.0416 12.0430 11.9819 +0277 4.0500

8.7825

RECEIVE CRYSTALS (MHz) IN HC6/U PRICE 11 75

Wanted: Receivers or converters, UHF; 150-500
MHz, circuit diagrams, manuals, books on radar. Hughes, 11 Henley Road, Ludlow, Salop.

Evade VAT and possible forthcoming restrictions on
Imported Equipment. Selling: Liner -2, with internal
pre -amp. and aligned professionally to cover sensible
144.150-144.380 MHz (not many like this one around),
excellent, £120. Trio QR.666 Rx, unused, air -tested
only, with crystal calibrator, complete as from supplier, guarantee about 9 months to run, save £40 on
this one, at £135. Apollo 1974 petrol -electric genera-

tor, rated 240v. 50 Hz AC at 800 watts, Briggs &

Stratton 4 -stroke engine, about four hours' use only,
today's cost region £180-£190, bargain at £120. Type
IOXY/2M two -metre crossed 10-ele Yagi, in un-

opened box, £12. Carriage extra, at your risk. No
haggling, as these are real bargains. Also as brand
new the ultimate in two -metre transceivers, Carl

Braun SE.600 digital read-out Tx/Rx. This equipment
will do anything the VHF connoisseur will wish for,
nothing shoddy about this German master -piece.

First £500 secures, saves over £600 on new price,
positively no haggling. -Davies, GW8EHR, Tynewydd Lodge, Hendy, nr Swansea, Dyfed, South

44 MHz RANGE ALSO IN HC25/U PRICE 12 10
S20
S21
S22
S23
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
145.500 145.525 145.550 145.575 145.675 145.700 145.725 145.750 145.775
10.3603 10.3621 10.3639 10.3657 10.3728110.3746 10-3764 10.3782 10.3800
44.9333 44.9416 44.950044.9583 44.991e45-0000 45.0083 45.0166 45.0250
SU22 GB3PY
461251433 200 433.500 433.550 433.350 145.00011145.8001 70.260

411USU20

1

30.2803 30.1785 30.2000 30.2035 30.1892 10.324610.3817 29.7800
444666145.0333

Crystals supplied in 3 weeks to any stated frequency for the following
V.H.F. transceivers Beltek, !tom, Heachkit, Ken, Trio and Yaesu.
PRICE L2.I0 Crystal

REPEATER I /P CHANNEL CRYSTALS IN HC6/U PRICE £1.75
R3 44.7916 MHz R4 44.8000 MHz R5 4443083 MHz R6 44.8166 MHz
R7 44.8250 MHz

CONVERTER CRYSTALS (MHz) IN HC18/U 38.66666 E1.75
700000

101-0000

105.6666

116-0000

PRICE E2.55

PYE POCKETFONE CRYSTALS IN HCI8/U PRICE 64.00/PAIR
for 433.200 MHz GB3PY 43350045U20)

CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC6/U and HC25/U 15 pence
LOW FREQUENCY STANDARDS 8% VAT
100 kHz IN HC I3/U (Same base as HC6/U) PRICE [2.50
1000 kHz IN HC6/U PRICE £2.50
1000 kHz in HC33/U PRICE EI50
All prices include postage to U.K.,and Irish addresses. Crystals supplied
to any specification for industrial, mobile radio or marine use, etc.
State equipment/specification when enquiring. Please send s.a.e. with
.

all

enquiries.

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT. PLEASE ADD 25%
unless otherwise stated.
.

Please note that we are now authorised distributor sfor antenna specialists
products. Prices available on request.

Wales.

Selling: Eddystone EC -10 Mk.II receiver, with own
AC/PSU, headphones and Codar battery pre -selector.
All in excellent condition, £100 or near offer. Morris, 146 Moor Lane, Cranham, Upminster (21284),
Essex.

For sale: FR-400SDX, coverage 2-160m., mint condi-

tion, in transit case, £185. (Going transceive).-Box
No. 5458, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 29 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.
For sale: Pye radio -telephone, high -band, boot mounting, 12v. transistorised PSU, controls complete, w;th

mic., etc., and in working order, £25 or near offer.
Ring Leigh, 0303 (Folkestone) 77364.

-

PRINCIPLES OF
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
by S. W. Amos

(5th edition)

This book starts by discussing semiconductor physics, and
continues with detailed coverage of the design of transistors,
amplifiers, receivers, oscillators and generators. Information
is given on circuits using-f,e.t's, together with a treatment of

switching circuits to cover digital techniques.
320 pages

f3.43 inc. post
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 29 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EE. Tel. Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
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Selling: Trio JR-500S amateur -band receiver, in per-

REG. WARD & CO. LTD.

(G2BSW)
(G8CA)

-.
. .
KW 108 Mon. scope
KW 103 VSWR Meter and Combined Power Meter ...
KW E -Z Match. 10-80m. ATU

03500
11640
122.00

KW 107 Combined E -Z Match, VSWR and RF Power

£68.00
178.00

Indicator, Dummy Load and Antenna Switch for 4 Outlets
KWI09 High Power ATU etc. ...
L2600
...
KW Trip Dipole Coaxial Feeder
129.00
KW Trap Dipole with Balun
/6.00
KW 3 -way Antenna Switches (for coax)
YAESU
1330.00
Yaesu FTIOIB Tcvr
... 121040
Yaesu FR400 SDX
£214.00£290.00
PSI"FT200 Transceiver and FP200
Yaesu FT 201 Transceiver
Yaesu FRIOIS RX
Yaesu FRIOID
Yaesu 40IB
Yaesu Y0100 Mon. scope

£245.00

/330.00
... L310.00
/93.00

EDDYSTONE

E152.00
Eddystone ECIO Mk. II ...
/13.46
Eddystone 924 PSU
Eddystone 1001 Rx.
Sentinel 2m. Preamps and 2m. Converters/Europa Transverters.

SHURE MICROPHONES

Model 444, 113.50: Model 201. £5.70.

fect condition. £50.-Denman, G3MEW, 24 Ascot
Road, Copnor, Portsmouth (20315), Hants.

Sale: Complete two -metre station: TW2 transmitter,
with PSU and converter, £40. Also TW 70 cm. converter, IF 14-18 MHz, £10.-Poulter, G3WHK, 279
Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. (Tel: 01-337 0117).

Selling: KW -2000E, with spare valves, £260 or near

offer.-Sykes, G3NFV, QTHR, or ring Lea 75204,
evenings or weekends.

For sale: "Microwave Modules" two -metre Tx, 5 -

watt AM/FM, six -channel, all crystal -controlled

including 145.00 and 145.50 MHz, with VFO control, complete with mic. and circuitry, £37 post paid.

-Jones, GW3TMP, QTHR, or ring Pontybodkin
846.

Sale: FT -101B, hardly been used, in mint condition,

USED EQUIPMENT

KW 202 RX, including speaker

Eddystone 830/7 Rx. General Purpose
Receiver, excellent condition

14/MFCom;Minic4a0tion
/325.00

WANTED

at £300 (or near offer) including mic. Letters only,
please. - Clegg, 286 Cassiobury Drive, Watford,
Herts.

Yaesu FR5OB's in good condition.

VALVES for YAESU, etc. GBM8, 6BZ6, GU8, CE17, 6AV6, 6KD6,
I2AX7A, 12BY7A, I2AU7, R.C.A. VALVES for KW and Heathkit
equipment,

eti.6,164C666,1641:318, 64%W 6610g, 611%. 6 rat6,G162r286,

162,

etc., and many other types.

For sale: Trio QR.666, includes VHF coverage, with
manual, headphones, Type IIIB ATU, and artificial

140ft. I4g enam. copper ant. wire ; Ribbed
and T -Insulators ; 52 and 75f1 co -ax, and U.H.F. plugs and sockets.
Mast Couplers for tin. Masts. Wightraps. G -Whips mob antennae,
12AVQ and I8AVT, etc.

earth, all as new, £125 or near offer, buyer to collect.-Skilton, 160 Rochester Avenue (side door
betting shop), Rochester, Kent, MEI 2DS.

TRADE INS WITH PLEASURE. OUR STOCK OF GOOD SECOND

Selling: BC -221M frequency meter, with calibration
book, service AC/PSU and manual, £20. K.W. E -Zee
Match, £12. Mosley V.46 trap vertical antenna,
£4.50. Marconi Valve -Voltmeter Type TF.428B/1,

.1 Beams and Stolle Rotators

AMTRON KITS

HAND EQUIPMENT CHANGES DAILY-LET US KNOW YOUR
REQUIREMENTS.

Due to currency fluctuations prices of imported equipment are liable
to alteration. Add 25% VAT to all prices except used equipment.
HP TERMS AVAILABLE

AXMINSTER - DEVON

CARRIAGE EXTRA ON ALL ITEMS

Telephone: 33163

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS
We offer a solid state preselector/ATU, covering 1.5/34 MHz,
having a low noise FET front end and an average gain of 32 d8s.
A PI tank ATU is incorporated as standard and a "Listen Thru"
switch to route the antenna in or past the unit. In mains or battery

form with or without a comprehensive calibrator to 15 kHz.

Our prices, unchanged since May 1975, are from E14.45 plus
postage.

Five large pages of information on preselectors, ATLI% and

calibrators in general are available, including details of three highly
unusual small space antennas using our units. Please send three
Op stamps being part cost of literature and postage.

NEW. Osker pre -tuned amplifier, 29/30 MHz, 25dbs gain-low
noise, MOO. Ask for separate sheet, stamp please.

2 Cromwell Road, Sprowston, Norwich, NR7 8XH

G3ACQ offers:
FT 75 - LINER 2 - 300 watt 2 Metre Linear AMP Freq. Counters - GDO's - ABSORPTION WAVE
METERS - S.W. BRIDGES - ROTORS - J. BEAMS

- JOSTY KITS - SOLID STATE MODULES 2-4-70 cm. Gear - TEST GEAR - METERS - And
a Good Old Junk Shop open on Saturdays - Our
Crystal Stock - Plenty of useful freq. but No. 8 or
12 MH2 left.

S. MAY (Leicester) LTD.
12/14 CHURCH GATE, CITY CENTRE,
LEICESTER, LEI 4AJ

Telephone : Leicester 58662

£4.50. All postage/carriage extra. Wanted: Really
good R.C.A. AR88LF Rx, preferably with S -meter
and product detector, at a reasonable price. Also
BFO assembly for SP -6007X Rx. All letters with
s.a.e. answered. (Sussex).-Box No. 5459, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts.,

AL6 9EE.

Sale: KW -202 Rx, with K.W. speaker, E -Zee Mach

ATU and manual, as new and in mint condition,
price £180, buyer to collect.-Potter, 188 College
Road, Deal, Kent, CT14 6BY.

Selling: Eddystone 940 Rx, in very clean, original
condition, with base speaker, £150.-Trent, Water haw, Compton, Godalming (21617), Guildford, Surrey.

Sale: W15AM, 12.5 kHz high -band, 148-174 MHz,
£65. FT-2FB, fitted eleven channels including 145
MHz, SO, S21, S22, S23, R5, R6, R7 frequencies,
£95. Also HA -202 40w. PA, fitted BNC sockets, £25.
Ring Hawker, (Alveston) 0454 415185, after 8.0 p.m.
or write.-Box No. 5460, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EE.

Exchange or sell: G.E.C. BRT-400E receiver, overhauled and realigned, in first-plass condition, £95 or
near offer (also set of new replacement valves, £10),
or would Part -Exchange for R.C.A. AR -8516L Rx,
in as -new condition, with manual, cash adjustment.Ring Billinton, 01-656 9882, after 8.0 p.m.
Sale: Yaesu FR -50B receiver, in excellent condition,
£60. Pye dash -mounting "Cambridge", AM/FM, fully

tunable Rx 144-146 MHz, with four -channel Tx,
crystallised for 145.0 MHz, S20, R6 and R7, tone
burst, £47.-Middleton, G4EJH, 92 South Road,
Portishead, Bristol, BS20 9DY. (Tel: 0272 843897,
evenings).
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ROBOT RESEARCH INC.

six months old, as new and complete in original

packing, offers around £160. Will deliver to 50 miles.
-Walker, 50 Grangefields Drive, Rothley, Leics.
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OF SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA ANNOUNCE THE APPOINTMENT
OF AERO & GENERAL SUPPLIES AS SOLE U.K. CONCESSIONAIRES FOR THE WORLD'S FINEST AMATEUR SSTV EQUIPMENT

Offering: K.W. Vespa Tx, Mk.II, with PSU, £80 or
offer. Tiger "Tiglet" Tx, coverage 80-160m., runs
lOw., with PSU, £30 or near offer. Creed 7B teleprinter and No. 44 Perforator, with Type 18 Auto -Tx,

£30, or offer. -Ring White, G3OEH, Marlborough
(Wilts.) 2745.

For sale: R.C.A. AR88D receiver, with original S meter, spare mains xformer and valves, in excellent
condition, including manual, £40. Labgear LG.50 Tx,
runs 40w. AM, 60w. CW, PCB construction, coverage 10-80m., with handbook, £25. Class -D wavemeter,

with internal mains PSU and handbook, £5. Type
828 beam pentode valves, 150w. ou'put each, with
STC applications book, £10. -Ring Waters, Witham

THE ROBOT 70A SLOW SCAN TELEVISION MONITOR

A FIRST CLASS INSTRUMENT AT AN ECONOMICAL PRICE
Special features of the 70A include: -

SIX INCH DISPLAY
DOUBLE TUNED CIRCUIT INTERFERENCE REJECTION
AUTOMATIC SYNC SEPARATOR

(Essex) 516363.

Sale: TH-3 beam, £60. Ham -M, control box and

TUNING INDICATOR
COMPLETE STATION CABLING

cable. £60. Tilt -over mast, 45 ft., pneumatic lift, rotator head unit with bearings, £60. Antenna switching
unit, with amplifier, £3. Telephone cable, 60m., 12 -

SSTV camera and a conversion kit -70A to 70D specification.

All "or near offer".-Cleeton, G3LBS, QTHR, or

Supplies) are determined to ensure that the U.K. Amateur can

core, £4. Heater transformer for pair 813's, £4. Pair
PL509's with bases and 40v. heater transformer, £2.
ring 0564 826072.

Wanted: General -coverage receiver with selectable
wide bandwidth for quality BC monitoring; Drake,
Collins, Hammarlund and RCA types considered.
For sale: Airmec C.864 general -coverage Rx, dual
conversion, recently re -valved, £55 or offer. -Ring
Ellis, Brailsford (Derbys.) 242.
Wanted: Amateur bands receiver, such as Eddystone
888, KW -77, KW -201 or W -H -Y? Price and details,
please. -Fuller, 2 The Crescent, Burton Latimer,
Northants, NN15 5NQ.

Other Robot models available include : 70D Monitor.

80A

Calibration tapes, viewing hoods, various lens, etc., etc., are also
available from our large range of SSTV equipment.
Prices. At the time of going to press (Sept.) U.K. prices had not
been finalised but we at Robot (in conjunction with Aero & General
enjoy the world's finest SSTV equipment at around the same price
as ordinary SSTV gear.

By the time this advertisement appears U.K. delivery will be

from stock. For prices, further information and special
opening offers please send s.a.e. to our sole agents :AERO & GENERAL SUPPLIES (Dept. T.X.)
Nanaimo House, 2 Ringwood Avenue, Leeds LSI4 IAJ
Telephone : 658568

r

WORLD RADIO/TV
HANDBOOK 1975

Sale: Lafayette H.800 receiver, in mint condition,

The World's only complete reference guide to International Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations.
It includes : Frequencies, time schedules, announce'menu, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much
more besides of value to the listener.

Heathkit SW -717 general coverage Rx, mint, with
built-in speaker and phones, £28. Joystick with Joy -

Ifrequencies, for each country : foreign broadcasts, long

Wanted: KW -2000A transceiver, in good condition;

can collect up to 200 miles. -Cummings, G4BOH,
QTHR, or ring 061764 (Bury) 7483.

with crystal calibrator and speaker, £50 or near offer.

match, £15. No offers. -Ring Lawford, Formby
71750 (Lancs.)

Wanted: RCA Valves. -Treece, G3QD, QTHR, or
ring Nottingham 257197.

Selling: Sentinel two -metre converter, IF 28-30 MHz,
£10. Wanted: Europa 2m. Transverter.-Scrogie,

Lists all International short-wave stations, including

and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band),
TV stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as the established authority by broadcasters and
listeners. It is the only publication that enables you
to identify BC stations quickly and easily. Enables you

to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC

G4CPQ, 1 The Knoll, Hayes, Bromley, Kent. (Tel:

Ibands and helps you add more BC -station QSL cards to

Wanted: Good -quality signal generator, such as
Marconi TF.144H, TF.1066, TF.995, etc., also sweep
generator, and Racal LF converter and Panadaptor.

(The above price includes postage
and packing).

01-462 3441).

-Ring Lord, G3PHN, 05304 (Ashby-de-la-Zouch)

your collection.

0'95

4626.

Sale: Two Army 62 Sets, with three headsets, for
£25. Sectional aerial, 36 ft., with guys, in haversack, £10. Unconverted R.I155 receiver, £18.-Topley,
1
Allington Garden, Boston. Lincs.

I
from:

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EE.
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Wanted: Eddystone EA -12 or similar amateur bands
receiver, offering £120 maximum. Could collect East

WE ARE THE
ANTENNA
PEOPLE

Anglia, North London or North Kent.-Ring Keeling, 0206-30 (Colchester) 3071.

TOWERS
ROTATORS
COAX

Send fo&471ANDBOOK containing full details of
Antennas and other technical information. 33 pages
40p. Refundalkii.upoq purchase of Antennas.

SOME ANTENNAS

TRI-BANDERS
3 Elements. 10,15 and 20 metres
Mustang
TA -33 Jr.
TA -32 Jr.

TA -3I Jr.

£70.00

High Power Model incl. Balun
3 Elements, 10,15 and 20 metres
3 Elements, 10,15 and 20 metres
2 Elements, 10,15 and 20 metres
Rotary dipole. 10,15 and 20 metres

Wanted: Urgently, Collins "S" Line 75S -3B Rx,
32S-3 Tx, with PSU, SM-3 mic. Must be unmodified

and in FB condition. Good price paid.-Hufton,

25A Marshall Road, Mapperley, Nottingham (0602
54047).

ROPES

TA -33 Jr.

November, 1575

E61.00
E53.00

£37.00
E23.00

Disabled ex-SWL seeks reasonably priced 80m. Tx.
Could collect.-Clark, 1 The Wades, Fairwater,
Cwmbran (3485), Gwent, NP4 4DJ.
Wattled: Heathkit Mohican receiver GC -1U, also
beam rotator and BC -221, reasonably priced.Newton, 20 Ormesby Bank, Ormesby, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland, TS7 9EB.
Wan'ed: Lab,,ear LG.50 transmitter. - Roberts,
G3CDY, QTHR, or ring 0603-43170 (Norwich) after
9.0 p.m.

For sale: Europa two -metre Transverter, with relay,

SLEY

Hack -Elias lid

BASIC
PRICES

three hours' use only, £60. Also Liner -2, new, in

ADD VAT

QTHR.

All antennas available ex works carriage extra
Administrative Address only

40 Valley Road, New Costessey,
Norwich, NR5 OBD, England.

SOLID STATE MODULES
MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS OF COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT

EUROPA B-Ex Stock : The world's leading transverter-

2 metre or 4 metre. 200W input on transmit, -2dB Noise Figure
on receive. Plugs into Yaesu/Sommerkarnp equipment. Price with
valves : £109.37. Price less valves : 193.75

EUROPA COMPLETE POWER SUPPLY TYPE CPSIO-

Ex Stock. Contains dummy load attenuator to make the Europa
compatible with any H.F. transcveiver. Price : £50.00.
PRE -AMPLIFIERS

THE SENTINEL FET 2 METRE PRE-AMPLIFIER-Ex Stock.
Noise figure-IdB. Gain 18dB. The ultimate performance. Price :

£8. 52.

PA3 DUAL GATE FET PRE -AMPLIFIER.

For putting into

2 metre transceivers. Noise figure 2dB. Gain 18dB. Price :
SM7I. 70cm. PRE -AMPLIFIER. 2 stage FET circuit. Noise
figure 3-5dB. Gain 18dB. Price : LI 1.25. Ex Stock.
CONVERTERS

THE SENTINEL 2 metre (or 4 metre) DUAL GATE MOSPET CONVERTER. Noise figure -2dB. Gain 30dB. Highest
performance available. IFs : 2-4 MHz, 4-6 MHz, 9-11 MHz, 14-16
MHz, 18-20 MHz, 24-26 MHz, 28-30 MHz. Price : £18.75. Ex
stock.

THE SENTINEL X DUAL GATE MOSFET 2 METRE CONVERTER, de luxe version with power supply. IFs 2-4 MHz,
:

4-6 MHz, 28-30 MHz. Price : L24.17. Ex Stock.

THE SENTINEL 2 METRE CONVERTER KIT, 23-30 MHz

original packing, still under guarantee, with free ithwave whip on magnetic base, £140.-Druce, G3ZGT,
Wanted:

Amateur -band

communications receiver,

coverage 10-80m. or Top to Ten, Yaesu FR -100B
preferred but must be suitable for operation with
FL -200B Tx. Good condition and working order
essential; should include manual or operating instruc-

tions. Write in first instance (all letters answered).-

Perryman, G2APN, Hillside, Walldown Road, White hill, Bordon, Hampshire, GU35 9AA.
For sale: C.D.E. AR30 rotator, complete with new type control unit and 50 ft. 5 -core cable, £23, post
paid. Also FB5 ferrite -bead multi -band dipole with

about 40 ft. coax, £650, post paid.-Michaelson,
G3RDG, QTHR, or ring 01-455 8831.

Sale: Two -metre converter to medium -wave Sentinel,
£12.50. Wanted: FT -101 VFO.-Meddings, G4DGM,
106 Goldthorn Hill, Wolverhampton, West Midlands,
WV2 3HU.

For sale: Yaesu FR-DX400, £175. Also FL-DX400,
£180.-Simpson, G3PEK, QTHR, Tel: 061-483 7607.

December Issue: To appear November 28, single
copes at 45p post free will be despatched first class
mail on receipt from printers. Orders by November
26, with remittance to: Circulation Dept., Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 29 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6
9EE.

Wanted: K.W. E -Zee Match unit and K.W. trap

dipole.-Munn, Bleak House, Devoran, Truro, Cornwall.

only. Price only : E12.74. Ex Stock. If you can't get it to work

properly, we will align if full spec. for f2 + VAT.
SM70 70 cm. FET CONVERTER. I.F. output 144-146 MHz.
Noise figure 3.5 dB. Gain 30dB. An excellent 70cm. converter for

only £18.75. Ex Stock.
Please ring or write for further information.

All prices include
VAT. We export daily so this is no problem, export orders please
deduct 20% from quoted prices. All our equipment carries a
12 month guarantee. Terms : CWO, Access, Barclaycard, HP.
COD (no limit on COD).
G3MXG.

63 WOODHEAD ROAD, SOLID, LOCKWOOD
HUDDERSFIELD, HD4 6ER Tel. 0484.23991

MORSE

EASY BY THE RHYTHM METHOD !

FACT NOT FICTION.
If you start RIGHT you will be reading
amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal p
to be expected.)
Using scientifically prepared 3 -speed records you automatically
learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You
can't help it. It's as easy as learning a tune. 18-W.P.M. in 4 weeks
guaranteed. For Complete Course 3 Records & Books send £4.95
including P.P.I. etc. (overseas surface mail El extra).
For further details of course Ring 01-660 2896 or send 7p stamp
for explanatory booklet to :-S. BENNETT, G3HSC
(Box 14) 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY
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G4DSG

All prices include VAT and post/carriage. Discount for callers

G3HEO

D. P. HOBBS LTD.

AUDIO BAND PASS FILTERS. Experimenters lot of 3 different
with details/applications leaflet, £2.45.
RECTIFIER STACKS with three RAS310AF 1000v la Silicon Avalanche
diodes, £1.00.

THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

PROFESSIONAL WALL MOUNTING LOUDSPEAKERS.

6" for- 100v. line in good quality die cast case, grey hammer finish.
Made for ships Radio cabin use, £5.00.

ELECTROLYTICS CAN TYPE.

1000 µF, 100v., 25p; 32 µF,
450v., 15p; 100 + 60 /IF, 350v., 25p; 200 + 200 µF, 275v., 25p;

RADIO TELEPHONES. Cambridge Single channel dash low band,
£28. Cambridge boot high band with accessories, £35. Westminster
UHF WI5U, £60. Vanguard units only, no accessories, valve multi
channel low band, £10.50. From time to time we have licensable

1500 ALF, 25v., 20p; 500 µF, 50v., 18p.

MISC. CAPS. 4 µF, 800v. (paper), 20p; 1 µF, 350v., 4p; 1 µF,

equipment, present stock includes ITT STAR VHF and UHF but phone

for latest stock position.

1000v., 7p; .25 µF, 350v., 4p;
16 µF, 70v. (electro), 10p.

AERIAL FILTERS. LOW PASS.

Cut-off switched, Off, 2, 4, 6.
19" rack x I I I /16ths". Maker's packing, complete
with input and output co -ax plugs, £5.
8, 10 and 12 Mc/s.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

FREQUENCY METERS BC22I complete charts, no psu. £15.
TRANSMITTER P.A. units STC T4188, tunes 2.8 to 18 Mc/s. manual
or 28v. motor drive 13" x
x 8". Pair CV25I8 (4X I 50) 28v. blower
cooled. Bases are NOT UHF type. Ideal basis for linear amplifier
construction, £11.00.
REED RELAYS. 4 -pole normally open, 5v. DC coil as used in recent
Electronic Keyer design, 16p each (plus 10p post for any number).
Also reed inserts 1.85" overall (body length 1.1"). Diameter 14".

9v. 2 amp.,

COILS. 24 MHz for Camb., etc., 12p. 72 MHz, double -tuned, 15p.
INOUE IC22 Transceiver with 3 channels for 2m., £109.26 with
tone burst.
INOUE IC22A Transceiver 5 channel version, L115.00.
INOUE IC225 Transceiver 80 channel for 2m., £195.00.
TRIO QR.666 General Coverage Receiver, £130.00.
LINER 2 SSB 2m. Transceiver, £145.00.
RI ISE Regulated Power Supply for Liner 2, £21.00.
MICROWAVE MODULES
PRODUCTS-JAYBEAM-DENCO

Max. ratings 250v. DC and 500 mA. Gold clad normally open contacts,
85p per dozen. L4.12 per 100. £30.25 per thousand.

Pyrex 2f", 67p each.
CALIBRATORS FREQUENCY CT432. 110/250 AC, 12" x 6" x 71".
100 kc/s, I Mc/s, 10 Mc/s outputs from integral crystals. Provision
for external crystals in the range 100 kc/s. to 10 Mc/s. 4 front panel
bases suit most types. RE sources may be fed in and calibrated by
beating against desired crystal. Audio output to headphone socket.
In Ministry packing and as new, £14.50.
Two Burndept Co -ax plugs on lead to fit, 85p.

COILS-CHASSIS-BOXES-BANTEX.

MAINS FILTER UNIT for 220v. DC. Unit contains: -3-100 of

capacitors, rectifier BYX13/800, 2 toroidal coils, 2 panel fuse holders.
terminal blocks. In good quality hammer finished case 9" x 9" x 4".
Details for AC conversion supplied. Unused, £3.
CRYSTALS. 1000 kc/s. HC6U, £2.50. Genuine RACAL Goodmans
speakers, £2.30. S.A.E. for list of other Racal crystals stocked.

Add 25p postage on components.

Equipment post free, add 25% VAT

All Receivers and Test Equipment are in working order at time of dispatch
Carriage charges included are for England and Wales only
Telephone 34897
Terms: Cash with orders.
Early closing Wednesday.

Part Exchanges Welcome.

40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

Access/Barclay

II KING STREET, LUTON, BEDS.

"W2AU" BALUN

Tel. 20907

HAM RADIO

£8.50 post paid

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE

*Handles 2 KW input over

by R. H. Warring

3-40 MHz

Written by a well-known author, this book deals with

*All stainless steel hardware
and double silver plated

transmitting and receiving equipment; its installation and
maintenance ; the operation of amateur stations ; call signs ;
amateur transmitting licences ; Morse Code transmission
described in detail.
Excellent reading for those wishing to gain a sound knowledge of amateur radio without the need to become too technically expert.

SO 239

*Built-in lightning arrester,
protects balun and could
save your valuable gear
*Built-in hang-up hook, ideal
for inverted Vee's, dipoles,

£2.20 inc. post

152 pages

Publications Dept.

beams and Quads.
centre insulator.
Withstands antenna pull of

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 29 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EE. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

*Replaces

over 600 lbs.
I and 4 : I
models.
Now being used extensively by all branches of the US
armed forces, FAA, CIA, Canadian Defence Dept., UK
Govt. departments and many commercial stations as
well as thousands of amateurs the world over.
Nye -Viking Morse Keys. A few of these brass keys still

µF, 500v., 6p; 2 µF, 150v., 10p;

0-240v. Primary.

20v. -10v. -0 -10v. -20v. at 2 amp., E275. 12v I amp., 75p.

AERIAL INSULATORS, EGG type. White china If", 6 for 75p.

*I

I

:

available, doubt if they can be replaced when the
present stock runs out. Only £7.50 post paid.

PRACTICAL
WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL

I

Communications Equipment wanted in clean condition,
cash paid for Yaesu, Trio, Eddystone, Drake, etc.
Toroidal cores as previous ads, please send a stamped

addressed envelope with all enquiries otherwise no
reply can be sent.

T.M.P. ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
3 Bryn Clyde Leeswood, Mold, Clwyd, CH7 4RU
Tel.: Pontybodkin 846 (STD 035 287)

(12th edition)
This book is a comprehensive guide both for the service

engineer and hobbiest. The emphasis is placed ors test and
repair procedures and theory and circuitry is included to make
easy reference to the text. This work covers receivers, components and valves, servicing, detector stages, alignment, FM
receivers, radiograms and audio equipment, tape recorders,
semiconductors, cabinet finishing and repairs, instruments,
workshop techniques; facts, figures and formulae. An essential
book for all connected with radio servicing.
228 pages
£1 .97 inc. post
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 29 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EE. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
II
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R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
where equipment is fully overhauled
HEATHKIT Comanche MRI and HEATHKIT
Cheyenne MTI complete with 12 volt P.S.U. and
Speaker

...

HEATHKIT HWI2 and HP23 AC P.S.U.

.

EDDYSTONE 910/1. (Marconi HRI01)

£9000 (E4.50)
£80.00 (£4.00)
£150.00 (E3.50)
£160.00 (£3.50)
£160.00 (£3.50)

EDDYSTONE 940 ...
EDDYSTONE 7700
GELOSO G207. B.S. Receiver ...
GELOSO G209. B.S. Receiver ...
KW. VESPA Mk. 2 with AC P.S.U.

155.00(L3.50)
£65.00(L3.00)
£105.00 (g4.00)

KW2000B with AC P.S.U....

£220.00 (E5.00)

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW EQUIPMENT -and have pleasure in

giving a few examples which are normally in stock:-

November, 1975
FREE SHURE MIC. WITH

EVERY KW TRANSMITTER
or TRANSCEIVER purchased
At R.T. & I.
* We have full H.P. facilities.
* Part exchanges are a pleasure.
* We purchase for cash.
* We offer a first-class overhaul service for your electronic equipment, whether you are an amateur or professional user.
* We have EASY Parking facilities.
* We welcome your enquiries for specific items which although not
advertised, may very well be in stock.
PARTRIDGE "JOYSTICKS," "New Lightweight VFA" £1210

"JOYMATCH" III. Aerial Unit, LI2. I 0 (60p). LO -Z500, £17.60 (60p ;
ATU kit, £5.00 (50p) ; ATU assembled, £6.05 (50p) ; Artificial earth ;
£60.00 (50p) ; Aerial Bandswitch, E6.00 (50p). Literature on request.
TRIO EQUIPMENT. Please enquire.
SHURE MICROPHONES, 444T, E21.98 (75p) ; 444, £17.28 (75p) ;
40IA, £9.18 (60p) ; 201, £7.56 (60p) ; 202, £8.10 (60p). Full details on
request.

KEYNECTORS, piano key mains connector units, £4.25 (40p).

Trade

Testor, £23.40. All above post free in U.K. Trade and Educational enquiries
invited. All other AVO and TAYLOR products available, ask for quote.

enquiries welcome.
VALVES. Please state your requirements.
ADVANCE TEST EQUIPMENT -we are agents -your enquiries please.
TMK METERS . TM500, E1675 (75p), TW2OCB, E21.00 650p), TP5SN,
LI2.00 (60p), Model 700, £35.00 (75p), also cases for same.
PHILIPS PM2403 ELECTRONIC MULTIMETERS, £55.00 (£1.00), etc., etc.

S. G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES. Type "F" 120 ohm, 2000 ohm, 4000

We also supply PHILIPS & LABGEAR COLOUR TV TEST EQUIPMENT, including Colour Bar Generators, Cross Hatch Generators.

AVOMETERS. Model 7, Mk. 2, £55.80; Model 8, Mk. 5, £59.60; Model 40,
Mk. 2, £5580 ; Model 72, £2290 ; Multiminor Mk. 5, £1980 ; Standard
Leather Carrying Case (Models 7, 8, 40), E11.2.0 ; Ever Ready ditto, E12.95 ;

Multiminor Leather Case, £5.80 ; 30KV D.C. Multiplier for model 8 or 9,
£14.95 ; Pair of Long Reach Safety Slips, £2.20 ; Model EA 113 Electronic
Avo, £110.40 ; Model 272 Electronic Avo, £39.20 ; Model TTI69 Transistor

ohm, E10.80 (60p) ; Rubber Earpads for same, 70p per pr. (20p) ; Standard

Jack plugs, 24p (4p).

EDDYSTONE EQUIPMENT. Please enquire.
CODAR EQUIPMENT, PR40, £110.00 (60p). Leaflets on request.

n present conditions we regret that all prices are subject to alteration without notice.
NOTE : 25% VAT must be added to all prices, new
and secondhand, except Test Equipment which is
8%, inc. carr. and packing.

Degaussing Coils, Oscilloscopes, CRT Testers, Transistor Testers, etc., etc.

KW EQUIPMENT : (Don't forget your FREE mic. with every Tx. and
Txcr. I). KW2000E & P.S.U., £342.00 (£3.50) ; KW202, £195.00 (E2.50) ;
KW204, £250.00 (£3.00) ; KWI000 Linear, £180.00 (L400) KWI07,
£68.00 (LI .50) ; KW E -Z MATCH, £22.00 (80p) ; KWI60, £18.100 (80p) ;
KW109, E78.00 (L1.50) ; KW I03 Monitor Scope, £85.00 (E3.00) ;
Speaker for KW202, £13.00 (50p) ; KWI03, £16.00 (50p) ; KW Low
Pass Filter, £10.50 (30p) ; KW Antenna Switch, E600 (25p), etc. etc.

R. To & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

Carriage for England, Scotland and Wales shown in brackets,
Terms: C.W.O., Approved Monthly Accounts, Hire Purchase
and Part Exchange. Special facilities for export.

Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London El 1 4DX- Tel. 01-539 4986
NEAREST STATION: LEYTONSTONE (Central Line)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERNATIONAL AGENCY LTD.
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE AND 25% VAT
McMURDON RED RANGE

New Murphy I Ov./250v. input I2v. at 10 amp. stabilised output
DC POWER UNITS
E38.61
...
Constant voltage transformer 110v. or 230v.
£840
Mic. ext/local switch boxes with octal sockets and aerial plug L2.85
I

Bulgin 3 -pin mains plug
...
52p
960 Boot Mounted used Radio Telephones, various condition E8I0
Ultra Valiant 20 watt low band mobile am, secondhand ... £52.27
Valve covers, various
7p
6 -way manual crystal switches with holders and trimmers
75p
Van der Heem FM marine base station, secondhand ... E50.00
excluding carriage
...
65p
75p
£22.15

Second-hand mobile mics.
Crystal ovens (Cathodeon) I2v.
24v.- 12v. Converters

HEADSETS S.G.B.
2K ohm ; 250 + 250 ; Stereo 8 + 8 ohms ; Canada ; Dynamic El .41
Headset type transformers
30p
Volume control boxes 50 ohm ; 30 ohms and 500 ohms ...
75p
S.T.C. AM highband low power mobile secondhand
... £35.35
Ultra base 7-9 watts with telephone handset 12.5 kc/s.
£84.25
Hand portables Cossor CC2/8 Mk. 2 V.H.F. Walkie Talkies. High
band FM
£76.00
Westminster high band AM
£100.00

VALVES. New and secondhand -price list on request.
50 watt 124 kc/s. transmitters AM, less valves and coils with
...
case and power unit
... £148.00
5 -pin type Din Plugs and sockets ...
Painton 6 -way plugs
Painton 4 -way chassis, mounting sockets

...

50p
26p
30p

60p
75p
67p

24 -way plugs ...
32 -way plugs and sockets
F. & E. plugs ...

TRANSISTORS
32p

2N2369

£3.59
£2.62

PT.2176D 44 watt
PT.4I76C 20 watt

97p
70p
30p
30p
51p

PT.2176B
PT.4176A
CA3011
BC183 L

PL259 plugs

...

Mobile car aerials 144 Meg. fibre cases ...
HB Cavity filters 140-170 Meg. termination, coaxial elbows
S.G.B. NEW Handsets
S.G.B. Classic Ultra modern dynamic mic....
S.G.B. fist microphones
...
...
S.G.B. Mic. storage units
S.G.B. Handset storage units
S.G.B. Diplomat 300 ohms headset + 300 ohms mic.
22 ohms mit.
S.G.B. Diplomat 22 ohms headset

LOUDSPEAKERS
Miniature 14" 3 ohms NEW
...
ELAC 5 x 3 at 8 ohms elliptical. NEW
Coaxial elbows

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...
...

£2.22
£6.58
£6.64
£9.10

L5.9I
70p
70p
£9.80
£7.25

£2.07
£1.13
...

...

75p

Ex rental small quantity of TR.1005/125 mobile units. Radio
Telephones HB and LB 124 kc/s. crystalled to customer's
frequency

...

...
...
... E125.00
Excluding VAT and carriage

New Radio/Telephones FM or AM, high, low and marine bands Catalogues on request.

BROCKENHURST STUDIOS, FIBBARDS ROAD, BROCKENHURST, HANTS.
Tel.: Brockenhurst 2219, and 3434
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Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

AERIAL INFORMATION

HANDBOOK AND MANUALS

Aerial Handbook (Briggs)
£1.05
Antenna Handbook Volume 1
£1.96
Antenna Round -Up, Volume 1
. £1.75
Antenna Round -Up, Volume 2
. £2.25
Beam Antenna Handbook
. £2.76
Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition
. £2.50
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas
. £2.76
Vertical Beam and Triangle Antennas (E. M. Noll
"73")
. £2.70
Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll "73") £2.70
Antenna Handbook (ARRL) 13th Edition
. £2.60
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Amateur Radio DX Handbook
. £2.80
Electronic Circuit Handbook Vol. 1
. £1.73
. £1.73
Electronic Circuit Handbook Vol. 2
New RI I Y Handbook
£2.26
Radio Amateur Handbook 1975 (ARRL)
0/P
Radio Amateur Handbook 1975(ARRL) Hard Cover 0/P
Radio Amateur Operators Handbook
85p
RTTY A -Z (CQ Tech, Series)
. £2.80
Surplus Conversion Handbook
. £2.50
Slow Scan Television Handbook
. £2.80
Television Interference Manual (G3JGO)
£1.00
Specialized Communications Techniques for the
Amateur(ARRL)
. £2.00
Practical Wireless Service Manual
. £1.97
Advanced Communications Systems
. £8.97
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
Principles of Transistors Circuits (5th Edition) . £3.43
Beginners Guide to Radio
. £1.85
Beginners Guide to Electronics
. £2.20
Beginners Guide to Transistors
. £2.05
Better Short Wave Reception 3rd Edition
. £2.00
Course in Radio
£1.33
Guide to Amateur Radio (16th Edition)
£1.15
Ham Radio (A Beginners Guide) by T. H. Waring £2.20
How to Become a Radio Amateur
93p
Learning the RT Code
40p
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur
40p
Radio Amateur Examination Manual
. £1.15
Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data)
. £1.00
Understanding Amateur Radio
£1.82
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
. £2.47
Amateur Radio Techniques, 5th Edition
.
Care and Feeding of Power Grid Tubes (ELMAC) 75p
. £1.60
Engineers Pocket Book, 6th Edition
U.K. Call Book 1975
. £1.00
Hints and Kinks Vol. 8 (ARRL)
.
Radio Data Reference Book (3rd Edition)
. £1.35
Radio Valve and Transistor Data (lliffe)9th Edition 0 /P
50p
Service Valve and Semiconductor Equivalents
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur(ARRL) T. 0 /S
. £2.60
Sun, Earth and Radio (Hard Cover)
Transistor Pocket Book
. £1.70
NBFM Manual
. £1.13

..... E100
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GENERAL
ABC of Electronics
FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur
ABC of FET's
.

.

.

.

E178

.

.

£2.00

.

£150

Easibinder (to hold 12 copies of "Short Wave

Magazine" together)
£1.35
Guide to Broadcasting Stations (17th Edition)
95p
Ham Radio Notebook
£2.25
110 Semi -Conductor Projects for the Home
Constructor (Hine)
£.1 42
110 Integrated Circuit Projects for the Home
Constructor (Soft Cover)
. £1.45
Practical Wireless Circuits
. £1.65
Prefix List of Countries
28p
Radio Engineers Pocket Book (Newnes) (N.E.)
£1.35
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur
£2.30
Telecommunications Pocket Book (T. L. Squires) £1. 45
World Radio & T.V. Handbook 1975 Edition
. £3.95
World's SW, MW, LW, FM and TV Broadcasting
Stations Listing
70p
Dictionary of Telecommunications
. £2.25
How to Make 2m. and 4m. Converters for amateur
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NEW FOULSHAM TITLES
Towers' International Transistor Selector .
Working with the Oscilloscope .
.
Popular Valve/Transistor Substitution Guide
Walkie-Talkie Radio Operators Guide

£3.45
£1.85
. £2.10
. £1.95
.

.

.

£2.15

Electronics Self -Taught

VHF PUBLICATIONS
VHF Handbook Wm. 1 Orr (New Edition)
VHF Manual (ARRL)

. £3.33

.

£265

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

use

75p

0/P (Out of print)

Amateur Radio Awards (RSGB) .
. £1.67
Questions and Answers on Integrated Circuits
95p
Integrated Circuit Pocket Book
£2.80
Teleprinter Handbook (RSGB)
. £5.67
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

T. 0'S (Temp. out of stock)

Many of these titles are American in origin

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publication Dept.
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TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH WITH ORDER, MINIMUM
ORDER OF El .00. ALL PRICES NOW INCLUDE POST &
PACKING (UK ONLY)

B. BOWER ELECTROWS

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PLEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL

CB6 IQE

CAMBS.

LITTLEPORT

5 STATION ROAD

ENQUIRIES.

Tel.: Ely (0353) 860185 (Tuesday - Saturday)

PLEASE

CALLERS WELCOME TUESDAY - SATURDAY

ALL BELOW - ADD 8% VAT
SPECIAL OFFER

Miniature 50 ohm coax,

PC

BOARD WITHDRAWAL

HANDLES,

ALL BELOW -- ADD 8% VAT
IDEAL TRANSFORMER FOR YOUR
LINEAR.

high quality, PTFE insulation and blue PTFE
cover, solid silver plated inner, and silver
plated braid, approx. 3mm. overall diameter,

mixed cols., 8 for 50p.
SO2liDER, 20SWG, 60/40 alloy approx., 8 yds.,

23cms., etc.), 4 metres for 50p.

COILS on f" dia. 11" long paxolin formers,
5 for 20p.

quality type. Transformer and choke, E13.00.

If" Polythene chassis mounting fuseholders,
6 for 30p.

WE NOW STOCK SPIRALUX TOOLS for

(ideal for unit wiring of RF stages up to

1mA METERS 2" square, plastic fronts (these
have a paper scale stuck over the original
marked 0-ImA, which is easily peeled off,
and an internal 18K resistor which is easily

removed) E1.75 each, or 2 for £3.00.

EDGEWISE

METERS,

microamp

50

FSD,

centre zero, but can be left hand zero'd.

display area If" x f", smart modern appearance, £1.50 each.
SIFAM 100µA METERS. Black rectangular type

24, 21" x 21" (Modern Pye type) marked
0-50, 0-100, 0-150, 0-750, all on one scale
(supplied separately) with scale, £2.75.

As above, but 50µA, 21" x 41" with scales
fitted, £5.00 each.
Miniature Panel mounting Rocker Switches,
bolt on type, smart appearance, 3 for 50p.

Ferrite Coils on 1" dia. ferrite

rings,

3 for

50p.

3 SWITCH PUSH-BUTTON UNITS (3 x 2
pole 2 -way min. push -push switches, r dia.
buttons, mounted on one unit), 40p.
DIE CAST BOXES (approx. size in inches)
4.8 x 2.8 x 1.5 75p

4.8 x 3.8 x I
4.8 x 3.8 x 2
6.8 x4.8 x 2
4.8 x 3.8 x 3
6.8 x 4.13 x 4

85p

EI00

£1.45
£2.25

SILICON RUBBER SLEEVING, 25 yds. for 25p.

XTAL OVENS, 80°C, or 10°C., state which,
35p each.

BASES FOR XTAL OVENS, HC6U or 2 x
HC25U, state which, 10p each.
LEAD SUPPRESSORS (10 k ohm) for mobile
plug leads, 4 for 50p.
MIXED WASHERS, per pack, 15p.
5A MAINS CIRCUIT BREAKERS, 75p each.
HASH FILTERS (for mobile supply leads),
2 for 40p.

HEAVY DUTY
5 for 30p.

15 -way

turret

SPEED NUTS, per pack, 20p.
PERSPEX COIL FORMERS,

5 for 25p.

tag -strips,

If" x 1"

dia.,

TURRET TAGS, 1/16" dia., 25p pack.

ROTARY SWITCHES, min. 4 pole 2 way,
2 for 50p.
TELEPHONE TYPE EARPIECE INSERT 50p.
TRIMCERAMIC
MULLARD TUBULAR
MERS, I-18pf, 6 for 50p (as featured in
Rad. Comm. Jan., page 25).
ICs, some coded, 14DIL type mixed, untested, 20 for 25p.

BLACK PLASTIC KNOBS, f" dia, f" spindle,
4 for 50p.
TO3 TRANSISTOR INSULATOR SETS, 10 sets

for 50p.

VHF RF chokes (wound on 2.2K 1W. resistors),

5 for 35p.
Small Chrome handles, i" dia., 11" between
holes, I" clearance, tapped 4BA (with,
screws and washers), 2 pair for 40p.

pole change over, 20v. DC,
approx. 5" x i" x If", 35p each.

Relays, single

AT LAST WE HAVE A STOCK OF THE

TRIMMERS YOU'VE ALL BEEN ASKING
FOR!
2-tpf., lOmm. circular. ceramic trimmers
(for VHF/UHF work), 3 pin mounting,

5 for 50p.
pin min. MAINS PLUG AND SOCKET,

40p set.

Mains input, 1185-0-1185v. at
output, supplied with matching
choke 81-I at 360mA, oil filled potted, high
360mA

p.

the electronics

enthusiast.

Screwdrivers,

nut spinners, BA and Metric sizes, pop rivet

LES Lamps., 24v. 1.2W. 10 for 40p.
MULTITURN POTS, 10 turn, f" spindle
(ex -equip.),
following values
available,

guns, etc. S.A.E. for list.

2 Kohms, 5 Kohms, 400 Kohm, El each.

24v. MIN REED RELAYS, encapsulated single -

pole make, 2 for 50p.
NEW MULLARD SCOPE TUBES, DN7-78
3" face, complete with CRT base and mu metal screen, E8.50 each.

ALL BELOW - ADD 25% VAT
HIGH QUALITY SPEAKERS.

8f" x 6"

eliptical, 2" deep, 4 ohm, inverse magnet,
rated up to 10 Watts, CI50 each, or
2 for C275. (Quantity
a

VALVES
QQVO3/20A (ex equipment), £3.00.
QQV03/10 (ex equipment), 75p or 2 for CI 20.
2C39A (ex equipment), E1.00 each.
QQV02/6 (ex equipment), El.00 each.
4CX25B (ex equipment), 12.10 each.
4X250B (ex equipment), E1.50 each.
DET-22 (ex equipment), 2 for EI00.

PLUGS & SOCKETS

hole fixing type), 50p each or 5 for £2.25.

N -TYPE PLUGS, 50 ohm, 60p each.
N -TYPE SKTS.
(4 hole chassis mounting,

50 ohms, small coax lead type), 50p each.
BNC PLUGS.
(Amphenal, new, packed),
35p each. (4 for £1.20).
GREENPAR (GE35012). Chassis Lead Termiantions. (These are the units which bolt on to
the chassis, the lead is secured by screw cap,
and the inner of the coax passes through the
chassis), 30p each, 4 for El 00.

BULGIN FLAT 2 -pin FLEX CONNECTORS.
Non reversible, 40p each.

Continental Test Equipment.
each.

used

on

New, 50p

25 -WAY ISEP PLUGS and SOCKETS, 40p

set (I plus +

DUBILIER

ELECTROLYTICS,

500F,

450v.,

DUBILIER ELECTROLYTICS.

100gF,

275v.,

ELECTROLYTICS,

470µF

63v.,

2 for 50p.

2 for 50p.

PLESSEY

3 for 50p.

TCC ELECTROLYTICS,

1,000/./F 30v., 3 for

skt.). Plugs and sockets
sold separately at 25p each.
I

I80v.,

1,000µF

40p each, 3 for El.

BNC "T" PIECES, 50 ohm, El each.
PL259 PLUGS (PTFE). Brand new, 50p each,
or 5 for E2.25. Reducers for above, 15p
each.
50239 SOCKETS (PTFE).
Brand new (4

MAINS LEAD AND SOCKET as

ELECTROLYTICS

60p.
PLESSEY ELECTROLYTICS,

E1.55

VALVEHOLDERS, mixed bag of 10 for 50p.
ARROW 10A, 250v. black plastic rocker
switches, 4 for 50p.
16-DIL IC SOCKETS, 4 for 50P.
MINIATURE MICROSWITCHES, with roller
spring, 2 for 50p.

3

ALL BELOW - ADD 8% VAT

ADD VAT AS SHOWN

DUBILIER ELECTROLYTICS,
35v., 50p each.

5,000

DUBILIER

5,000µF

ELECTROLYTICS,

60p each.

DUBILIER ELECTROLYTICS,

5,000

70v., 65p each.

mfd

at

50v.,

mfd

at

ITT ELECTROLYTICS.

6,800 mfd at 25v.,
high grade, screw terminals, with mounting
clip, 50p each.
PLESSEY ELECTROLYTICS.
10,000 mfd at
63., 75p each.
PLESSEY
"CATHODRAY"
CAPACITORS.
0.040F

at

LI 50 each.

12.5kV

DC,

screw

terminals,

A large range of capacitors available at bargain
prices, S.A.E. for list.

TV PLUGS (metal type), 6 for 50p.
TV SOCKETS (metal type), 5 for 50p.
TV LINE CONNECTORS (back-to-back skt.),
5 for 50p.
DIN 3 -pin LINE SOCKETS, 15p each.
DIN 6 -pin RIGHT ANGLED PLUGS, 20p

MAINS

each.
R/S MIDGET 3 pole, 4 -way, rotary switches,
40p each.

TRANSFORMERS

MINIATURE EARPHONES with
plug, 2 for 50p.

All 240v. input, voltages quoted approx. RMS
(Please quote Type No. only when ordering).
TYPE 10/2 10-0-10V at 2A, £1.50.

TYPE 125BS approx. 125v. at 30mA, 65p.
TYPE 28/4. 28v. at 4A, 125v. at 500mA,
E400.

TYPE 63/I.

6.3

at

min. jack

Meg. Lin. POTS f" Plastic spindle, 2

spindle

ohm 11Z

each.
BSY95A TRANSISTORS, 6 for 50p.

PNP AUDIO TYPE TO5

TRANSISTORS,

12 for 25p.

IA, 85p each, 2 for

0C200 TRANSISTORS, 6 for 50p.
BFY51 TRANSISTORS, 4 for 60p.

500 -WATT AUTO

BYX 38/300 Stud Rectifiers, 300v. at 2-5A,
4 for 60p.
TCC Plastic block capacitors, .047 at 250v.,
50 for 60p.
TCC Plastic block capacitors, .022 at 400v.,
50 for 60p.
IF CANS, #" square, suitable for rewind,
6 for 30p.

EI.50.
TYPE 129. 400v. at 20mA, 200v. at 10mA,
6.3v. at 500mA, EI25.
TYPE 72703. 400v. at IOmA, 200v. at 5mA,
6.3v. at 400mA, CI25.
TYPE 70462.
250-0-250v., 50-0-50v., 6.3v.,
E1.75.

RAD1OSPARES

50kf
I

TRANSFORMER.
100/110/150/200/240,
250v. tapped input and output step up or
step down facility, ex new equip., £6.00.

IF CANS, f" x 5" x 1", suitable for rewind,
10 for 30p.
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